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Town Officers for 1951
elected officers
Treasurer
Norbert C. Benoit 1952
Town Clerk
Clare Boyer
Selectmen
J. Gerard Nolet 1952
Rosario Arpin 1952
Emil J. Martin 1952
Public Welfare
Marie Lariviere 1952 Ovide Desrosiers 1953
Hermas Lippe 1954 Herbert Michon Agent
Old Age Assistance
Ovide Desrosiers, Chairman Hermas Lippe
Marie Lariviere Herbert Michon, Agent
Assessors
Joseph Lafleche 1952 Charles Normandin 1953
Raymond Benoit 1954
Board of Health
Henry Demers 1952 Robert W. DeJordy D.S.C. 1954
£)r. Raymond Haling, Ch. 1953 Ernest Tetreault Agent
Marguerite Houle Nurse
Highway Commissioners
George Lafleche 1952 Arthur H. Bachand 1954
Albert J. Arsenault 1953
World War Memorial Trustees
J. Gerard Nolet 1952 Ovila Donais 1952
Blaise Trudeau 1952 Adelard Donais 1953
William Berry 1954 Roch Lafleche 1954
School Committee
Gabriel Crevier 1952 Mrs. John Steen 1952
Linnea Beck 1953 Eugene Leblanc 1953
Lorenzo Beaupre 1954 Paul A. Roy 1954
Cemetery Committee
Jesse Blackburn 1952 Lectance Landry 1954
George Dumas 1953
CONSTABLES
Blaise Trudeau 1953 Bernard Richard 1954
Raoul Meunier 1952
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Tax Collector
Mederic Duhamel 1954
Planning Board
Francis N.. Bishop 1954 Bernard Raimondo 1952
Albert Bishop 1953 Raymond Yates 1956
Edmund Ryan 1955
Sewer Committee
J. George Page 1952 Alfred Goudreau 1953
Raymond Blachand 1954
Park Commissioners
Thomas Monaco 1952 Edgar McCann 1953
Earl Wonderlee 1954
Moderator
Willard R. Stark 1952
Tree Warden
Chester J. Maska 1952
Commissioners of Trust Funds
Ernest Lavallee 1952 Charles Hart 1954
James Fallon 1953
Southbridge Housing Authority
Omer L. Perron 1954 Arthur Cabana 1955
Francois C. Sansoucy .... 1953 Felix Carmel 1956
•Louis J. Ciprari, appointed by the State 1956
APPOINTED TOWN OFFICERS — 1951
Assistant Clerk, Selectmen
Julian C. Gabree 1952
Town Accountant
Leon Caron 1953
Town Counsel
Robert S. Niedermeyer 1952
Town Engineer
Henry A. Racicot 1952
Veterans' Service Department
Paul Benoit, Director 1952
Veterans' Benefits Agent
Paul Benoit 1952
Care of Town Clock
Earl O'Clair 1952
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Recreation Committee
Frank Skinyon 1952 Francis Ashe 1953
Willard Stark 1952 Joseph Duffy 1953
Earl Wonderlee 1954 Norman Staves 1952
John E. Merrill 1953 Lorenzo Beaupre 1953
T. Monaco 1952 Lewis Kyrios 1952
Richard Gaucher 1952 Henry Racicot 1952
Louis Brunelle 1953 Raymond Dartt 1952
Edgar McCann 1952
Superintendent of Schools
Robert H. McCarn
Pound Keeper
Frederick H. Bowling 1952
Keeper of Lock-Up
Ovide Desrosiers 1952 Roland Bachand 1952
Custodian of Town Hall
Oliver Proulx 1952
Animal Inspector
Alcide Fournier 1952
Plumbing Inspector
Joseph Chagnon 1952
Milk Inspector
Joseph Chagnon 1952
Building Inspector
A. Raymond Dartt 1952
Wire Inspector
Clarence Bachand 1952
Sealer of Weights and Measures
G. R. Lariviere 1952
Library Trustees for the Town
Dr. Nerio Pioppi 1952 Edward P. Sheehan 1954
Oswald Laliberte 1953
Library Trustees for the Fund
Ellsworth Mitchell Jacob Edwards
W. Wesley Crawford John Martin
Registrars of Voters
Harmel Houde 1952 Timothy Moriarty 1953
Seaver M. Rice 1954 Clare Boyer
Fire Department
Oswald Meunier, Chief Daniel Daniels, Dep. Chief
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Superintendent of Fire Alamxs
Norman Larochelle
Fire Warden
Oswald Meunier 1952
Deputy Fire Wardens
Daniel Daniels Albert Servant
Joseph Mandevllle Rosario Bellerose
Emile Caouette Archie Langevin
Romeo Lippe Charles Normandin
Harry Michaels
Fence Viewers
Euclid Gatineau 1952 Alphonse Renna 1952
Arthur Caplette 1952 Albert Vecchia 1952
Finance Committee
Rockford O. Lavoie 1952 Edgar Tremblay 1952
John T. Nasse 1952 Dr. Arthur Tieri 1952
Louis T. Allard 1954 Joseph Gallery 1953
John Rischitelli 1954 Joseph Piasta 1953
Albert Steg 1952 Stuart Casavant 1953
Alan G. Ferguson 1954 George Metras 1953
Edgar V. Lewis 1953 Joseph Jacques 1954
Honor Roll Committee
Raymond Benoit Bernard Beauregard
EdiEnund Ryan Doris Loiselle
George W. Watson Armand DeAngelis
Ronaldo Guertin
Measurers of Wood and Bark
Thomas L. Hughes Clifford McKinstry John J. Hogan
Royce Fitzpatrick
Field Drivers
Albert Lamarine James Laughnane George Fitts
Soldiers Burial Officers
William J. Congdon Arthur Eno
Public Weighers
Jacob Edwards Beatrice Peloquin
Ralph McKinstry Harry Michaels
Herman Staves Thomas Hughes
Loretta Fitzpatrick Raymond Fitzpatrick
Eleanor Drake Doris O. Ryan
William Cox
Zoning Board of Appeals
Peter Graf Edward Seremet Mitchel Kurposka
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Committee to Revise Town By-Laws
John J. O'Shaughnessy, Jr. George Leduc
Alfred Beaulieu George Favre
Louis Gagnon Calvin Wright
Inspector of Petroleum
Rudolph Lariviere
Dog Officer
Albert Lamarine
Care of Veterans Graves
William J. Congdon
Retirement Board
Leon Caron Paul H. Benoit J. Alfred Dumas
Airport Commission
Emile Arsenault 1952 Ira W. Bracket 1955
Albert DiGregorio 1953 William Legate 1956
Edmund Ryan 1954
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Jury List
Male
Name and Address
Allard, Roland A. J., 9 Federal Heights
Anderson, Albert J., 41 Chestnut St.
Ashton, Francis W., 172 Dresser St.
Occupation
Bus Driver
Tool Maker
Optical Worker
Bachand, Edward E., 16 Williams St.
Ballard, Francis A., 391 Hamilton St.
Beauregard, Alex, 403 Main St.
Beaupre, Arthur H., 235 Mechanic St.
Bednarczk, John J., 201 Everett St.
Bertrand, Urban G., 370 Hamilton St.
Bellerose, Harald N., 161 Sayles St.
Bibeau, Rodolphe A., 53 Dresser St.
Blair, Alfred, 331 Dennison Drive
Blais, Napoleon, 402 Worcester St.
Blanchette, Leon, 27 Moon St.
Bolduc, Albert A., 255 Mechanic St.
Brown, Robert E., 129 Charlton St.
Carpenter
Parts Manager
Shipping Room Clerk
Machine Worker
Tool Maker
Fireman and Janitor
Grinder
Machinist
Trucking
Glass Worker
Carpenter
Lens Worker
Packer
Cardrant, Leo E., 579 Main St.
Caron, Anatole, Jr., 33 River St.
Caron, Philias, 16 Water St.
Cartier, Jos., Jr., 117 Worcester St.
Cloutier, Armand J., 400 Main St.
Coderre, Henry F., 560 South St.,
Cronin, Thomas F., 340 Hamilton St.
Truck Driver
Salesman
Custodian
Dealer
Truer
Merchant
Yarn Inspector
Daigle, Alexander A., 67 Highland St.
Darzenkiewicz, Walter J., 16 Wardwell Ct.
DeAngelis, Phillip M., 80 Sayles St.
Demers, Charles H., 62 Highland St.
Donais, Adelard C, 133 Everett St.
Dow, Roland W., 42 Pleasant St.
Dufault, Joseph, 155 Mechanic St.
Durocher, Jos. G. R., 107 Pine St.
Duquette, Albert F., 14 Worcester St.
Foreman
Machinist
Student
Textile Worker
Mechanic
Optical Worker
Laborer
Forger
Dyer
Emery, Ernest H., 41 Cross St.
Ethier, Louis G., 244 Mechanic St.
Optical Worker
Taxi Driver
Farland, Ernest A., 15 Chestnut St.
Flood, Henry F., 327 Hamilton St.
Fontaine, Lucien, 86 Chestnut St.
Lens Moulder
Optical Worker
Machinist
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Fontaine, Hermenegilde, 86 Chestnut St. Optical Worker
Fortin, Clarence J., 20 Fairmont Ave. Textile Worker
Fournier, Jos. H., 53 West St. Grinder
Gaumond, Harvey W., 141 Everett St.
Gauthier, Philip, 412 Charlton St.
Gauthier, Alexis J., 516 Charlton St.
Gauthier, Pierre W., 630 Main St.
Genereux, Homer A., 103 Charlton St.
Gendreau, Jos. U., 119 Pleasant St.
Giroux, Herman, 26 Marsh St.
Graf, Peter, 205 Main St.
Gravel, Lionel J., 432 Charlton Street
Guignard, Jos. A., 78 Sayles St.
Taxi Driver
Salesman
Unit Leader
Steam Fitter
Steam Fitter
Knife Maker
Cafe Owner
Foreman
Press Operator
Machine Grinder
Hatton, Thomas, 296 Main St.
Hebert, Armand F., 55 Coombs St.
Machine Grinder
Milling Machine
John, Jean B., 272 Mechanic St.
Julien, William, 103 Charlton St.
Lens Grinder
Lens Grinder
Kingsley, 19 Franklin Ter. Press Operator
Lacasse, Hormidas, 2 Lens St.
Lafleche, Albert, 58 Main St.
Landry, Lectance J., 62 Lovely St.
Lamothe, Charles D., 23 Chestnut St.
Lamontagne, Henry, 37 River St.
Lapointe, Lionel J., 398 Worcester St.
Laporte, Alexis, 119 West St.
Lariviere, Ubald A., 102 Lebanon St.
Lavallee, Adelard, 75 Crystal St.
Lavallee, Napoleon A., 48 School St.
Leblanc, Wilfred J., 219 Charlton St.
Leblanc, Leon L., 372 Hamilton St.
Leblanc, Oswald H., 54 Westwood Parkway
Leboeuf, Roland A., 27 Chestnut St.
Lemoine, Ferdinand, 22 Edwards St.
Librara, Joseph, 9 Ballard Ct.
Libuda, Joseph, 24 Caron St.
Loranger, Edward W., 127 Pleasant St.
Optical Worker
Optical Worker
Painter
Drawing
Press Operator
Shipping Clerk
Textile Worker
Cutlery Finisher
General Maintenance
Retired
Machinist
Yarn Inspector
Lens Setter
Stock Clerk
Supervisor
Textile Worker
Foreman
Machinist
Mathieu, Isaie, 288 Mechanic St.
Matte, Archille J., 262 Mechanic St.
Monaco, Lardy A., 234 Worcester St.
Monaco, Thomas J., 115 North St.
Janitor
Rulling
Electrician
Lens Moulder
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Monette, Moise G., 122 Hamilton St.
Mundell, Homer W., 59 Highland St.
Part Time Clerk
Steam Fitter
Nichols, Thomas J., 29 Fiske St. Unemployed
Parent, Aime E., 9 Hillcrest Ave.
Patenaude, George J., 12 Pine St.
Paquette, Walter O., 257 Brickyard Rd.
Paquin, William, 32 Worcester St.
Peloquin, Armand, 86 Worcester St.
Petit, Alberic, 105 Old Sturbridge Rd.
Pezzetti, John E., 410 Elm St.
Pinsonneault, Richard G., 205 Marcy St.
Pinsonneault, Laurier W., 109 Pine St.
Plasse, Herman, 79 Fairlawn Ave.
Plouffe, George E., 135 Marcy St.
Proulx, Charles F., 81 Wall St.
Electrician
Mill Hand
Stock Clerk
Inspector
Optical Worker
Steam Fitter
Salesman
Press Operator
Bench Worker
Optical Worker
Retired
Carpenter
St. Martin, Rodolphe, 466 Worcester St.
Santo, Dominic, 462 Elm St.
Savaria, Valmore P., 115 Woodstock Rd.
Stevens, Nicholas, 33 Oakes Ave.
St. George, Regnault, 38 Foster St.
Machinist
Foreman
Millwright
Grocer
Optical Worker
Stypulkowski, Anthony, 110 Old Sturbridge Rd. Sales Mgr.
Talbot, Ernest J., 34 Hamilton St.
Tasciotti, Ralph, 60 Sayles St.
Tavernier, Omer J., 10 Lens St.
Therrien, Armand, 57 Crystal St.
Trahan, Ovila, 16 Clark St.
Trembley, Albert J., 240 Marcy St.
Trembley, Leodore, 274 Charlton St.
Frame Worker
Knife Worker
Press Operator
Store Clerk
Cabinet Maker
Optical Worker
Supervisor
Varin, Raymond J. Jr., 110 Mechanic St.
Vecchia, Albert T., 80 Sayles St.
Volpini, Renato, 193 Eastford Rd.
Bookkeeper
Woodworker
Optical Worker
Female
Bachand, Marie A., 201 Everett St.
Bachand, Mabel F., 43 Randolph St.
Ballard, Estelle C, 391 Hamilton St.
Benoit, Doris Ann, 44 High St.
Boutillier, Mae, 112 Hamilton St.
Brouillette, Eva, 89 Worcester St.
Housewife
Housewife
Clerical Worker
Housewife
Housewife
Housewife
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Carpenter, Jeanette, 246 Mechanic St. Inspector
Dubreuil, Julia, 11 Sayles St. Housewife
Duhamel, Elizabeth, 346 Brickyard Rd. Deputy Tax Coll.
Gagnon, Anna M., 53 Newell Ave. Housewife
Gaumond, Stephanna, 711 Main St. Housewife
Gauthier, Florence A., 234 Breakneck Rd. Wrapper
Lariviere, Mane Hi., y? iiiverett bt. Housewife
Lariviere, Beatrice M., 102 Lebanon St. Saleslady
Lafleche, Lea, 47 Green Ave. Optical Worker
Lavallee, Lillian L., 126 Litchfield Ave. Housewife
Lippe, Isidora A., 214 Marcy St. ^ Housewife
Proulx, Lilianne G., 92 Charlton St. Social Worker
Russell, Mary Rose, 86 Hamilton St. Housewife
Shepard, Rose P., 77 Hamilton St. Housewife
Sullivan, Evelyn E., 40 South St. Clerk
Trudeau, Atwilda, 35 Central St. Housewife
Varin, Laura, 110 Mechanic St. Clerk
Walsh, Mary G., 59^ Fiske St. Housewife
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Selectmen's Report
#
To the Citizens of the Town of Southbridge:
The Board of Selectmen herewith submit the following re-
port of their activities of the Department for the year of 1951.
The Board organized under date of March 6, 1951. J. Ger-
ard Nolet was appointed Chairman of the Board, Rosario Arpin
was appointed Clerk, other appointments of the Board may be
found in the Town Report immediately following the list of
duly elected officers.
In addition to our regular meetings which were held on
Monday evenings of each week at 7:00 o'clock P. M., in the Se-
lectmen's office, numerous conferences, public hearings, and
special meetings were held as occasion demanded.
In conjunction with other Town Departments, we have
made considerable progress to improve conditions within the
Town. Such as widening streets when possible, resurfacing
others and making what other changes that we deemed advis-
able for the interest of the Town.
Parking Meters have been installed, which are a good
source of revenue to the Town, and greatly facilitate parking
on our principal streets.
Our aim during the entire year has been to give the people
good and sound government at a minimum cost. We have en-
deavored to cooperate with all Town Departments in orcfer
that our Town Government may function to the best interest
of all concerned.
The income of the Board for 1951 was $17,493.50, and was
received from the following items.
Liquor Licenses
2 Innholder, All-Alcoholic ,
2 Innholder, Wine & Malt ...
12 Restaurant, All-Alcoholic
10 Restaurant, Wine & Malt
6 Club, All-Alcoholic
3 Club, Wine & Malt ..
4 Package Goods, All-Alcoholic
6 Package Goods, Wine & Malt
@ $300.00 $ 1,800.00
... 100.00 300.00
600.00 1,200.00
.... 200.00 400.00
500.00 6,000.00
200.00 2,000.00
300.00 1,200.00
.... 100.00 600.00
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5 Drug Store, All-Alcoholic 50.00 250.00
24 One Day Wine & Malt 1.00 24.00
2 Special, Wine & Malt 25.50 51.00
1 Special, Wine & Malt 8.50 8.50
4 Seasonal, All-Alcoholic 150.00 600.00
Total $14,443.50
4 Innholder $ 3.00 $ 12.00
53 Common Victualler 3.00 159.00
48 Sunday Stores 3.00 144.00
28 Auto Dealer 3.00 84.00
23 Taxi Owner 1.00 23.00
108 Taxi Driver 1.00 108.00
7 Lodging House 1.00 7.00
6 Storage Tank 50 3.00
Miscellaneous Licenses
7 Sale of Firearms 3.00 21.00
83 Overhanging Signs 1.00 83.00
5 Parking Lot 2.00 10.00
47 Pinball Machine 20.00 940.00
2 Pinball Machine Replacements 2.00 4.00
Total $ 1,600.00
Rentals
Town Hall 200.00
Court House 1,200.00
Lock-Up 50.00
Total $ 1,450.00
Grand Total $17,493.50
The expenses of operating our department are given in
the report prepared by the Town Accountant, and for that rea-
son are not enumerated here.
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Many problems were brought to our attention during the
course of the year which came under the jurisdiction of other
departments. Those were referred to the proper departments
and were taken of expeditiously. We have found all other de-
partments and officials to be very cooperative, thereby "giving
the people of Southbridge an efficient over-all administration.
We wish to take this opportunity to publicly thank all the
other Town Departments, Committees and others who have
cooperated with us during the year to promote good govern-
ment.
J. GERARD NOLET, Chairman,
ROSARIO ARPIN, Clerk,
EMIL J. MARTIN,
Board of Selectmen.
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Report of Town Clerk
To the Citizens of the Town of Southbridge:
I hereby submit my report for the year ending December
31, 1951.
Vital Statistics
Total Number of Births Registered 553
Total Number of Deaths Registered 227
Total Number of Marriages Recorded 200
Total Number of Marriage Intentions 185
Miscellaneous Licenses Recorded
Auctioneer's 2
Bowling and Pool 6
Junk 12
Hawkers' and Peddlers* 4
Gasoline 44
Garage 67
Total licenses issued 135
Amount paid to Treasurer $309.50
Dog Licenses Issued
Number of Licenses:
Male 600
Female 77
Spayed Female 223
Kennel 7
Total Licenses issued 907
Amount paid to Treasurer $1,909.60
Sporting Licenses Issued
Resident Citizens' Fishing Licenses 859
Resident Citizens' Hunting Licenses 286
Resident Citizens' Sporting Licenses 364
Resident Citizens' Women's and Minors' Fish. Lie 312
Resident Minor Trappers' Licenses 3
Resident Citizens' Trapping Licenses 9
Non-Resident Citizens' 3-Day Fishing Licenses 8
Non-Resident Citizens' or Resident Alien Fish. Lie 19
Non-Resident Citizens' Hunting Licenses 5
Non-Resident Military or Naval Service Sporting Lie. 1
Resident Citizens' Sporting & Trapping Licenses 83
Resident Military or Naval Service Sporting Licenses 27
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Resident Citizens' Old Age Assistance and to the blind 27
Duplicate licenses 9
Total Licenses issued 2,012
Amount paid to
Division of Fisheries & Game .... $3,620.00
List of Jurors Drawn by Selectmen During 1951
Wilfred Girard of 222 Mechanic Street.
Wilfred Faford of 11 Columbia Street.
William J. Kirry of 60 East Main Street.
Albertine Duval of 122 Mill St.
Joseph E. Julian of 73 Newell Avenue.
George A. Gamache of 105 North Street.
Leo Lucier of 31 Randolph Street.
Emile Miller of 263 Mechanic Street.
Nicholas Stevens of 33 Oakes Avenue.
Arthur Staves of 37 Franklin Terrace.
Joseph Powers of Brickyard Road.
Albert Gendron of 42 Thomas Street.
Napoleon Blais of 402 Worcester Street.
Raoul J. Ravenelle of 65 River Street.
Charles E. Gravel of 158 Charlton Street.
John Rossi of 16 Lyons Street.
Sotir Alexander of 50 Lens Street.
Armand Peloquin of 86 Worcester Street.
Phillip DeAngelis of 80 Sayles Street.
Marie E. Lariviere of 97 Everett Street.
Lionel J. Lapointe of 398 Worcester Street.
Laura Varin of 110 Mechanic Street.
Eva Brouillette of 29 Worcester Street.
Albert Vecchia of 60 Sayles Street.
Hermenegilde Fontaine of 86 Chestnut Street.
Charles D. Lamothe of 23 Chestnut Street.
Alberic Petit of 105 Old Sturbridge Road.
Hormidas Lacasse of 2 Lens Court.
Richard Pinsonneault of 205 Marcy Street.
Julia Dubreuil of 11 Sayles Street.
Leon L. Leblanc of 372 Hamilton Street.
Meetings Held During 1951
Annual Election of Town Officers March 5, 1951
Annual Business Meeting March 12, 1951
Special Town Meeting August 27, 1951
Special Town Meeting October 23, 1951
Special Town Meeting November 19, 1951
Special Town Meeting December 17, 1951
Respectfully submitted,
CLARE BOYER, Town Clerk.
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Report of Town Treasurer
For Year Ending December 3L 1951
Cash on Hand, Jan. 1, 1951 $ 389,316.20
Receipts for 1951 2,006,360.07
$2,395,676.27
1951 Disbursements 1,959,013.38
Balance, Cash on Hand, Dec. 31, 1951 $ 436,662.89
FUNDED DEBT
Outstanding
Date of Amt. of Dec. 31,
Due 1952 Denominated Issue Loan 1951
$ 6,000.00 Eastford Rd. and
West St. Schools 1936 $152,490.00 $ 30,000.00
4,000.00 Northern Dist.
Elem. School 1938 80,000.00 28,000.00
6,000.00 South St. Paving
Loan 1947 30,000.00 6,000.00
7,000.00 Worcester St.
Sewer Loan 1947 35,000.00 7,000.00
$23,000.00 $ 71,000.00
TEMPORARY LOAN
$2,400.00—Anticipation of Revenue—Chapter 44, Section 6A—
Due Feb. 15, 1952.
POST WAR FUND
2y4% U. S. Treasury Bonds dated Feb. 1, 1944 $ 75,000.00
2y4% U. S. Treasury Bonds dated June 1, 1945 75,000.00
$150,000.00
Interest on Savings Acct. through Dec. 31, 1951 25,386.70
Total Fund $175,386.70
TRUST FUNDS
Balance
Balance Int. Dec. 31,
Depository Jan. 1, 1951 1951 1951
Mary Mynott Fund
Southbridge Savings Bank $1,000.00 $ 25.00 $1,000.00
Boyer Fund
Southbridge Savings Bank 435.45 10.94 446.39
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Jesse J. Angell Fund
Southbridge Savings Bank 1,449.18 36.45 1,485.63
!
Ella M. Cole Fund
Attleboro Savings Bank 1,000.00 20.00 1,000.00
Cambridge Savings Bank 1,000.00 25.00 1,000.00
Charlestown 5-Cent Savings 1,000.00 23.75 1,000.00
Hannah Edwards Fund
First National Bank
fS 000 00 1 4^ 00%jy\i\j\jm\j\j i^o.yjyj s oon on
Mabel Murphy Fund
Southbridge Savings Bank 2,000.00 50.00 2,000.00
Adah L. Stedman Fund
Southbridge Credit Union 1,000.00 25.00 1,000.00
CEMETERY FUND
Balance Int.
Depository Dec. 31, 1951 1951
j
Cambridge Savings Bank $ 3,000.00 i > 75.00
Dedham Inst, for Savings 2,000.00 50.00
Gardner Savings Bank 3,000.00 75.00
Lynn Inst, for Savings 2,000.00 50.00
Leominster Savings Bank 2,475.00 61.88
Millbury Savings Bank 1,453.52 36.32
New Bedford 5-Cent Savings 3,000.00 67.50^
Natick 5-Cent Savings Bank 2,500.00 75.0(d
Southbridge Savings Bank 11,592.10 257.52J
Salem 5-Cent Savings Bank 3,000.00 75.0(j|
Winchendon Savings Bank 3,000.00 97.5(1
Ware Savings Bank 2,000.00 50.00
Webster 5-Cent Savings Bank 1,714.68 38.57
Worcester 5-Cent Savings Bank 2,000.00 50.00
Worcester Co-op Federal Savings 4,000.00 100.00
Workingmen's Co-op 4,000.00 lOO.OC
Merchants Co-op 4,000.00 105.0C
Mattapan Co-op 2,000.00 60.00
Mt. Washington Co-op 4,000.00 120.00
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Congress Co-op 4,000.00 100.00
Southbridge Co-op 2,000.00 60.00
Merrimack Co-op 2,000.00 60.00
Suffolk Co-op 4,000.00 95.00
Minot Co-op 2,000.00 50.00
Lincoln Co-op 2,000.00 60.00
Southbridge Credit Union 4,500.00 111.16
Totals $81,235.30 $ 2,080.45
Cemetery Fund as of January 1, 1951 $80,035.30
Added to Fund, 1951 1,200.00
Cemetery Fund—Dec. 31, 1951 $81,235.30
Respectfully submitted,
NORBERT C. BENOIT,
Town Treasurer.
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Report of Assessors
The Board of Assessors submit the following report for the
year ending December 31, 1951. All appropriations voted since
1950. Tax Rate was fixed.
Total appropriations as certified by
by Town Clerk to be raised by
taxation $1,338,177.94
Total appropriations voted to be
taken from available funds. In
1951 since 1950 Tax Rate was fixed 59,072.82 $1,397,250.76
STATE:
1951 1950
Tax and Assessments Estimates Underestimates
State Parks & Reservations $ 2,494.56 $524.26
State Audit of Municipal
Account 1,733.64
State Examination of
Retirement System 632.09
State Treasurer 46.00
$ 4,906.29 $524.26 5,430.55.
COUNTY:
Tax and Assessments
County Tax $48,496.91
Tuberculosis 23,567.88
$72,064.79 72,064.79i
OVERLAY of current year 21,216.75i
GROSS AMOUNT TO BE RAISED $1,495,962.85
Estimated Receipts and Available Funds:
Estimated receipts for the year 1950 $499,464.10
OVERESTIMATES of previous year
to be used as available funds:
County Tax $ 1,486.64
Tuberculosis 3,965.24
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Amounts Voted to be Taken from
Available Funds:
Amounts and dates of approval
by Commissioner of Corporations
and Taxation:
$18,822.58—August 28, 1950
400.00—September 5, 1950
9,850.24—December 28, 1950
30,000.00—April 2, 1951
$59,072.82 $ 59,072.82
$ 64,524.70
Total Estimated Receipts and
Available Funds $ 563,988.80
Net Amount to be Raised by Taxation
on Polls and Property $ 931,974.05
Number of Polls, 5816 @ $2.00 each $ 11,632.00
Total Valuation: (Tax Rate $56.20)
Personal Property $ 2,787,630.00 156.664.80
Real Estate 13,588,530.00 763,675.39
Total Assessed Valua-
tion on Personal and
Real Estate $16,376,160.00
Gain on account of fraction
Divisions of Tax Rate 1.86
Total Taxes Levied on Polls
and Property $ 931,974.05
Items not Entering into the
Determination of the Tax Rate:
Betterment & Special Assess-
ments Added to Taxes:
Sewer Assessments in 1950
and int. (unapportioned) 3,603.95
Sewer Assessments in 1950
and int. (apportioned) 491.82
Total of all other Commitments 4,095.77
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387.73
387.73
4,095.77
4,095.77
100.00
100.00
11.24
11.24
39.34
39.34
30.00
30.00
8.00
8.00
Total Amount of all Taxes on
Polls and Property and Assess-
mf^^ts Committed to the Collector
to Date of Tax Rate $ 936.069.82
ADDITIONAL ASSESSMENTS:
Jan. 8th, 1951—Sidewalk
Warrant to Collector, Jan. 8th, 1951
June 4th, 1951—Sewer
Warrant to Collector, June 4th, 1951
June 12th, 1951—Poll Tax
Warrant to Collector, June 12th, 1951
July 26th, 1951—Omitted Property ..
Warrant to Collector, July 26th, 1951
Aug. 23rd, 1951—Omitted Property
Warrant to Collector, Aug. 23rd, 1951
Aug. 23rd, 1951—Poll Tax
Warrant to Collector, Aug. 23rd, 1951
Dec. 26th, 1951—Poll Tax
Warrant to Collector, Dec. 26th, 1951
Total Warrants to Collector on
Polls, Real Estate, Personal,
Sewer, Sidewalk and Omitted
Assessments for 1951 $ 940,741.90
Valuation of Motor Vehicles
for 1951 $ 2,807,556.00
Tax on Motor Vehicles for 1951 114,395.67
Warrant to Collector for 1951 $ 114^395.67
Total Assessed Valuation for 1951
Including Motor Vehicles 19,183,716.00
Total Warrants to Collector
for 1951 1,055,137.57
Value of Exempted Property
Churches, Parsonages, Schools and Hospitals $1,774,160.00
Town Property 1,787,410.00
U. S. Post Office Property 98,000.00
U. S. Government Housing Project 144,250.00
$3,803,820.00
Total Number of Motor Vehicles Assessed . ...6113
CHARLES NORMANDIN,
JOSEPH LAFLECHE,
RAYMOND BENOIT,
Board of Assessors.
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Report of Tree Warden
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen
Gentlemen:
I wish to submit my report for the year ending December
31, 1951.
The past year I removed 16 dead trees, on various streets
about town that were endangering the public. Eight stumps
out of sidewalks and town owned property.
All Elm wood and logs lying on the town-owned property
I burned to prevent the spread of Dutch Elm Disease, Leaf and
Bark Beetle.
Dead limbs on trees, on various streets, I pruned and
removed.
I braced and cabled three trees, repaired two bad cavities,
and replaced one Maple tree.
1951 Appropriation,
Tree Warden Department $2,000.00
Salaries and Wages:
Tree Warden $ 302.25
Labor 1,123.06
Other Expenses:
Power Saw 73.00
Winch 10.00
Truck Hire 236.25
Tools and Tree Paint 90.57
Repair Elm Tree Cavity,
World War Memorial Park 164.31 1,999.44
$ .56
Respectfully submitted,
CHESTER J. MASKA,
Tree Warden.
* * * Hn
DUTCH ELM DISEASE DEPARTMENT
I wish to submit my report for the Dutch Elm Disease De-
partment for the year ending December 31, 1951.
I sprayed the town-owned Elm trees twice with a Hydrau-
lic Sprayer, using DDT Emulsion. I also had the center of the
town sprayed with a Helicopter, to control Elm Leaf and Bark
Beetle with excellent results, to help check Dutch Elm Disease.
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I did not locate any Dutch Elm Diseased trees in our town
the past year.
1951 Dutch Elm Disease Appropriation $2,730.00
Salaries and Wages:
Moth Superintendent $ 10.50
Other Expenses:
Material (25% Niagara Nytox) 495.00
Hydraulic Sprayer to Agitate
DDT for Helicopter 11.00
Helicopter Spraying 322.50
Hydraulic Spraying 1,891.00 $2,730.00
Respectfully submitted,
CHESTER J. MASKA,
Moth Superintendent.
Gypsy Moth Department
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen
Gentlemen:
I wish to submit my report for the Gypsy Moth Depart-
ment for the year ending December 31, 1951.
The past year, I sprayed with DDT and Lead as many of
our town-owned trees as possible, for Gypsy Moth and Web
Worm, because of limited amount of funds.
I find in sprayed areas infestation has been kept down to
my satisfaction.
Moth Extermination—1951 Appropriation $400.00
Salaries and Wages:
Moth Superintendent $ 27.00
Other Expenses:
Hydraulic Sprayer 333.00
Truck Hire 15.00
Material 25.00 $400.00
Respectfully submitted,
CHESTER J. MASKA,
Moth Superintendent.
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Report of Fire Department
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen
Gentlemen:
In accordance with the law and custom, I submit the fol-
lowing report of the year ending December 31, 1951. Giving
names of members of the Fire Department, values of properties
under my supervision, number of fires we responded to, value
of properties where loss occurred, dates and locations of fires.
We responded to 9 bell alarms, 5 were false. 385 were still
alarms. Total, 394 alarms for the year.
320 Hydrants at $65.00 each per year. Total $20,800.00.
The detailed report and budget follows:
Value of buildings $802,500.00
Loss on buildings 15,371.21
Insurance on buildings 530,200.00
Insurance paid on buildings 13,629.90
Value of contents 453,300.00
Loss on contents 7,470.61
Insurance on contents 341,500.00
Insurance paid on contents 7,274.61
Feb. 8—Still alarm at 10.03 A. M. Metal trailer at 11 Woodland
Ave. Owned by Kenneth Morong. Caused by defective
oil burner. Insured.
Feb. 26—Still alarm at 10.25 A. M. Tenement at 161 Mechanic
St. Owned by Frank DeFederico. Caused by children
playing with matches. Insured.
March 12—Still alarm at 9.30 A. M. Store at 27 Central St.
Owned by Angelo Kollios. Caused by careless smoking.
Insured.
March 25—Still alarm at 8.55 A. M. Store at 833 Main St.
Owned by Dewey Lariviere. Caused by clothes hanging
over stoves. Insured.
March 28—Box 35 at 11.57 A. M. Tenement at 120 Hamilton St.
Owned by Arthur Gregoire. Caused by rags on steam
pipes. Insured.
Inventory of the Fire Department
Two fire stations
Fire apparatus
Fire Department supplies ...
Gamewell fire alarm system
$ 75,000.00
30,000.00
10,000.00
15,000.00
Alarms Responded
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April 21—Still alarm at 2.30 A. M. Tenement at 255 Marcy St.
Owned by Joseph Gauthier. Caused by careless smoking.
Insured.
April 22—Still alarm at 8.20 P. M. Hot house at 76 Sayles St.
Owned by Vincent Vecchia. Cause unknown. No insurance.
June 30—Still alarm at 2.15 P. M. Garage at 225 Mechanic St.
Owned by Mrs. Lea Lariviere. Caused by burning rubbish
in barrel near building. Insured.
July 2—Box 57 at 12.18 A. M. Tenement at 243 Everett St.
Owned by Anthony Kaprowski. Caused by fire crackers.
Insured.
Aug. 20—Still alarm at 5.45 P. M. Tenement at 127 Moon St.
Owned by Filene DeGregorio. Caused by lightning. In-
sured.
Aug. 30—Still alarm at 10.31 A. M. Building at 321 Main St.
Owned by Ralph Robbins. Caused by plumber's blow
torch exploding. Insured.
Sept. 9—Box 64 at 3.53 A. M. Tenement at 14 and 16 Robert St.
Owned by Joseph Anger. Caused by defective wiring.
Insured.
Sept. 27—Still alarm at 9.15 A. M. Building at 327 Main St.
Owned by A. V. Edwards. Caused by flooded power oil
burner. Insured.
Oct. 16—Still alarm at 3.27 P. M. Tenement at 444 Worcester
St. Owned by Rodolphe Arpin. Caused by short circuited
electric roaster. Insured.
Oct. 19—Still alarm at 2.45 P. M. Tenement at 59 Fairlawn Ave.
Owned by Hormidas Belanger. Caused by flooded range
burner. Insured.
Oct. 27—Still alarm at 1.35 P. M. Garage at 116 Everett St.
Owned by Joseph Adamick. Caused by burning leaves near
garage. Insured.
Dec. 17—Still alarm at 12.25 A. M. Tenement at 570 South St.
Owned by Charles Trahan. Caused by defective fire place.
Insured.
REPORT OF THE CHIEF OF THE FIRE DEPARTMENT
Permits
Transporting Gasoline 4
High Explosives 12
Range Oil Burners 67
Power Oil Burners 203
Open Air Permits 490
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Removal of Gasoline Tanks 5
Decorations 36
Bottled Gas Permits 33
Inspections
Stores
,
208
Hotels and Boarding Houses 56
Tenement Houses 1887
Range Oil Burners 67
Power Oil Burners 203
Clubs and Cafes 119
Locked Out 30
Complaints 97
In closing my report for last year, I wish to thank the Citi-
zens for their co-operation, and members of the Department for
their loyalty to their work.
In conclusion, the Chief, Oswald Meunier, on behalf of
the members of the Fire Department, wishes to thank the
Board of Selectmen and the other Town Officials for their
courtesy and consideration of the Department.
OSWALD MEUNIER,
Chief of the Fire Department.
ROSTER OF THE SOUTHBRIDGE FIRE DEPARTMENT
Chief
Oswald Meunier
Deputy Chief
Daniel Daniels
Permanent Firemen
Captain Emile Caouette Lieut. Archie Langevin
Harry Gendron Rodolphe Arpin
Ovila Donais Adrien Pouliot
Ernest Collette Victor Caouette
Alva Gregoire Edward McNally
Henry Desourdy Romeo Mathieu
Arthur Marand Napoleon White
Edward Boucher Jean St. Amant
Biago Puccilli
Callmen Hose No. 1
Captain Hermas Lippe Lieut. Stewart Casavant
Clarence Blais Gerard Fontaine
Lionel Peloquin George Hogan
Leopold Langlois Ernest Tremblay
Armand Dumas Albert Beaudry
Thomas Mannis Roland Larochelle
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Captain Adelard Lepage Lieut. Eugene Gaumond
Callmen Aerial No. 1
Captain Eugene Blais Lieut. Napi
Romeo Lippe Raymond Dartt
Armand Durocher Arthur Caplette
William Berry Anthony DePiet
Normand Larochelle Archie Ruzzoli
Louis Ciprari
Callmen Hose No. 2
Superintendent of Fire Alarm
Normand Larochelle
Forest Fire Department
The Forest Fire Department answered 43 alarms for forest
fires in 1951.
Forest Fire Warden's salary — $200.00.
There were 490 permits for fires in the open.
I wish at this time to thank the people for their good will
and again ask their co-operation with this Department to pre-
vent forest fires in this vicinity.
Inventory of the Forest Fire Department
One forest fire pump with 2500 ft. of 1^^ in. hose $1,500.00
2800 ft. of 1-in. hose 1,400 00
6—iy2-inch shut-off nozzles 125.00
6—1-inch shut-off nozzles 120.00
8 open end nozzles : 54.00
1—y2-ton Ford truck 1,000.00
1—1-ton Ford truck 150.00
Twenty-two V^h gallon extinguishers 155.00
Thirteen Indian fire pumps 163.50
4
—2y2-gallon hand pumps 60.00
6—Ten-quart pails 15.00
Fourteen brooms 14.00
Two shovels 2.00
12 reducers 60.00
OSWALD MEUNIER,
Forest Fire Dept. Warden.
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Deputy Forest Fire Wardens
Daniel Daniels Emile Caouette
Albert Servant Joseph Mandeville
Romeo Lippe Archie Langevin
Harry Michaels Rosario Bellerose
Ambulance Department
In rendering my report for the past year, I wish to state
that there was an appropriation of $1,015.40 made for this
Department.
In 1951 the Ambulance made 247 out of town
trips amounting to $2,511.00
The Ambulance Department collected
bills amounting to 2,145.00
Balance on books $ 366.00
During the past year the ambulance made the following trips:
Out of town trips at no charge:
Public Welfare 2
Old Age Assistance 2
Abated 4
Southbridge 318
Sturbridge 69
Worcester 60
Charlton 34
Fiskdale 20
Boston 14
Grafton 4
Framingham 4
Brimfield 4
Holland 3
Dodge 4
Spencer 3
West Woodstock 3
Oxford 3
Dudley 2
Hartford 2
West Dudley 2
East Brimfield 2
New Britain 2
Wales 1
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West Springfield
Springfield
North Oxford
Whitman
Eastford
Waltham
Cranston, R. 1. ...
Montague City ...
Newton
Brookfield
Middletown
Total 573
Inventory of the Ambulance Department
1 Cadillac Ambulance $4,000.00
1 Ford Ambulance 200.00
2 Spare Tires 35.00
2 Folding Stretchers 60.00
1 Orthopatic Stretcher 60.00
2 First Aid Kit 10.00
2 Flame Proof Blanket 90.00
3 Pillows 7.50
25 Pillow Cases 19.00
24 Sheets 29.00
13 Blankets 65.00
Report of Board of Health
To the Citizens of the Town of Southbridge:
The Board of Health met March 9th and organized as
follows:
Dr. Raymond Haling, Chairman.
Dr. Robert DeJordy, Clerk.
Mr. Henry Demers, P.H.G., Publicity Chairman.
Shortly after organizing, the Board of Health met with
Mr. A. Caron and set up our books in such a manner as to break
down the costs of the various phases of the deparment's work.
During the year 12 regular and 7 special meetings were
held. Last year the tuberculosis clinic was discontinued, and
is now being held at the Worcester County Tuberculosis Hos-
pital in Boylston, every Tuesday and Thursday throughout
the year.
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Mr. Joseph Chagnon, the milk and food inspector attended
a post graduate course in field work at the University of Massa-
chusetts at Amherst, Mass.
During the year various health meetings were attended
by the Nurse, Board of Health Agent and Board members.
Since the pasteurization of milk law was enacted, not a
case of undulant fever was reported.
A more detailed account of the activities of the Department
can be found in the reports of the personnel of the Board.
We wish to thank all who have co-operated with our ap-
pointed officers.
Respectfully submitted
,
RAYMOND F. HALING, M.D.
ROBERT DeJORDY, D.S.C.
HENRY DEMERS, P.H.G.
Members of the Board of Health.
REPORT OF BOARD OF HEALTH FOOT EXAMINATION
To the Board of Health Physician.
Dear Sir:
Herewith I submit my report for the year ending Decem-
ber 31, 1951. A total of 1077 children were examined in the
three Parochial Schools. As in the past the 8th grade pupils in
each school were given a brief discourse on the proper care of
their feet to maintain good foot health.
Following is a classification of defects noted in the exam-
ination.
General Posture 20
Skin ' 95
Nails 82
Orthopedic Conditions 138
Hygiene 35
The defects in their general classification are further
broken down to specific conditions on the children's examina-
tion record cards.
The School nurse sent out 181 notices to the children's par-
ents and in many cases we were able to include recommenda-
tion for better hygiene, posture or nail care.
We are thankful for the cooperation of the school nurse,
the school authorities and the parents, and for their interest in
promoting interest for better foot health in our children.
Respectfully submitted,
ROBERT W. DEJORDY, D.S.C.
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REPORT OF THE INSPECTOR OF PLUMBING
To the Honorable Board of Health.
Gentlemen:
Herewith I submit my report for the year ending Decem-
ber 31, 1951. The results of restrictions imposed by the federal
government on the materials used in this trade have been quite
noticeable in this area, as they affect the number of new starts
in various types of buildings, and also govern the extent of al-
terations and repairs of other existing structures.
The manufacture of some grades of materials have been
discontinued and other suitable grades substituted, and some
plumbing fixtures and appliances have been re-designed and
standardized throughout the entire industry as an economical
measure of manufacture as well as a means of conserving criti-
cal materials for defense.
During the year, the following plumbing fixtures and ap-
pliances were installed:
Water Closets 130
Lavatories 110
Bath Tubs 88
Kitchen Sinks
, 105
Laundry Trays 13
Sink & Tray Combinations 8
Shower Stalls 16
Urinals 11
Food Waste Grinders 3
Clothes Washing Machines 10
Dish Washing Machines 6
Industrial & Laboratory Sinks 14
Water Pumps 5
Tankless Water Heaters 18
Gas, Oil, Electric Water Heaters 51
Hot Water Tanks, (Range Boilers) 22
Floor Drains 7
Air Conditioners 2
Drinking Fountains 6
Slop Sinks 5
Wash Sinks & Wash Fountains 8
Total Fixtures & Appliances 638
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Where no public sewers were available, 3 Cesspools and 9
Septic Tanks were installed with adequate drainage fields.
I also issued 14 permits for minor repairs, such as the re-
newal of or additions to water distributing pipes, replacement
of fixture traps, relocating of house drains, etc.
Number of Permits Granted 184
Number of Inspections Made 532
Number of Water Tests Conducted 37
Unfinished Jobs of December 31st 16
The haphazard installation of private water supplies
(wells) and private sewage disposal systems (cesspools and sep-
tic tanks with drainage fields) as well as many other factors per-
taining to this and other types of sanitation for the protection
of the public urges me to strongly recommend a complete revi-
sion of our plumbing code to be more in conformance with the
advances of scientific research in the sanitation field and to pro-
vide our home owners and tax payers an economical, sound,
and reasonable and practical code based on scientific considera-
tions.
I take this opportunity to thank your Board for granting me
leave of absence from September 24th., to December 14th.,
thereby enabling me to attend a 12 weeks' course in Environ-
mental Sanitation at the University of Massachusetts in Am-
herst. While some of the subject matter was quite familiar to
me and served as refresher material, basic knowledge was also
emphasized in many other subjects to meet the needs of public
health departments such as ours. As I could be home on week-
ends, I made my services available to your department on Sat-
urdays and Sundays so as not to retard or hinder constructions
in any way.
I also wish to thank all town departments, firms and indi-
viduals who have co-operated or assisted me in carrying on the
above work.
Respectfully submitted,
JOSEPH A. CHAGNON,
Inspector of Plumbing.
REPORT OF INSPECTOR OF EATING AND DRINKING
ESTABLISHMENTS
To the Honorable Board of Health.
Gentlemen:
For the third consecutive year, I conducted 3 lectures on
applied bacteriology to the biology class of Mary E. Wells High
School under the direction of Professor Edward Deroches. We
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also had three demonstrations to the same class held in our lab-
oratory in Town Hall.
Making use of blanc plates containing a standard agar or a
growing media, the students individually inoculated these
plates while simulating actual operations in restaurants and
cafes. Thus, plates containing a hair plucked from their heads,
finger impressions, saliva, coughs, sneezes, dust, and swabbings
from drinking glasses, etc., were incubated in our laboratory
and the results examined by the students, with an adequate dis-
cussion and question period.
As in previous years, more time was expended in indivi-
dual establishments where conditions required it, with the oper-
ators and owners cooperating amicably in building up and
maintaining the sanitary aspects of their business places. There
are yet a few locations where structural improvements are
urgently needed and these owners fully intend to make the
necessary alterations as soon as individual conditions permit.
During the year, we made 189 equipment inspections and
performed the necessary confirmative tests indicating the effi-
ciency of washing and sterilization methods. A different ar-
rangement of equipment plus a few minor changes and improve-
ments in methods of operation were recommended and were
carried out in a fairly prompt and satisfactory manner.
We have 97 separate units serving food and drink in this
community, and as the turnover in employees is sometimes
quite extensive in the larger establishments, this necessitates
more or less constant repetition and follow-ups on our part to
maintain our sanitary requirements.
We have also noted a lesser degree of confusion and a more
widespread knowledge of procedures since our last food-hand-
lers' course in January, of 1950, and for reasons that will be im-
mediately obvious to you, I would suggest strongly that our
next course for food-handlers be directed with more emphasis
toward the management and key-personnel in their employ.
Washing and sanitizing compounds and equipment are con-
stantly being improved with the added advantages of more com-
pactness and better construction of fixtures and more effective
and labor-saving methods of sanitation.
Respectfully submitted,
JOSEPH A. CHAGNON,
Food Inspector.
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REPORT OF THE INSPECTOR OF MILK
To the Honorable Board of Health.
Gentlemen:
I herewith submit a report of the work performed as your
Inspector of Milk for the year ending December 31st., 1951.
During the year, I collected samples from 16 vehicle-deal-
ers, 95 dairy farmers and from our 4 local processing plants, to-
gether with samples from stores, restaurants, lunch counters,
etc. I did not collect any samples or perform any tests or
analyses during the last 3 months of this year as I was attend-
ing a 12 weeks' course in Environmental Sanitation at the Univ-
ersity of Massachusetts, in Amherst, but visited milk plants,
stores, and restaurants and inspected vehicles whenever pos-
sible on week-ends.
Total number of samples collected—368.
Tests for Butter-Fats—346 samples tested, of which 19 samples
were below the legal standard of 3.35%.
Tests for Solids—302 samples tested; 89 samples were found to
be below the legal standard of 12.00% total solids.
Tests for Acidity—86 samples tested, 18 samples of which were
below the accepted minimum standard, mostly due to im-
proper cooling.
Phosphataste Tests
—
(Efficiency of pasteurization)—113 sam-
ples were tested, of which 5 were insufficiently pasteurized.
Microscopic Bacteria Count
—
(Clump Count)—384 samples
examined of which 103 samples had counts higher than the
A. P. H. A. Standards.
Mastitis Tests—42 samples were cultured and the smears from
5 cows were found positive and affected animals were dis-
posed of by the farmers.
Milk, Cream & Oleomargarine Licenses granted 57
*Number of visits made to Dairy Farms 296
Number of visits made to Processing Plants 79
During the months of April and May, I visited and inspect-
ed 114 dairy farms in the company of 2 of our state Milk Regu-
lation Board Inspectors for the purpose of mapping and routing
dairy farms in the towns of Southbridge, Charlton, Dudley,
Sturbridge, Fiskdale, Holland, Brimfield and the Brookfields to
determine their easy accessibility in times of disaster or in the
emergency of national defense.
Respectfully submitted,
JOSEPH A. CHAGNON,
Inspector of Milk.
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REPORT OF SLAUGHTERING INSPECTOR
To the Honorable Board of Health
Dear Sir:
Herein is my report as Slaughtering Inspector for the year
ending December 31, 1951. I have inspected and stamped 65
meat animals, and rejected one hog.
The animals inspected are as follows:
Calves 10
Sheep 2
Cattle 3
Goats 2
'
Hogs 48
Respectfully submitted,
ALCIDE FOURNIER,
Inspector.
REPORT OF PAROCHIAL SCHOOL PHYSICIAN
To the Board of Health, Southbridge, Mass.
Gentlemen:
The results of the annual inspection of pupils in the elemen-
tary grades are distributed as follows:
Notre Dame School—Number Examined, 480
Defects Requiring Notices, 34
List of Defects:
Carious teeth 103
Hypertrophied tonsils 31
Tonsils under observation 44
Skin condition (Acne) 11
Ear condition (Eczema) 2
Vision corrected with glasses 30
Poor posture 3
Enlarged cervical glands 17
Eye condition under treatment 3
Heart 1
Chest Deformity 1
Ste. Jeanne d'Arc School—Number Examined, 301
Defects Requring Notices, 34
List of Defects:
Carious teeth 39
Hypertrophied Tonsils 14
Tonsils under observation 25
Skin condition (Acne) 3
Eczema 2
Vision corrected with glasses 13
Poor posture 1
Enlarged cervical glands 3
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St. Mary's School—Number Examined, 187
Defects Requiring Notices, 30
List of Defects:
Carious teeth 31
Hypertrophied tonsils 39
Tonsils under observation 19
Vision corrected with glasses 6
Heart condition 1
Enlarged cervical glands 5
Respectfully submitted,
RAYMOND F. HALING, M.D.
REPORT OF AGENT OF BOARD OF HEALTH
To the Honorable Board of Health
Dear Sirs:
As Agent of the Board of Health for 1951, I herewith sub-
mit the following list of contagious diseases reported to this
office:
Chicken Pox 6 Dog Bite 28
Measles 103 Scarlet Fever 5
Pulmonary Tuberculosis.. 2 Whooping Cough 27
German Measles 3 Mumps 23
Total 205
List of deaths for 1951 for which this office has issued per-
mits for burial.
Diseases of the Circulatory System
Arterioclerotic Heart Disease 23
Chronic Myocarditis 4
Congestive Heart Failure 3
Coronary Occlusion 5
Rheumatic Heart 1
Coronary Thrombosis 26
Hypertensive Heart Disease 2
Myocardial Infarct 5
Diseases of the Nervous System
Cerebral Vascular Thrombosis 1
Cerebral Embolism 3
Cerebral Hemorrhage 18
Cerebral Thrombosis 3
Diseases of the Respiratory System
Adenocarcinoma of Lungs 2
Respiratory Failure 4
Hypostatic Pneumonia 7
Carcinoma of Lung 2
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Lobar Pneumonia 1
Bronchopneumonia 4
Hypostatic Pneumonia 7
Diseases of ihe Genito-Urinary System
Carcinoma of Prostate 3
Carcinoma of Ovaries 2
Carcinoma of Bladder 1
Uteri 5
Diseases of the Digestive System
Acute Liver Failure 1
Adenocarcinoma of the descending colon 1
Carcinoma of the Intestine 2
Carcinoma of the Kidney 2
Carcinoma of the Pancreas 1
Carcinoma of the Liver 1
Carcinoma of the Sigmoid 2
Carcinoma of the Stomach 4
Intestinal Obstruction 3
ACCIDENTAL
Gas Poisoning 2
War Casualty 2
Fractured Skull 2
Accidental Drowning 1
Extensive Burns of Face and Body 1
Certificate Issued for Transfer from Oak Ridge to
Italy 1
All Others
Prematurity 6
Peritonitis 4
Still Born 6
Gastric Ulcer 2
Leukemia 1
Cancer of Rectum 1
Diabetic 1
Addison Disease 1
Whooping Cough 1
Total 188
Respectfully submitted,
ERNEST TETREAULT, Agent.
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REPORT OF THE SANITARY INSPECTOR
To the Honorable Board of Health
Dear Sirs:
I hereby submit my report as Sanitary Inspector for the
year ending December 31, 1951.
I received during the year 41 complaints. All were inves-
tigated.
Permits and Licenses Issued
Day School 2
Boarding House for the Aged 1
Vapor Bath 1
Convalescent and Nursing Home 1
Non-Alcoholic Beverage 1
Slaughter House 3
Funeral Director 5
Ice Cream Mix 3
Anti-Freeze 42
Total 59
Respectfully submitted,
ERNEST TETREAULT,
Sanitary Inspector.
REPORT OF BOARD OF HEALTH NURSE
To the Board of Health
Dear Sirs:
I herewith submit my report as Board of Health Nurse, for
the year ending December 31, 1951.
Since the discontinuation of the monthly tuberculosis
clinics in August 1950, all chest X-rays have been referred to
the Worcester County Tuberculosis Sanatorium in Boylston.
Thirty-six reported for X-ray and examination. Thirteen
from this group were X-rayed twice; one, three times; two, four
times, and two reported to the Veterans Hospital in Rutland.
We have had a total of sixteen patients in four Sanatoriums,
receiving treatment during the year. Two remained only a few
months; two died and four were dischaged after a long period
of treatment. Two new patients were admitted and one old
patient was re-admitted.
Twenty-seven ex-sanatorium patients listed on our records
as quiescent, no activity, are getting along very well; most of
them have full time employment and live a normal life.
Dental Clinic
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Although the condition of the children's teeth has improved
over a period of years, our school health records still show
carious teeth at the top of the list of defects.
We carried on our dental program during eight months of
the school year for the benefit of the elementary school children
in the first four grades. In a very limited way, we have en-
deavored to follow ideal objectives, such as to assist in the pre-
vention of dental disease; routine dental care and class-room in-
struction on dental hygiene.
The charting of dental defects in classrooms, by the staff
dentist, made more time available in the clinics for treatment.
With this information, the children in need of immediate at-
tention were selected to report first.
During sixty-four clinics, four hundred and twenty pupils
attended, with request slips from their parents. Three hundred
had their teeth cleaned, plus six hundred and five fillings.
.
Toxoid Clinics
Toxoid clinics were scheduled from February 13th to April
27th. This year is was necessary to have an extra session in
Notre Dame school, in order to care for a group of forty-eight
pupils who had requested a booster dose of toxoid. One hundred
and five children had three injections, three weeks apart, and
two hundred and forty-two had a booster dose.
Parents are now aware of the value of this treatment for
the prevention of diphtheria, and each year we find more chil-
dren have been immunized before they enter school. Over 75%
of the children registered for kindergarten and 57% of those for
the first grade.
During the month of September, all the parochial school
children were weighed and measured, as part of the physical
examination. The school physician examined nine hundred and
sixty-eight pupils, assisted by the nurse. Defects found were
recorded on health cards and parents advised to consult their
family physician. The purpose of these examinations it to note
the general health; detect symptoms of contagious disease, and
on the whole, to check the growth and well-being of the child
since the last examination. Good appearance and an increase in
height and weight usually finds a child normal.
Pre-School Clinics
Registration and physical examinations were conducted by
the School Health Department and the Board of Health. A total
of three hundred and twelve children reported at five clinics,
plus thirty-three more who registered at the Board of Health
Office during the summer. This number included pupils for the
first grade and kindergarten.
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The Massachusetts Hearing Test which is the group, pure-
tone test instrument, was used for the first time in testing one
hundred and ninety-five pupils in Ste. Jeanne d'Arc school. The
test proved rather unsatisfactory, with an unusual number of
failures. This was due to the fact that the test was conducted
on the stage in a large hall where it was almost impossible to
shut out sounds from other classrooms, as well as outside. The
testing area was the only one available. The majority who
failed to make a perfect score were re-tested individually, with
much better results. The remaining group were advised to con-
sult their family specialist.
Since the hearing test in March, we have had the privilege
of using a basement-room which was adequate in every way
for eye testing. Two hundred and sixty-nine children had their
eyes tested; sixteen wore glasses and eighteen failed to make a
perfect score. The failures were reported to the parents with
recommendations to report to their family specialist.
Due to lack of proper facilities in Notre Dame School, it
has been impossible to have ear and eye testing on a regular
schedule. However, this year, with the co-operation of the school
authorities, we examined the eyes of five hundred and forty-
seven pupils. We found eighty-six needing follow-up; either
and eye correction or treatment. In this group, forty-two wore
glasses and a total of sixty failed to make a perfect score, in-
cluding sixteen who wore glasses.
The parents concerned were notified and it is most gratify-
ing to note that they were anxious to have their children report
to the family specialist.
Dr. Robert DeJordy, podiatrist, examined the pupils in all
the parochial schools. Separate notices of defects were sent to
the parents.
The State Law "Prohibiting the employment in schools of
persons suffering from Tuberculosis, etc.", made it necessary to
have the public and parochial school personnel X-rayed. A mo-
bile unit provided by the Southern Worcester County Health
Association rendered this service for two hundred and seventy-
two persons, on March 19th. in the Town Hall. This included
forty-six from the parochial schools, as well as the school per-
sonnel from Sturbridge, Charlton and Holland.
Sterling Camp
This year, two groups of children spent a month at the
Sterling Health Camp instead of the former schedule of one
group for two months. Seven girls enjoyed this privilege.
This health camp program is under the supervision of a
nurse and trained workers and consists of various handcrafts,
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swimming, dramatics, games and hikes. Each child gained
weight from the mid-day rest period, proper food and regular
habits.
Seventy parochial school children were provided with a
mid-morning milk lunch, from funds donated by the Lion*s
Club. Both the parents and the teachers appreciate this kind
gesture.
Since a new State Law requires nursery schools to con-
form to regulations drawn up by the local Board of Health, it
was necessary to inspect the schools before granting a license.
Schools were inspected March 1st and November 30th.
There are two nursery schools in this community—the
Hyland Nursery School located at 59 Highland Street, and the
Southbridge Nursery Kindergarten on Main Street, in the
Methodist Church. The following items were checked: Loca-
tion, safety and sanitation, construction, play space, light and
ventilation, temperature, arrangement of rooms and provision
for health care. Both schools were found to comply with all re-
quirements.
Communicable diseases reported to the Board of Health
were placarded according to local requirements. Home visits
were made in each case and instructions given to prevent the
spread of disease.
At this time I wish to thank all organizations and indivi-
duals who have co-operated and assisted in any way.
Respectfully submitted,
MARGUERITE C. HOULE, R.N.
Board of Health Nurse.
Report of Inspector of Wires
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen
Gentlemen:
I hereby submit my annual report for the year ending De-
cember 31, 1951.
The wiring permits issued were as follows:
New buildings 49
Additions to already erected buildings 30
Additions to old wiring 223
Oil burners 128
Electric ranges 86
Electric water heaters 22
Total permits issued were 538
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Inspection while work is in progress 1087
Recommendations to change wiring 40
Respectfully submitted,
CLARENCE A. BACHAND,
Inspector of Wires.
Report of Police Department
Honorable Board of Selectmen
Town of Southbridge
Southbridge, Massachusetts
Gentlemen:
Herewith I submit my report of the Police Department for
the year ending December 31, 1951.
On behalf of the Police Department, I wish to take this op-
portunity to express my sincere thanks for the splendid coopera-
tion received from your Honorable Board, all other Town de-
partments and the citizens of our Community in the year 1951.
Assault and battery 3
Breaking, entering and larceny 25
Breaking, entering to commit larceny 5
Larceny and attempted larceny 1
Larceny of automobile 1
Using motor vehicle without authority of owner 3
Violation of Town-By-Law 1
Deserter from Army, Navy, Marine 4
Disturbance of the public peace 7
Driving a motor vehicle to endanger life 12
Drunkennes women 7 262
Driving motor vehicle while intoxicated women 2 42
Escapee from prison 4
False alarm of fire 2
Violating motor vehicle laws women 18 346
Neglect, desertion, non-support women 1 8
Violation of traffic rules & regulations women 8 338
Tramps, vagabonds, vagrants women 1 15
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Violation of Court order women 1
Leaving scene of accident without making self known
Runaway
4
11
1
Total arrests women 38 1097
Cars reported stolen & recovered 6
Radio calls sent out 624
Parking violations summonses issued 568
Personal injury accidents reported 50
Pedestrians 17 1 fatal
Bicyclists 6
Coasting 2
Property damage accidents reported 98
Night lodging to travelers 82
Stolen property reported $1133.95
Stolen property recovered 946.90
Stolen property not recovered 187.05
Doors & windows found unlocked and open 509
Persons reported missing and located dead 3 13
Motor vehicle operator licenses recommended suspended.. 28
Pistol & revolver license permits issued 159
Motorists checked for auto violations 2469
Respectfully submitted,
OVIDE A. DESROSIERS,
Chief of Police.
Report of the Building Inspector
To Honorable Board of Selectmen
Town Hall
I wish to render a report of the permits issued by the Build-
ing Inspection Dept. for the year ending Dec. 31, 1951.
Alterations adding 12 new apartments $52,700.00
New Single Dwellings 64 new apartments 539,900.00
New 2 Family Dwellings 6 new apartments 70,000.00
New Garages 41 Stalls 20,250.00
Fire Re-Building 2 Family 6,500.00
New Funeral Home 15,000.00
New Gas Measuring Station 5,000.00
New Dining Cart 9,000.00
New New England Tel. & Tel. Dial Station 30,000.00
Alteration to Bank 65,000.00
Storage Sheds & Etc 3,650.00
Barn 5,000.00
One Six-Family House Demolished
A. RAYMOND DARTT,
Building Inspector.
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Report of Town Engineer
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen:
Gentlemen:
I wish to submit the following report for the work accom-
plished by the Engineering Department for the year 1951:
Planned/ Laid Out, Inspection of New Construction
1. Central St. Resurfacing—Contract, J. J. Doyle Co.
2. North Woodstock Rd. Drain—Contract, Ciesla Bros., Inc.
3. Hartwell St. Drain—Highway
4. Fiske St. Sewer—Contract, Duff Bros., Inc.
5. Swimming Pool Wall—Contract, Trahan Bros.
6. Morris St. Reconstruction—Highway
7. Cliff St. Bridge —Highway
8. Eastford Rd. School Drive & Walls—Highway
9. Oliver Street Sidewalk—Highway
10. Cemetery Arch—^Contract Duff Bros., Inc.
11. Emergency Door, Legion Rm. Town Hall—Southbridge
Lumber Co.
12. R. R. Property Sidewalk—Highway
13. Liberty St. Drain—Highway
14. Dresser St. Reconstruction—Contract Dowgielowicz Bros.,
Inc.
15. Green St. Gutter—Highway
16. Durfee St. Resurfacing—Highway
17. Charlton St. Drain—Highway
18. Henry St. Field Grading—Contract, Southbridge Landscape
New Streets Laid Out
Faulkner Ave. Forest Ave.
Newman Ave. Cole Ave.
Letcher St. Morris St.
Roosevelt Drive Truman Ave.
Property Transfers Laid Out
Town of Southbridge to Archie Keyes
Town of Southbridge to Joseph Cartier
Town of Southbridge to Donald F. & Lillian M. Larson
Town of Southbridge to Wore. County Electric Co.
Town of Southbridge to Walter Krasowsky et al
Wore. County Electric Co. to Town of Southbridge
Walter Krasowsky et al to Town of Southbridge
Property Easements
Worcester County Electric Co. to Town of Southbridge
Corinda DiBonaventura et ux to Town of Southbridge
Hyde Manufacturing Company to Town of Southbridge
Edward A. Paquin to Town of Southbridge
William C. Eaton to Town of Southbridge
Philip O. Kozak to Town of Southbridge
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Investigations
1. LOCATE SEWER LINES
Roger St. South St.
Chestnut St. Lebanon St.
West bt. Marcy St.
Hook St.
Windsor Ct.
2 ACCIDENTS
Crane St. Cpntral St
TV/Till Ty^m^ZM.^'.^ 04.^Mill & Hamilton Sts. Mpphanip St
3. DRAINAGE
Ash St. Charlton St.
East Main St. Goddard Ct.
Elm St. Lebanon St.
Main St. Culvert Forest Ave.
Cady Brook Woodycrest Ave.
Worcester St. rJeecner bt.
Windsor Ct. Vinlpf A\7P
Fairmount Ave.
4. RELOCATIONS
Wall St. Elm St.
5. PRIVATELY BUILT OR PROPOSED SEWERS
Roosevelt Drive Hartwell Terrace
Cole Avenue
6. THRU STOP SIGNS
Sayles St. East Main St.
Robert St. Mechanic St.
7. STREET BOUNDS SET
Worcester St. (1) Charlton St. (1)
Athletic Field (1) Forest Ave. (1)
Marjorie Lane (1)
8. STREET LINES
Wore. St. (2) High St. (1)
Cisco St. (1) Highland St. (1)
Mechanic St. (1) Cliff St. (1)
No. Woodstock Rd (4) South St. (1)
Rose St. (1) Cole Ave. (1)
Green Ave. (1) Chapin St. (1)
Hillside Rd (1) Chestnut St. (1)
Hillcrest Ave. (1) Belmont St. (1)
Wall St. (1) Dresser St. (1)
William St. (1) Crescent St. (1)
9. GRADES
Trade School Beech St.
Henry St. Dennison Drive
Chestnut St. Prospect St. (sidewalk)
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Other Miscellaneous Investigations
Articles for Annual and Special Town Meetings
Main St. Manhole on property given Town by R. B. Dresser
Proulx Ave. (Well)
Plimpton St. (Sewer)
Inspect Gravel Banks 3
Main St., East Main St., Mechanic St. (Sewer Covers)
Marcy St. (sidewalk)
D. P. U. (hearing on Natural Gas)
State Planning Board (Boston)
Worcester St. (Sign Permit)
East Main St. .(Location of Natural Gas Line)
House Numbers (various streets) 58
Electric Pole Locations 18
Federal Housing (Street Repair Contract)
Property Lines (2nd Reservoir)
Elm St. (Brook)
River St. Bridge (Repairs)
Peck St. Layout for Acceptance
Mill St. Layout for Acceptance
Pleasant St. Sewer Estimate
Dennison Drive Wall Estimate
I wish to take this opportunity to thank the members of
your board and other boards, committees, and departments, for
their cooperation during the year.
Respectfully submitted,
HENRY A. RACICOT,
Town Engineer
Board of Road Commissioners
To the Citizens of Southbridge.
The Board of Road Commissioners wish to submit the fol-
lowing report for the year ending December 31, 1951.
We completed the usual maintenance routine of cleaning
and flushing all storm water drains, sweeping streets, cutting
brush, patching streets, cleaning slopes and shoulders on
various roads, sanding and plowing streets and snow removal.
Layouts—Plans & Estimates
Hook St.Liberty St. Sidewalk
Parking Meters
Ames St.
Cole Ave.
Cole Trade School (Land)
Central St. Drain
Ehn St.
Privately Built Sewers
Roosevelt Drive
Fire Station Addition
Town Hall (vaults)
Chapin St. Reconstruction
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The road oiling program was not completed due to the
amount of time taken to complete the various Special Projects.
The following Special Projects were completed, at the
costs listed below.
Hartwell Street Drain $379.63
Morris Stret Reconstruction 14,832.82
River Street Drain (not completed) 202.48
Cliff Street Bridge (not completed) 3,724.88
Eastford School Drive and Walk 1,020.79
Oliver Street Sidewalk 1,218.71
Charlton Street Drain 498.51
Durfee Street Resurface 643.20
Fairmont Avenue Improvements 571.75
Belmont Street Grading 147.95
Central and Hook Streets Sidewalk 1,304.75
Green Avenue Asphalt Gutter Construction 149.95
Liberty Street Storm Drain 688.00
We wish to thank all other Town Departments for their co-
operation during the past year.
Respectfully submitted,
GEORGE N. LAFLECHE,
ALBERT J. ARSENAULT,
ARTHUR H. BACHAND,
Board of Road Commissioners.
Report of the Planning Board
To the Citizens of Southbridge:
The Planning Board has been working on the Official Map
by having it brought up to date of any and all changes that
have taken place in the past. Some work has been done on the
master plan.
For the convenience of the citizens who have the need to
attend Public Hearings before the Board we are having made
copies of the Official Map and having it mounted in a wall box
with rollers. In the past we had only a small map to refer to.
Copies of these Maps will be placed in several locations, pos-
sibly town department offices.
The Board took action on the following Sub-Divisions:
William Grenier, Maple Terrace, Final Approval.
William Grenier, Hartwell Terrace, Conditional Approval.
Joseph and Beatrice Gallery, Chapin Street, Conditional
Approval.
Hormisdas Corriveau, Ames Street, Conditional Approval.
Hogan Realty Corporation, Durfee Street and Field Street,
Pending.
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The Board granted two Easements for Public Utilities only.
The Sub-Divisions approved are shaping up as well as can
be expected and the Board is well pleased with the cooperation
of the Sub-Dividers.
To assist any citizen desirous of information on Sub-Divi-
sions the Board has had printed a handy pocket size reference
card which gives in brief what to do in Applications for any Sub-
Divisions. These cards can be procured from any member of
the Planning Board or at its Office Room 15 Town Hall on Mon-
day evenings at 7:30 P. M. There is no charge for these cards.
The work of the Board of which the members receive no salary
is increasing as new laws are being currently passed by our
state government.
The Board was represented at the Regional and Annual
Meetings of the Massachusetts Federation of Planning Boards
of which the Board is a member. The meetings were held in
West Boylston and Fall River.
In order to do away with the confusion caused by the dupli-
cation of the name of Cedar Street the Board voted to change
the Cedar Street off Hudson Avenue to Jefferson Stret, This
street was never accepted by the Town. The other Cedar Street
off Elm St. will still be called Cedar as this street has been ac-
cepted by the Town.
The Board recommended a change of Zone in the Westville
district to James Westwell to a General Business Zone.
Although the street is often called Lebanon Hill Road it is
officially Elm Street. This street begins at Main Street and runs
in a Southerly direction for a distance of 18,243 feet to the Con-
necticut State Line.
For the Safety and convenience of the public we recom-
mend that the Cross Road between the old and new Breakneck
Roads be made passable its entire length from the present end
of the gravelled section westerly, the small bridge over the
brook there could be repaired for a small cost.
The repairing of this Road would relieve the town of any
responsibilities caused by persons receiving injuries and dam-
ages on this road as this road is legally opened. It would aid
in Fire Fighting and shorten the School Bus Route between the
two Breakneck Roads.
From a preliminary study made by this Board for the need
for a By-Pass for through Trucks and Trailers now using Route
131 through Town we suggested the following Route to the
Traffic Division of the Department of Public Works for a
Through By-Pass:
Beginning at a point near the so called Shephard Road in
Sturbridge on Route 131 easterly to Westville across the Quine-
baug River along South Street to rear of the residences on
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South Road, thence near so called Proulx Farm to beginning of
Durfee Street along Durfee Street right of way to a point near
the Cohasse Country Club along Durfee Street to Elm Street,
across Elm Street across wooded land to pass about 1,000 feet
near end of Morris Street continuing easterly to Ashland Ave-
nue and North Woodstock Road, along Ashland Avenue to Junc-
tion of Ellison Road and Route 131, doing away with the need
to cross the Railroad and travelling around the curve in San-
dersdale.
The Department of Public Works has advised us that a
complete study will be made and it will report its findings and
advise if such a BY-Pass is feasable.
We wish to thank the citizens and town officials for their
cooperation during the past year.
Report of Sealer of Weights & Measures
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen
Gentlemen:
I hereby submit the report of the Department of Weights
& Measures for the year 1951.
Respectfully submitted,
FRANCIS N. BISHOP, Chairman
BERNARD L. RAIMONDO, Secretary
RAYMOND YATES
EDMUND A. RYAN
ALBERT J. BISHOP
Southbridge Planning Board.
Scales
Sealed
Scales over 10,000
Scales 1000 to 5000 lbs.
Scales under 100 lbs. ...
Weights
Yard sticks
Tapes
Meters
4
63
123
286
16
6
Meters 1 inch
Meters more than 1 inch
Package Reweighing
Adjusted Sealed
1 71
2 22
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Tested Correct Over Under
Bread 157 145 5 7
Butter 35 35
Confectionary 40 40
Dry Commodities 30 30
Flour 22 18 4
Fruits & Vegetables 42 42
Lard 10 10
Meats & Provisions 90 80 2 8
Potatoes 60 48 10 2
Other Inspections
Peddlers License 16
Milk Jars 40
Paper Containers 15
Markings on Packages 135
Retest of Meters 5
Oil Jars 50
Respectfully submitted,
G. R. LARIVIERE,
Sealer.
Department of Civilian Defense
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen
Gentlemen:
Pursuant to Directives from the Governor's Office and Bul-
letins from Civil Defense headquarters, the various Town
Offices have been contacted and inventories made of existing
facilities. Industry has been contacted and representatives of
Industry have attended meetings of instruction in Worcester
and are in process of organization.
The Advisory Council has been meeting about monthly in
planning organization and proceedure.
On Oct. 3rd. 1951 the Selectmen issued a proclamation de-
claring a state of Emergency and conferred on the Director and
Unit Chiefs authority to act pursuant to the Governor's procla-
mation and the act of the Legislature Chapter 639, 1950.
In October the Board of Public Welfare started a survey to
;
find out how many refugees could be accommodated in South-
bridge Homes.
The Auxiliary Police are organized and were used, in ad-
dition to the Regular. Force, on Halloween and at the Bartlett-
Wells football game Thanksgiving.
I wish to thank the several town offices and the members of
the Advisory Council for their help and cooperation.
EDWARD L. CHAPIN,
Director.
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Veteran's Service Center
Honorable Board of Selectmen
Southbridge, Massachusetts
Gentlemen:
This department is pleased to submit for your considera-
tion its sixth report concerning its activities. During the course
of the year, we have had veterans of the Town of Southbridge
and their dependents avail themselves of the following serv-
ices:
Allotment or Allowance 20
Burial 15
Civil Service 10
Compensation 31
Discharge
Copy
Recorded 13
Education, Training, Rehabilitation 60
Employment 13
Filing for Bonus 8
Flags 8
Grave Markers 1
Hospitalization 72
Housing 14
Information 70
Insurance 60
Medical-Dental 245
Miscellaneous 1125
Photostat 130
Pensions 16
Notarization 280
Selective Service Act 115
Social Security 10
Tax Abatement 45
Veterans' Benefits
Permanent Cases 28
Temporary Cases 64
In addition to the above, many cases are pending settle-
ment and as a result, constant follow-up service is maintained
and reviews and appeals are requested where awards are con-
sidered unfair or insufficient. ;
During the past year, our work for local veterans and their
families has been instrumental in getting financial assistance
from the State and Federal government to a great amoimt.
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We wish to express our very sincere thanks to all Town De-
partments, Worcester Office of the Veterans' Administration,
Webster Office of the Division of Employment Security, local
industries and all others with whose co-operation the services
of this department were carried out.
Respectfully submitted,
PAUL H. BENOIT,
Director.
Report of the Inspector of Animals
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen
During the year 1951, 1 quarantined 27 dogs, I inspected all
barns, meat cattle, calves, horses, hogs, sheep and goats that are
kept within the confines of this town.
Yours respectfully,
ALCIDE FOURNIER,
Inspector of Animals.
Report of the Recreation Committee
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen
Gentlemen:
Following is our annual report to you on recreation in the
Town of Southbridge.
It is divided into four separate reports submitted by the
chairman of each recreational area for clarity.
With this report are some recommendations for your
study.
Respectfully submitted,
LORENZO D. BEAUPRE, Chairman,
FRANK P. SKINYON, Co-Chairman,
Southbridge Recreation Committee
REPORT OF dresser STREET FIELD SUB-COMMITTEE
To the Chairman of the Recreation Committee:
Dresser Street Field opened about May 1st this year, this
allowed ample time to get the field into condition for the begin-
ning of the summer program of recreation. Mary E. Wells High
School and Cole Trade High School used the baseball diamond
for all of their scheduled games and much of their practice. The
diamond was used every school day by these teams on an alter-
nating schedule from about the middle of May until the last of
June.
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other teams that used the diamond for both practice and
scheduled games were Notre Dame Alumni, American Legion
and on a few occasions some teams from the Catholic Parochial
League. The baseball diamond could be put to greater use.
The track was used for Mary E. Wells track events as were
the broad jump pit, the shot put court and the high jump area
in the spring. In the fall the track was used by both Wells High
and Trade High for practice and for conducting their cross-
country events. There were three track meets held on the
field, and about four or five cross-country events.
LITTLE LEAGUE BASEBALL
A Little League was formed in Southbridge this year for
the first time with Mr. Jacob Edwards as its President. To care
for this new addition to the recreational enjoyment of the
townspeople a little league diamond was constructed at Dresser
Field early in the Spring. It was used to play off a 36 game
schedule between four teams starting June 3 and finishing
August 5. Three post season games were played at the field be-
tween our Little League all stars and Westfield, Putnam, Conn.,
and Woonsocket, R. I. respectively. Little League games start-
ed at about 6:30 P. M. were announced, play by play over a loud
speaker and proved to be a great boost to the summer time
recreation for hundreds of enthusiastic fans. This program
stands as a credit to the officers of Little League, the men who
organized it, the announcers, the regular umpires, the mothers
who umpired one game, the fathers who played the all stars
one night and to every one else who helped to bring this enjoy-
able sport and recreational spectacle to our town. Little League
should be expanded to 6 or 8 teams. This would give more boys
an opportunity to play in this kind of competition and gain this
splendid and helpful experience. To do this another little league
diamond is needed at Dresser Field, this means that more room
should be provided. Any expenditure that would increase the
enjoyment that was observed and experienced by hundreds at
each little league game this summer would be well invested.
MINOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
A minor league baseball schedule was conducted at Dresser
Street Field during the summer under the supervision of Lewis
A. Kyrios, Director of Summer School Playgrounds Program.
This schedule consisted of 48 games starting at 9:00 A. M. and
running from June 9, to August 16, and consisted of 60 boys.
The purpose of Minor League was to provide an oppor-
tunity for boys below the age of 11 years to play in an organized
league. The league provides such boys an opportunity to im-
prove their skill and ability so that they may be able to play in
the regular Little League in the future. Little League ages are
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from 8 to 12. At the conclusion of the season an all star team
was picked and games were played with Charlton minor league
all stars.
"Little League T" shirts were presented to the boys by Mr.
Jacob Edwards, President of Little League at the end of the last
all star game.
The program was a huge suucess from the standpoint of
participation, enthusiasm, play and safety. To appreciate this
program one would have to see it in operation, talk to mothers
and fathers who attended these games, and observe these young
Americans at play.
TENNIS
The tennis courts were made available during the first of
June and there was a tremendous increase in the use of the
courts from the beginning. The people using the courts were,
generally, over 20 years of age.
The second annual tennis tournament was held late in the
summer using both courts for their competition. Nineteen
players signed up for the tournament and four were needed. A
doubles tournament was organized but rain and scheduling dif-
ficulties prevented the completion of this program.
Both courts were in use about 80% of the time from 1:00
o'clock until dark every day.
PLAY DAY
Toward the last of the Playground season Lewis Kyrios
held an inter-playground track and field event for a morning on
the field. About 160 boys and girls competed.
SOFT BALL
The Recreation Committee does not allow Soft Ball to be
played on the regular Baseball diamond, so a Soft Ball diamond
was provided in the Football area at Dresser Field. It was used
by the Wells High School girls softball team. It was used exten-
sively by teams such as Town Hall or "Ben Tully's Terrors",
Firemen, Veterans of Foreign Wars, Southbridge News, Russell
Harrington, etc., these teams played many games but were not
held to an organized schedule. The area was used even more by
unorganized or Community "pick up" teams. There was a game
of this sort in progress practically all of the time it was light
enough to see the ball, this type of play is real recreation. Rec-
reation should not be supervised too closely, or it loses its value.
These games provide much "fun" and the association of "fun"
and complete freedom of action develops an attitude of respect
and love for the Town that makes it possible for these sessions.
It is in this type of recreation that the principles of democracy
are tried, that majority rule is practiced, that good citizenship
is developed.
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BAND CONCERTS AND MOVIES
There were two band concerts held at Dresser Field this
season and they were followed by movies. By holding these
concerts at the field we were able to solve a much needed seat-
ing problem that cannot be had at other locations in Town. This
location is away from noisy traffic and off of the Main Streets.
The concerts were conducted by Antonio Orsini and played by
the Southbridge Musicians Union of which Adelard Desrosiers
is secretary.
The Travelogue pictures proved very popular and these
were shown right after the concerts, combining the two fea-
tures.
JOHN E. MERRILL, Chairman
LORENZO BEAUPRE
FRANCIS ASHE
BASKETBALL
A new Type I basketball court was constructed at Dresser
Field this year. It was not completed in time to use for recrea-
tion this season but will be available at the opening of the field
in the Spring of 1952.
FOOTBALL
Mary E. Wells High School football team used Dresser
Street Field for all their practice and home games. Hot water
was available at all times and visiting teams dressed and show-
ered in a freshly painted, clean, orderly field house. The Wells
High cheering squad used the field for cheering and maneuver-
ing practice throughout the football season. The splendid and
newly uniformed Wells Band practiced marching maneuvers
two nights a week from about 6:30 to 9:00 P. M. from the start
of the football schedule until the climax on Thanksgiving Day.
MAINTENANCE AND IMPROVEMENT
For the six weeks starting about July 1st to about the mid-
dle of August there was an extensive program of maintenance
and new construction carried on at Dresser Street Field. Two
horse shoe courts were built, a ping pong table was built and
made available to boys and girls, three tables of checkers were
set up, croquet, volleyball and ring tossing games were avail-
able to anyone wanting to play.
The tennis courts were swept and rolled daily, the baseball
diamond and little league diamond were maintained at top con-
dition throughout the summer. Repairs to fence and grounds
were made at some places. The field houses were painted wher-
ever there were wood surfaces, the shower areas and shower
room floors were treated and painted. A bulletin board and a
large schedule board, which showed the daily recreation pro-
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gram for all recreation areas in the Town was built and dis-
played daily on one of the field houses where it could be seen
from the street. The showers were available to everyone who
wanted them with hot water throughout the summer.
The field was opened about 8:00 A. M. every morning and
closed about 9:00 P. M. every night. Many boys and girls spent
the entire summer on Dresser St. Field this year.
REPORT OF THE SWIMMING POOL SUB-COMMITTEE
To the Chairman of the Recreation Committee
Dear Sir:
This is the fourth annual report.
Attendance
From June 23 to August 30, a total of 24,550 persons used
the pool's facilities; 3,150 June, 12, 400 July, 8,898 August. Aver-
age daily attendance—361. This figure is the largest ever rec-
orded since the pool's opening to the public.
Rescues
Too much emphasis cannot be placed on the absolute neces-
sity for appointing competent, efficient, and responsible life-
guards to supervise water activities. Eight children suffering
in varying degrees from cramps, exhaustion, and panic were
helped to shore by the lifeguards. Many of these cases could
have become fatal had it not been for the efficient supervision
of the lifeguard staff.
Instruction
The Red Cross Swimming Program, under the direction of
Miss Helen Boucher, offered over 200 children the opportunity
for instruction in swimming and life-saving during regular
morning classes at the pool. Such formal programs, together
with the daily informal instruction given by members of the
staff, will do much to develop stronger and more skillful swim-
mers in Southbridge.
Playground "Water Day"
August 9, Southbridge playgrounds, under the direction of
Lewis Kyrios, held their annual "Water Day". This event was
held in the morning in order to permit other bathers to use the
pool during regular hours. The enthusiasm with which chil-
dren and parents responded to this event definitely emphasizes
the role of the swimming pool in fulfilling a very important
recreational need.
Health Care
In order to provide safe water for bathers, two methods of
control over bacterial growth were used: continuous fiow of
water from the second reservoir and chlorination. When these
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two methods are scientifically manipulated, any existing fear
of pollution may be dispelled.
In conclusion, I wish to thank you and your committee for
the fine cooperation we received from you during the swim-
ming season. It is always a pleasure to work with men who are
so deeply interested in promoting better recreational facilities
for our town.
Respectfully submitted,
EDWARD A. DESROCHES,
Swimming Pool Supervisor.
REPORT OF ALUMNI FIELD SUB-COMMITTEE
To the Chairman of Recreation Committee
Dear Sir:
Alumni Field was put into shape for Baseball early in the
season and throughout the spring, summer and fall the field
was used by various groups.
The field was used for the school program of physical educa-
tion under supervision of Lewis Kyrios every day school was in
session from early spring until the schools closed for the sum-
mer.
The Parochial Schools held their practice sessions and
regular games here throughout the summer.
During the playground season children attending the play-
ground program played many of their games on the field.
The Del Gracia Society used it for their annual field day
and the annual Lions Club Horse Show for the benefit of the
school milk fund was held here. For affairs such as the last two,
the baseball diamond was always roped off for the protection
of the playing area.
The field was used by Mr. Kyrios for football practice and
games during a grade school football tournament that lasted
until about Nov. 16th.
On Oct. 30 a Hallowe'en Parade starting at the Strand
Theatre with many children being led by Police escort and ac-
companied by firemen and fire apparatus marched to Alumni
Field mid flares, sirens and band music. There all attended a
talent variety show, fire works and an exciting bonfire. This
program was attended by hundreds of people and most agreed
it was a splendid Hallowe'en program. It was conducted by the '
Chamber of Commerce and the Southbridge Police Department
with Chief Ovide Desrosiers as General Chairman.
It became necessary to layout a soft ball diamond well in
the outfield to take care of teams that wanted to play and who
could not use Henry St. because of an almost full schedule
;
there. This was done and the area was used extensively by
semi-organized industrial teams and by unorganized commu-
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nity "pick-up" teams. While this program was being carried on
there was a program of maintenance and improvement going
on also.
The baseball diamond was repaired in July. Thirty-eight
cubic yards of good loam was used to build up the base paths
from 1st to 3rd base to insure a better and safer playing area.
Three hundred feet of old wooden fence was blown down
and had to be cleaned up and taken away as it became a detri-
ment to safety for children in the neighborhood. Players benches
were built and installed for the summer, the bubbler location
was changed and it was in working condition at all times during
the summer, the tool shed was the recipient of the first coat of
paint in 10, these many years.
Throughout the summer the grass was cut, the base paths
trimmed and foul lines and gridiron lines were limed whenever
necessary. Alumni Field had an expert landscaper for its chair-
man this year, and it looked it.
Respectfully submitted,
HERMAN E. STAVES, Chairman
A. RAYMOND DARTT,
JOHN McCANN,
Alumni Field Committee.
REPORT OF HENRY STREET SUB-COMMITTEE
To the Chairman of the Recreation Committee
Dear Sir:
There was a great deal of work done at Henry Street Field
early in the spring. Brush was cut, trees removed and the en-
tire field was scraped to get it level. Clay and gravel were
brought in, spread and rolled. A great deal of work remains to
be done at this field before it will be a first class field.
The field was used this year for soft ball exclusively.
The Community Soft Ball League made up of five teams
played a twenty game schedule at this field this year. There
were some all star post season games played also. There were
many "pick-up" games at the field affording recreation to the
children of that section of the Town. This field and area has
great recreational potentialities.
Respectfully submitted,
THOMAS MONACO, Chairman,
LOUIS BRUNNELL,
FRANCIS ASHE,
Henry Street Field Committee.
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The Southbridge Recreation Committee wishes to thank
the following people and organizations for the help they ren-
dered in carrying out our extensive program.
The Southbridge Police Department, the Fire Department,
School Department, and the splendid cooperation of the High-
way Department and its road superintendent Louis Dionne, Earl
Davis, the Little League Officers, umpires and personnel, the
minor league officers, umpires and helpers, the Southbridge
Musicians Union, Charles Normandin and Ovide Desrosiers of
the magnificent American Optical Company.
The Red Cross instructor at the Swimming Pool, Mrs.
Howard Boal, and Helen Boucher, and the life guards and at-
tendants.
The maintenance men for their honesty and that "little
extra" they gave when assigned to work.
To have a big job to do and encounter this kind of willing,
earnest cooperation is indeed refreshing.
Recommendations by the Recreation Committee to be con-
sidered for future development which are not provided for in
any account at this time.
L Extensive development of Henry St. into a playground
area and winter sports area.
Note: (The development of the field itself is in an ac-
count now. Annually about $3,500.00 is provided for
this phase of the project.)
2. More area at Dresser St. Field for the expansion of
Little League and Soft Ball activity. This requires the purchase
of additional land which is for sale now.
3. The building of better approaches to the swimming pool.
Travelling the road to the pool now could be called an adven-
ture.
4. Development of a good soft ball area at Alumni Field.
5. That money be provided for an "All Southbridge Play
Day" to be held at the end of each summer.
6. That something be done about the drainage problem
from Cole Ave., Woodycrest Ave., and the surrounding area.
The water from this area now drains onto Dresser St. Field.
7. That money be provided for the fencing of the water at
second reservoir and repairing the wall. There exists here a
dangerous situation, this wall could break and cause much
damage to our swimming pool and the private property below
it.
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Report of Tax Collector
To the Citizens of Southbridge
I wish to submit the following report as Collector of Taxes
for Southbridge from December 1, to December 31, 1951.
Ambulance Department
Commitments per warrants $ 944.00
Payments to Treasurer $ 224.00
Outstanding Dec. 31, 1951 720.00 $ 944.00
Taxes: Levy of 1949
Outstanding Jan. 1, 1951 $ 1,073.10
Tax Title Disclaimed 27.44 $ 1,100.54
Payments to Treasurer 1,100.54
Taxes: Levy of 1950
Outstanding Jan. 1, 1951 $ 38,672.36
Tax Title Disclaimed 25.67
Reported in error 525.17
$ 39,223.20
Payments to Treasurer $ 37,789.35
Abated 72.20
Tax Title 71.72
Outstanding Dec. 31 1,289.93 $ 39,223.20
Taxes: Levy of 1951
Commitments from Assessors $ 932,164.63
Payments to Treasurer $ 888,973.52
Abated 9,430.33
Outstanding Dec. 31, 1951 33,999.93
$ 932,403.78
Refunds paid $ 239.15 $ 932,164.63
Excise Taxes: Levy of 1949
Outstanding Jan. 1, 1951 $ 140.49
Abated $ 140.49
Excise Taxes: Levy of 1950
Outstanding Jan. 1, 1951 $ 5,865.90
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Warrants from Assessors 343.22
Paid after Abatements 50.53
Payments to Treasurer $ 5,053.93
Abated 1,588.25
Outstanding Dec. 31, 1951 19.66
$ 6,259.65
$ 6,661.84
Refunds paid $ 402.19 $ 6,259.65
Excise Taxes: Levy of 1951 $ 114,395.67
Payments to Treasurer $ 106,714.69
Abated . 6,134.05
Outstanding Dec. 31, 1951 3,451.41
$ 116,300.15
Refunds paid $ 1,904.48 $ 114,395.67
Sewer Assessments: Levy of 1950
Outstanding Jan. 1, 1951 $ 608.62
Payments to Treasurer $ 408.52
Outstanding Dec. 31, 1951 200.10 $ 608.62
Sewer Assessments Int: Levy of 1950
Outstanding Jan. 1, 1951 $ 34.48
Payments to Treasurer $ 21.98
Outstanding Dec. 31, 1951 12.50 34.48
Sewer Assessments: Levy of 1951 $ 2,982.10
Payments to Treasurer $ 1,790.46
Outstanding Dec. 31, 1951 1,191.64 $ 2,982.10
Sewer Assessments Int: Levy of 1951 $ 1,113.67
Payments to Treasurer $• 108.68
Abated 953.26
Outstanding Dec. 31, 1951 51.73 $ 1,113.67
Special Sidewalk: Levy of 1951 $ 387.73
Payment to Treasurer $ 387.73
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Apportioned Sewer Assessments of
1952 and 1953 $ 68.84
Payments to Treasurer 68.84
Interest and Costs on Taxes
and Assessments:
Taxes of 1949 $ 124.60
Costs of sale 10.95
Taxes of 1950 730.26
Costs of sale 23.78
Demands 1.05
Excise Tax Interest 7.45
Taxes of 1951
Personal Interest 1.89
Real Estate 79.14
Costs of sale 20.60
Added Sewer Interest 55.47
$ 1,055.19
Grand Total Collected in 1951 $1,043,085.72
I wish to thank the townspeople and various town officials
for their co-operation during the year.
Respectfully submitted,
MEDERIC DUHAMEL,
Tax Collector.
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Board of Public Welfare
To the Citizens of the Town of Southbridge:
The Board of Public Welfare met weekly on Monday eve-
nings at 7:30 P. M. throughout the year.
The relief programs under the direction of the Board of
Public Welfare are: General Relief, Aid to Dependent Children,
Old Age Assistance, and Disability Assistance, another category
of assistance was added on November 1, 1951.
GENERAL RELIEF
Assistance given to needy persons by local Boards of Pub-
lic Welfare, under Chapter 117 of the General Laws. Aid may
be in cash or by actual provision of the item or service.
CASELOAD
Cases Persons Cases Persons
January 54 141 July 60 172
February 55 140 August 59 164
March 56 171 September 58 150
April 50 165 October 58 165
May 46 136 November 65 164
June 49 132 December 60 156
EXPENSES AND REIMBURSEMENTS
General Relief Cost $40,714.14
State Reimbursement $5,750.10
Cities and Towns 1,622.81
Total Reimbursements $7,373.91 7,373.91
Net Cost to Town 33,341.23
Net Cost to Town Monthly 2,778.48
Net Cost to Town Monthly per Person 17.92
AID TO DEPENDENT CHILDREN
A public assistance program established under Chapter 118
of the General Laws, under which cash allowances are provid-
ed for children who are living in a home maintained by their
father, mother or other relative when death, long term illness
or some other factor has deprived the child of the normal sup-
port or care of either his father or mother. Cash allowances are
based upon a mandatory State Standard Budget. Under this
program cities and towns receive State and Federal Reim-
bursements.
CASELOAD
Cases Mothers Cases Mothers
& Child. & Child.
January 26 80 July 23 69
February 24 76 August 26 84
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March 25 76 September 28 87
April 24 76 October 28 89
May 22 68 November 29 85
June 23 70 December 27 86
EXPENSES AND REIMBURSEMENTS
Total Cost $34,652.32
State Reimbursements $11,407.53
Federal Reimbursements 13,129.85
Total Reimbursements $24,537.38 24,537.38
Net Cost to Town 10,114.94
Net Cost to Town Monthly 842.91
Net Cost to Town Monthly per Person 10.66
OLD AGE ASSISTANCE
A program of Public Assistance, established by Chapter
118A of the General Laws, under which cash allowances are
provided for elderly persons (65 years of age or over and a citi-
zen of the United States) who are in need. Cash allowances are
based upon a mandatory State Standard Budget. Under this
program cities and towns receive State and Federal Reim-
bursements.
CASELOAD
January 319 July 313
February 317 August 311
March 310 September 312
April 314 October 313
May 315 November 314
June 316 December 313
EXPENSES AND REIMBURSEMENTS
Total Cost * $210,862.46
Federal Reimbursements $106,367.42
State Reimbursements 72,970.32
Cities & Towns Reimbursements 1,753.48
Meal Tax 3,771.62
Total Reimbursements $194,862.84 194,862.84
Net Cost to Town per Year 15,999.62
Net Cost to Town Monthly 1,333.30
Net Cost to Town Monthly per Case 4.20
DISABILITY ASSISTANCE
A program of public assistance established by Chapter
118D of the General Laws, under which cash allowances are
provided for needy persons found to be permanently disabled
and medically unemployable. In order to be eligible for assist-
ance under this program, a person must be 18 years of age or
65
over. Cash allowances are based upon a mandatory State
Standard Budget. Under this program cities and towns receive
State and Federal reimbursements. This program became ef-
fective November 1, 1951.
Cost (November and December, 1951) $989.70
Number of cases December 31, 1951 13
Number of cases pending December 31, 1951 3
INFIRMARY
We have averaged 17 inmates a month, through the year, at
a cost of $9.70 a week per inmate.
Ten transients have been sent to the Infirmary, for periods
of four days to two weeks, by the court and the clergy.
This year, most of the roofs, eaves and gutters were checked
and repaired, the balance has to be done during the year 1952.
Three ceilings were re-plastered. New flooring was purchased
for the kitchen and pantry.
We wish to express our sincere thanks to the Girl Scouts,
Boy Scouts, all organizations and interested citizens, for Christ-
mas stockings, wreaths, candies, fruit, favors, moving pictures,
carol singing, or those who in any way helped to bring happi-
ness to the men and women at the Infirmary.
The Infirmary is under the capable direction of Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Dowling.
The Board of Public Welfare wishes to express their sin-
cerest thanks to the Cub Pack 135, the Y Auxiliary, the Moth-
ers' Club, the Veterans of Foreign Wars of Leonide Lemire
Post, the Southbridge Women's Democratic Club, and the va-
rious persons who wish to remain anonymous, for their gen-
erous donations at Christmas. These donations brought happi-
ness to one hundred and twenty-five needy children.
We also wish to express our thanks to the various other or-
ganizations, who helped throughout the year to provide extras
to the needy children of the community.
Respectfully submitted,
MARIE E. LARIVIERE, Chairman
OVIDE DESROSIERS, Clerk
HERMAS LIPPE, Third Member
HERBERT H. MICHON, Agent
Board of Public Welfare.
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Report of the Trustees of
Jacob Edwards Memorial Library
trustees
For the Edwards Bequest
W. Wesley Crawford Jacob K. Edwards
Ellsworth D. Mitchell John O. Martin
For the Town
Oswald J. Laliberte Edward P. Sheehan
Dr. Nerio W. Pioppi, Chairman
LIBRARY HOURS
Open 1952:
Monday to Friday—10:00 a. m. to 9:00 p. m.
Saturday —10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Closed 1952:
January 1 New Year's Day
February 22 Washington's Birthday
May 30 Memorial Day
July 4 Independence Day
September 1 Labor Day
October 13 Columbus Day
November 11 Armistice Day
November 20 Thanksgiving Day
December 25
,
Christmas Day
report of the librarian
To the Trustees of the Jacob Edwards Memorial Library:
The year has noted a decline in circulation, particularly in
adult fiction, partly attributable to the novelty of television sets,
and partly to the increased tempo of war work with many fac-
tories returning to the swing shift system. These two factors
have affected the circulation of books in most of the libraries
of the country, not alone in Southbridge.
The resignation of the head librarian in December, 1950,
left the library with this position unfilled for eight months.
During the interval the reference librarian, Mrs. Hilda Heather,
directed the affairs of the library. With the excellent coopera-
tion of the remaining staff, she was able to carry on the policies
of the library in a most commendable manner.
On September 10, 1951, Miss Marguerite Barrett, a gradu-
ate of the School of Library Science of the University of Den-
ver, assumed the duties of head librarian. Miss Claire LaForce,
children's librarian for the past two years, resigned on October
1, 1951, to accept employment at the Springfield Public Library.
Mrs. Mary Hazelton of Southbridge is now the children's
librarian.
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The Library Club was a very popular summer activity for
the children of Southbridge. Weekly meetings were held with
the children's librarian to discuss new books and hear the
story-hour program.
During Book Week, November 11th to 17th, all elementary
schools were visited by the head librarian and the children's
librarian. Book Week posters were distributed for display
in the schools and also to some of the Main Street stores. Read-
ing certificates were given to all children who were members
of the summer library club.
Book Week activities brought to the library an increased
number of applications and a renewed interest in good reading.
At the library itself about a hundred new children's books were
arranged in an attractive display so that the teachers and par-
ents as well as the children might have an opportunity to see
the fall and winter books before they went into active circula-
tion. A doll collection of quaint little figures dressed in for-
eign costumes by Mrs. Olivette Proulx was a center of interest.
In 1951, the library borrowed ninety-three volumes for its
patrons from other libraries in Massachusetts. The majority of
books asked for on Inter-Library loan are needed for education-
al or vocational purposes. Usually these requests are for books
on a highly specialized subject, or books that the library does
not feel justified in purchasing because of the probable slight
demand. The patrons requesting such material assume the re-
sponsibility of carriage charges. The lack of a union catalog
in New England shows this service very considerably.
An inventory of the children's book collection made during
the summer revealed few book losses. A partial survey of the
book stock was made during the fall with a view to discarding
out-of-date books that no longer circulate. The shabbiest books
were removed to be mended or rebound and the books that
could have no further usefulness were discarded.
Often the public does not stop to realize the service which
is required before books are ready for use. A great deal of
time must be spent in selecting the books most useful to the
community from the mass of new publications. These books
must be ordered from publishers or jobbers, checked with the
invoices, classified and cataloged. Complete records must be
made so that the location of each book purchased for the library
may be ascertained immediately. And much of the same proc-
ess must be gone through in reverse when a book is discarded.
A small portable phonograph with a collection of children's
records proved a popular innovation. At present these records
are available for lending to teachers and parents, and it is
hoped to acquire through the coming year a sufficient number
of records that a record-lending library for general use may be
built up.
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The eighty-two periodicals and eight daily newspapers for
which the library subscribes are in much use. Even our un-
bound collection of magazines has been very useful, as many
current questions can be answered satisfactorily with magazine
articles. Our vertical file continues to expand. Some govern-
ment documents are purchased for this pamphlet collection,
but much of it consists of free and unsolicited material of
ephemeral value.
The children's department has a collection of about four-
teen hundred mounted pictures illustrative of travel, customs,
industries, and other subjects that correlate with the school
curriculum. Many adults, too, find these pictures helpful in
art and advertising work.
From time to time the library receives gifts of books, rang-
ing from single volumes to collections of twenty or more, some-
'
times in unbroken sets. Such gifts vary in usefulness to the li-
brary, and we must maintain our policy of keeping or disposing
of them in accordance with the best interests of the library.
However, we appreciate at all times the good-will and gen-
erosity of the citizens, which prompts such gifts.
The Rental collection is maintained in order to accommo-
date our patrons who want a good collection of new books of
the "light" or popular type. As soon as the book has paid for
itself or has remained in the rental collection for six months,
it is transferred to the regular collection. Fees taken in from
rental books in 1951 amounted to about twenty dollars a month.
Four hundred and seventy-two persons were registered as
new borrowers during 1951, sixty-nine of whom lived outside
of the town limits and are classed as non-resident borrowers.
For a fee of one dollar a year, these non-resident patrons share
the same library privileges as the residents of Southbridge.
It is interesting to note an increase in the number of science
books circulated during the year. Perhaps this, as well as the
increased circulation of current magazines, is a reflection of the
war-time tempo of production. The following chart shows com-
parative circulation figures for 1950 and 1951:
General Works
Philosophy
Religion
Sociology
Language
Science
Useful Arts
Fine Arts
Literature
History
Travel
1950
177
570
609
1,207
225
569
2,257
2,229
1,800
1,147
1,524
1951
205
496
425
1,010
184
590
2,068
2,013
1,716
1,107
1,480
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Biography
Total Adult Nonfiction
Adult Fiction
2,804
18,323
39,948
2,339
17,057
34,725
Current Periodicals
Pamphlets
Foreign Books
Total Adult Circulation
3,127
141
499
58,770
3,225
136
393
52,175
Children's Books and Magazines 31,030 29,396
Pictures 41 101
GRAND TOTAL 89,846 81,672
These circulation figures show a yearly circulation of about
five books per capita, a figure that approximates the national
average. About twice as much fiction circulates as nonfiction,
but the nonfiction books have a much heavier reading use with-
in the walls. Biography continues to be a favorite form of
nonfiction reading. Draft age youths are taking increasing in-
terest in books about the last war, and possible causes and re-
sults of a future major conflict.
These figures indicate the variety of reading and informa-
tion needs met by your library. But borrowers alone do not
measure the library's usefulness. Registered and nonregistered
inquirers stream daily to the library, or telephone for informa-
tion, asking for help in innumerable ways. The Reference De-
partment supplies information on every conceivable subject
through the use of books, magazines, and pamphlets, usually
from our own collection, but occasionally borrowing from the
resources of the State Library or neighboring libraries.
It was most gratifying to note during school visitations that
some of our elementary schools report almost one hundred per
cent of their children are library-card holders and library users.
It is hoped that during the coming year all our school children
in all schools will become as enthusiastic library users. The li-
brary is grateful for the cooperation we have received from
principals and teachers. Teachers are encouraged to take
twenty books at a time for a six-week period to use as a class-
room collection, especially in those schools that are not within
convenient walking distance to the library.
Everywhere libraries are endeavoring to increase their
share of participation in the widespread movement which has
come to be called "adult education." The Great Books discus-
sion groups have had a prominent role in this movement, and
the Southbridge library is planning to begin its first group early
in 1952.
The two most pressing needs of the library are for a new
lighting system and an addition to the building to house a sep-
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arate juvenile department. The present lighting system is far
behind modern standards of scientific library lighting. The
present children's section is so overcrowded that the children
must hunt for stools before they can read the titles on the up-
per shelves. A new addition to the building would enable us
to reserve the adult reading room for adults and turn the old
children's section over to the students. The increased shelf
room would enable us to bring up the Biography and History
books from the lower stack levels to the main floor where people
could have easy access to them.
The library acknowledges with thanks the free space and
publicity given to the library and to book news by the SOUTH-
BRIDGE EVENING NEWS.
To the Library Board, we wish to extend our thanks for an-
other year of excellent teamwork and spirit of public service.
Statistical Record
Library—Jacob Edwards Memorial Library
Date of founding 1871
Population served 17,561
Days open during year 304
Hours open each week 63
Number of volumes January 1, 1951 34,471
Number of volumes added 1,280
New 1,266
]
Replaced 14 I Including 257 books by gift and
I
transfer from rental collection
1,280 J
Number of volumes discarded and lost 288
Number of volumes December 31, 1951 35,463
Number of registered borrowers 5,947
Number of volumes lent for home use 81,672
Largest circulation for one day (January 2) 471
Smallest circulation for one day (December 24) 145
Average circulation per day 250
Library Staff
Librarian Marguerite Barrett
Reference Librarian Hilda Heather
General Assistant Gladys Hobson
Children's Librarian Mary Hazelton
' Janitor Romualdo DiBonaventura
Part Time Staff
Alice Bradley Viola Michael
Carol Fitzpatrick Aurora Miller
Elizabeth Guignard Helen Rowley
Phyllis Horne Barbara St. Martin
Respectfully submitted,
MARGUERITE BARRETT,
Librarian.
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Thirty-Sixth Report
OF THE
TOWN ACCOUNTANT
OF THE
Town of Southbridge
for the yeah ending
December 31, 1951
receipts — 1951
general revenue
Taxes:
Current Year:
Poll $ 9,988.00
Personal 152,808.34
Real Estate 726,177.34
Motor Vehicle Excise 106,714.84 $ 995.688.52
Previous Years:
Poll 28.00
Personal 3,597.79
Real Estate 35,262.12
Motor Vehicle Excise 5,053.93 43,941.84
From State:
Business-Corporation Tax 100,720.30
Income Tax 55,148.74
School Aid According to
Chapter 70 83,128.97
Meal Tax—O.A.A 3,771.62 242,769.63
Licenses and Permits:
Licenses:
Liquor 14,406.00
Hawkers, Peddlars, & Junk 192.50
Sunday Store 141.00
• 79
Common Victuallers &
Innholders 177.00
Pool, Billiard & Bowling 1,030.00
Milk & Oleo 36.00
Auto Dealers 81.00
Auctioneers 4.00
Taxis and Drivers 132.00
Firearms 80.00
All Other 106.50 16,386.00
Permits:
Garage 32.50
Gasoline and Motor Oil 22.50
All Other 140.00 195.00
Fines and Forfeitures:
Court Fines 1,179.00
Grants and Gifts:
County—Dog Licenses 1,815.16
From State:
Vocational & American Education .. 33,480.73
Smith-Hughes Fund 2,226.64
George Barden Fund 150.00 35,857.37
Highway Aid:
State and County—Chapter 90
Contract #12443—County 1,200.00
Contract #12461—County 1,819.41
Contract #12867—County 4,663.41
Contract #12443—State 1,200.00
Contract #12461—State 3,638.80
Contract #12867—State 9,326.84 21,848.46
Federal Grants and Gifts:
Aid to Dependent Children:
Salaries and Administration 968.59
Expense 13,129.85
Old Age Assistance:
Salaries and Administration 5,408.08
Expense 106,367.42 125,873.94
Gifts from Individuals:
Jacob Edwards Memorial Trustees 32.42
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All Other Revenue:
Tax Title Sales 218.00
Redemption of Deed 13.00
Tax Title Redeemed 24.40
Tax Demands 1.05
Advertising Costs 43.33 299.78
Total General Revenue 1,485,887.12
Commercial Revenue
Departmental:
General Government:
Selectmen $ 2,382.16
Town Hall 129.55 $ 2,511.71
Protection of Persons & Property:
Police:
Station Rental • 1,327.05
All Other 411.25 1,738.30
Fire:
Sale of Old Materials 63.85
All Other 24.50 88.35
Sealer of Weights and Measures:
Sealing Fees 733.90
Ambulance Fees 2,142.50 7,214.76
Health and Sanitation:
Tuberculosis 1,325.70
All Other 133.29 1,458.99 1,458.99
Highways:
Equipment Rental 426.50
Sale of Material .75
All Other 77.50 504.75 504.75
Public Welfare & Veterans Benefits:
Temporary Aid:
From State 5,750.10
From Cities & Towns 1,622.81
From Individuals 30.00 7,402.91
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Aid to Dependent Children:
From State 11,407.53
Old Age Assistance:
From State 72,970.32
From Cities & Towns 1,072.60 74,042.92
Infirmary:
Reimbursements 345.00
Veterans Benefits:
From State 11,518.84 104,717.20
Schools and Libraries:
Tuition — School 36,718.11
Sale of Goods— School 5.20
All Other — School .... 25.00
Fines & Sales, Library 1,099.13 37,847.44 37,847.44
Unclassified:
Parking Meter Receipts 819.93
Sales of Real Estate 1,000.00
Rental of Depot 50.00 1,869.93 1,869.93
Total Departmental Revenue $ 153,613.07
Cemetery:
Oak Ridge Cemetery:
Sale of Lots
and Graves 1,293.00
Gaves Opened 925.00
Sale of Materials 3.85
Foundations Installed 8.00 2,229.85 2,229.85
Special Assessments:
Sewers Unapportioned .. 609.20
Sewers Added to Taxes 2,198.98
Sewers Apportioned 68.84
Sidewalks—Unapportioned 387.73 3,264.75 3,264.75
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Interest:
On Deferred Taxes ...
On Spec. Assessments
On Tax Title
Redeemed
On Motor Vehicle
Excise
On Trust and Invest-
ment Funds:
Ella M. Cole Fund
Mabel Murphy Fund ..
Mary Mynott Fund ....
Adah Stedman Fund
Cemetery Funds
1,013.38
186.93
2.17
6.09
68.75
50.00
25.00
25.00
2,225.45 2,394.20
Indebtedness:
Anticipation of
Revenue 250,000.00
Anticipation of
Highway Aid 2,400.00 252.400.00 252,400.00
Agency, Trust & Investment:
Agency:
Insurance Loss
Reimbursement 926.53
Dog Licenses
—
Due County 2,069.00
Fed. Withhold. Tax 70,831.88
Blue Cross 4,598.60
Deposit on Plans
and Bids 1,475.00
Certified Check in Lieu
of Bond — No. Wood-
stock Rd. Drain 1,288.00
School Lunch Program 9,901.55
School Athletic Fund . 6,971.60 98,062.16
Trust and Investment:
Perpetual Care 1,200.00
Investment 3,375.00 4,575.00 102,637.16
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Refunds:
O A A Federal
Grant Expense 606.45
O A A T'nwn A •r»rkT'rkr\vy* ^*.« XUWIl xi.UUlUU.
CCft OA
A. D. C. Federal
Grant Expense 139.30
Gen. Relief Expense 209.29
V ct. xJCllcliLb JZjApcIlbtr ODi.Ui
Treasurer's Expense 1.47
Elec. & Registration
—
Election Expense . .. 9.00
School Athl. Fund 250 00
School Expense 2.16
Henry St. Field-
Salaries 4.00
Henry St. Field
—
F.Ynpncp o.yjyj
Road Mach. Maint 33.90
Dresser St. Field
Maint. & Improv 1.75
Excise Tax 1.75
Selectmen Expense ... 20.00
Sewer Expense 64.95
School Lunch Program 2.21
Highway Expense 10.00
Tax Collector Expense 8.70
Ins. (Rate Reduction) 85.82
Telephone Refunds . . 148.86
Refunds — Tel. Calls 5.53
Total Revenue for 1951 $2,006,360.07
Cash on Hand, January 1, 1951 389,316.20
$2,395,676.27
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EXPENDITURES — 1951
GENERAL GOVERNMENT
Moderator:
Salary 60.00
Expense:
Stationery 15.00 75.00 75.00
Finance Committee 63.00
Selectmen:
Salaries and Wages:
Chairman 549.02
2 Members 900.00
Clerical Services 2,383.68 3,832.70
Other Expenses:
Stationery & Postage 170.59
Printing
& Advertising 200.97
Travel 3.75
Telephone 108.97
Equipment
& Maintenance 183.50
All Other 200.70 868.48 4,701.18
Accountant:
Salaries and Wages:
Accountant 2,999.88
Clerk 1,560.00
Extra Clerical
Services 250.50 4,810.38
Other Expenses:
Supplies, Stationery,
Postage 91.55
Telephone 6.90
Equipment
& Maintenance 325.19
Travel, Dues, & All
Other 70.14 493.78 5,304.16
Treasurer:
Salaries and Wages:
Treasurer
Clerk
Extra Clerical Services
2,400.00
1,924.00
212.25 4,536.25
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Other Expense:
Supplies, Stationery,
Postage 212.51
Printing &
Advertising 190.13
Equipment
& Maintenance 91.61
Telephone 101.43
Surety Bond 412.51
Foreclosure Tax
Titles 445.75
Travel, Dues
& All Other 141.68 1,595.62 6,131.87
Tax Collector:
Salaries and Wages:
Collector 3,000.00
Clerk 1,664.00
Extra Clerical 300.00 4,964.00
Other Expenses:
Special Collector Fees ... 10.00
Stationery & Postage .. 640.15
Printing & Advertising 479.65
Telephone 93.62
Surety Bond 396.75
Equipment
& Maintenance 498.65
Travel, Dues,
& All Other 224.57 2,343.39 7,307.39
Assessors:
Salaries and Wages:
Assessors—2 Members 1,100.00
Clerk of Board 3,300.00
Clerical Assistance .... 1,664.00 6,064.00
Travel 271.08
Other Expenses:
Stationery & Postage . 656.46
Printing & Advertising 83.79
Telephone 81.32
Equipment and
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Maintenance 51.53
Meals 34.76
Dues and All Other .. 25.40 933.26 7,268.34
Town Collector:
Clerical Services 21.00
Supplies, Stationery,
Postage 40.25 61.25
Law:
Salaries and Wages:
Town Counsel 1,532.47
Other Expenses:
Stationery & Postage .. 20.00
Printing & Advertising 38.65
Telephone 9.05
Recording Fees 75.50
Travel, Dues,
& All Other 72.92 216.12 1,748.59
Town Clerk:
Salaries and Wages:
Town Clerk 1,760.00
Clerk 712.00 2,472.00
Other Expenses:
Supplies, Stationery,
Postage 230.76
Printing & Advertising 64.82
Telephone 162.90
Surety Bond 15.00
Equipment
& Maintenance 40.26
Travel, Dues,
& All Other 98.03 611.77 3,083.77
Election & Registration:
Salaries and Wages:
Registrars 550.00
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Election Expense:
Election Officers 1,100.00
Clerical Services 1,110.13
Supplies, Stationery,
Postage 91.27
Printing & Advertising 645.75
Meals 261.05 3,208.20
Re-Listing Expense:
Clerical Services 493.26
Assistant Registrars .. 837.27
Supplies & Postage .. 10.90
Printing 882.12
Equipment &
Maintenance 9.00
Auto & Taxi 23.15
Advertising 5.63 2,261.33 6,019.53
Engineering:
Salaries and Wages:
Engineer 4,000.00
Assistant Engineer .. 3,360.00
Clerks & Helpers 5,092.18 12,452.18
Office Expense:
Printing, Supplies,
Postage 182.80
Telephone 94.22 277.02
Field Expense:
Materials & Supplies .. 235.39
Mileage & Travel 647.91
Equipment
& Maintenance 31.50
All Other 7.76 922.56 13,651.76
Town Hall:
Salaries and Wages:
Janitor 2,727.92
Other Expense:
Helpers 293.77
Fuel 3,156.26
Light 692.19
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Janitor's Supplies 205.26
Repairs 353.57
Telephone 38.30
Equipment
& Maintenance 59.25
Water & All Other . . 120.80 4,919.40 7,647.32
Planning Board:
Master Plan 250.00
Official Map 216.13
Other Expense:
Office Supplies 221.86
Travel 94.80
Equipment
& Maintenance 76,08
All Other 105.65 498.39 964.52
Retirement Board
Administration 1,090.00 1,090.00
Total General Government
PROTECTION OF PERSONS
AND PROPERTY
Police Department:
Salaries and Wages:
Chief 4,487.98
Patrolmen 63,784.00
Special Police 7,409.70
Lock-Up Keeper 2,076.10
Finger Printing
Officers 300.00
Matrons & Guards ... 13.00
Labor 47.20 78,117.98
Equipment & Maintenance:
Motor Equipment 955.31
Gasoline, Oil, Etc 1,328.39
Radio Equipment
& Maintenance 1,072.17
Equipment for Men . .. 340.27
Additional Equipment 225.38 3,921.52
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Fuel and Light:
Fuel 528.72
Light 378.84 907.56
Maintenance of Building and Grounds:
Repairs 1,495.15
Janitors Supplies 767.47
Water and All Other . 527.94 2,790.56
Other Expenses:
Printing, Stationery,
Postage 488.53
Telephone 2,635.56
Equipment
& Maintenance 489.63
Photo & Fingerprint
Supplies 15.44
Dues and All Other ... 226.42
Matrons & Guards 5.00
Board 8z Care—Private
Institutions 234.00
Traffic Control:
Labor 5.00
Materials & Supplies . 682.97
Paints, Brushes, Misc.
Material 2.40
Street Signs, Beacons
.
637.99 1,328.36
One Police Cruiser 1,890.50
Painting First District
Court 1,743.23 94,794.29
Fire Department:
Salaries and Wages:
Chief 4,011.52
Ass't. Chief, Capt.
Lieut 10,769.40
Permanent Firemen ... 48,837.00
Call Firemen 5,055.00
Supt. of Alarms 350.00
Clerk of Fire Dept. 100.00 69,122.92
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Equipment:
Repairs—Apparatus . .. 538.68
Hose 244.84
Equipment for Men ... 169.40
Apparatus Accessories 234.67 1,187.59
Maintenance and Repairs:
Radio Equipment
& Maintenance 215.40
Gasoline and Oil 246.95
Alarms, Boxes, Etc. .. 496.25
Shop Equipment
& Maintenance 79.28 1,037.88
Hydrant Service 18,450.00
Fuel and Light:
Fuel 1,193.96
Light 330.58 1,524.54
Maintenance of Building and Grounds:
Repairs 706.75
Furniture
& Furnishings 18.38
Laundry 92.21
Water & Janitor
Supplies 337.90 1,155.24
Other Expenses:
Stationery, Printing,
Postage 63.31
Telephone 463.79
Office Equipment
& Maintenance 331.25
Mileage and Travel 127.63 985.98
Out of State Travel 141.25
New Equipment:
Advertising 8.44
New Panel Board 12,387.87
2 Fire Alarm Boxes 419.60 12,815.91 106,421.31
Forest Fire:
Salaries and Wages:
Warden 200.00
Fighting Fires 238.00 438.00
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other Expenses:
Radio Equipment &
Maintenance 161.55
Repairs, Parts,
Gasoline, Oil 139.93
Materials & Supplies 88.14
New Hose 190.34
Food for Men at Fires 24.80 604.76 1,042.76
Ambulance:
Equipment, Maintenance,
Laundry 210.96
Gasoline, Oil, Auto
Maintenance 553.15
Materials & Supplies .. 142.88
Driver's Expense
& Radio Equipment 196.55 1,103.54 1,103.54
Sealer of Weights and Measures:
Salaries and Wages:
Sealer 1,300.00
Other Expenses:
Office Supplies 32.21
Binding, Printing,
Advertising 6.88
Travel 300.00
Equipment and Maint. 19.87
Trailer Repairs 5.00
All Other 3.93 367.89 1,667.89
Dog Officer:
Board and Care of
Dogs 352.80
Dogs Destroyed 144.00 496.80 496.80
Street Lighting:
Street Lights 17,461.47
Traffic Lights 2.48 17,463.95 17,463.95
Animal Inspector:
Salaries and Wages:
Salary 124.92
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other Expenses:
Mileage and Travel 75.00 199.92
Building Inspector:
Salaries and Wages:
Salary 399.96
Other Expense:
Materials and Supplies 35.50
Mileage 64.00 99.50 499.46
Wire Inspector:
Salaries and Wages:
Salary 399.96
Other Expenses:
Materials and Supplies 35.00
Mileage 65.00 100.00 499.96
Planting and Trimming of Trees:
Salaries and Wages:
Tree Warden 302.25
Labor 1,123.06 1,425.31
Other Expenses:
Hardware and Tools 38.77
Trees 9.00
Winch Saw and Truck
Hire 349.25
Labor & Materials
W. W. Memorial Elm
Tree 164.31
All Other 12.80 574.13 1,999.44
Moth Extermination:
Salaries and Wages:
Superintendent 27.00
Other Expenses:
Truck Hire 348.00
Insecticides 22.00
Hardware & Tools 3.00 373.00 400.00
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Dutch Elm Disease:
Salaries and Wages:
Superintendent 10.50
Other Expenses:
Insecticide 2,047.50
Equipment Hire 672.00 2,719.50 2,730.00
Total Protection of Persons & Property 229,319.32
HEALTH AND SANITATION
Health:
Salaries and Wages:
Board Members 330.00
Agent 550.00
Board Physician • 330.00
Parochial School M. D. 769.92
Podiatrist 250.00
Nurse 2,554.01
Clerk Hire 291.53
Dental Clinic 700.00
Plumbing Inspector .. . 2,300.00
Food Inspector 300.00
Milk Inspector 400.00
Slaughtering Inspector 385.00
Sanitary Inspector 440.00
Travel:
Agent 34.76
Nurse 118.00
Plumbing Inspector .. 129.03
Milk Inspector 9.08
Slaughtering Inspector 26.50 317.37
Premature Births 316.39
Garbage Collection 8,998.00
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Other Expenses:
Dental Clinic 85.31
Laboratory 79.88
Office 206.86
Dues 34.50
School Medical
Supplies 7.36 413.91
Vital Statistics:
Births 127.75
Deaths 42.00 169.75
Tuberculosis and Contagious Disease:
Worcester County
Sanitarium 2,602.50
No. Reading State
Sanitarium 1,018.00
Miscellaneous Ex-
penses 49.61 3,670.11 23,485.99
Sewer:
Salaries and Wages:
Commissioners 450.00
Caretaker 2,597.60
Labor 64.30 3,111.90
Administrative Expenses:
Stationery, Printing,
Postage 4.00
Telephone and All
Other 130.17 134.17
General Expenses:
Insurance, Registration,
and Repairs on
Truck 362.64
Tools and Equipment 192.81
Gasoline and Oil 180.95
Materials and
Supplies 7.70
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Repair—Sewer Lines 5.25
Manholes 20.00
Equipment and
Maintenance 3.05
Repairs 537.92
Fuel and Light 12.00
Advertising 15.63 1,337.95 4,584.
Total Health and Sanitation 28,070.01
HIGHWAYS, SNOW AND ICE
General Administration:
Salaries and Wages:
Commissioners 600.00
Superintendent 3,400.00 4,000.00
Other Expenses:
Staionery, Supplies,
Postage 122.16
Telephone 293.25 415.41
General Maintenance:
Timekeeper Clerk 2,671.95
Labor 30,318.53
Equipment & Repairs 645.37
Broken Stone, Gravel,
and Other Surfacing .. 7,508.41
Oil for Roads 4,160.20
Other Materials &
Supplies 1,014.61
All Other 273.46
Automotive Expense:
Registration 2.00
Building and Grounds:
Maintenance and
Repairs 139.21
Fuel, Light, and Water 803.21
All Other 101.01 1,043.43
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Road Machinery Maintenance:
Equipment Mainte-
nance & Repairs .. 3,946.55
Gasoline and Oil 3,756.40
Tires & Tubes 963.04
All Other 343.09
New Road Machinery:
Advertising 33.75
Front Frame for Dodge
Truck 144.40
Dodge Truck and Acces-
sories 3,505.70
Elgin Sweeper Model
81 9,935.00
Paint Conveyer at
Town Barn 368.00
3 Sand & Cinder
Spreaders 1,215.00
Final Payment—Sand
Bin 712.50
Other Expenses:
Mobile Radio 155.64
All Other 167.98
Town Dump:
Salary 1,854.10
Rodent Extermination 495.00
Rubbish Collection:
Contract 2,706.00
Advertising 6.56
Highway Labor 184.45
Snow and Ice:
Timekeeper Clerk 404.33
Labor 5,250.53
Cal. Chlor., Gravel
Salt, and Sand 3,066.50
Laborers Meals 160.10
Truck Hire 890.12
County Roads Shovel
Rental 90.00
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Chapter 90 Maintenance:
State and County Aid
1951 Contract:
North Woodstock Road:
Labor 1,069.78
Materials and
Supplies 89.40 1,159.18
Old Woodstock Road:
Labor 80.00 80.00
Dudley Road:
Labor 160.00 160.00
Hamilton Street:
Labor 100.00 100.00
Mechanic Street:
Labor 100.00 100.00
Worcester Street:
Labor 472.20
Materials & Supplies .. 110.25 582.45
Eastford Road:
Labor 250.77 250.77
Dresser Hill:
Labor ' 265.00 265.00
Brickyard Road:
Labor 20.00 20.00
River Street:
Labor 150.00 150.00
East Main Street:
Labor 732.60 732.60 3,600.00
Total Highways, Snow &
Ice, Dump, Rubbish,
Chap. 90 96,008.11
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CHARITIES AND VETERANS BENEFITS
Public Welfare:
Salaries and Wages:
Board 1,200.00
Supervisor 600.00
Social Workers 412.96
Clerks 536.38 2,749.34
General Administration:
Stationery, Supplies,
Postage 57.09
Telephone 47.33
Mileage and Travel .... 169.89
All Other 5.00 279.31
Other Expenses:
Groceries and Pro-
visions 6,421.32
Fuel 1,427.30
Medicine & Medical
Services 3,622.96
Hospital Care 5,017.78
Rent 1,080.39
Clothing 519.18
Cash Grants 8,907.70
Board and Care 3,223.02
State Institutions 3,829.19
Private Institutions .... 408.00
Household Furnishings
and Moving 76.75
Burials 725.00
All Other 477.58 35,736.17
Rehef By Other
Cities and Towns:
Cities 1,550.40
Towns 2,837.56 4,387.96
Truck Expense:
Gasoline, Oil, Etc 33.70
Equipment & Mainte-
nance 275.00
Registration 2.00 310.70 43,463.48
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Aid to Dependent Children:
Town Appropriation
—
Salaries and Wages:
Supervisor
Social Workers ..
Clerks
299.77
349.88
251.42
Relief Expenses:
Cash Grants
Aid to Dependent Children:
Federal Grant
—
Salaries and Wages:
Supervisor 200.00
Social Workers 100.00
Other Expenses:
Telephone 47.30
Stationery, Supplies,
Postage 222.38
Mileage and Travel 86.69
Relief Expenses:
Cash Grants
Old Age Assistance:
Town Appropriation:
Salaries and Wages:
Supervisor 2,000.00
Social Workers
Clerks
2,297.02
1,880.82
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other Expenses:
Post Office Box Rent 1.50
Mileage 33.90 35.40
Relief Expenses:
Cash Grants 113,601.44
Cities and Towns 759.14 114,360.58 120,573.82
Old Age Assistance:
Federal Grant
—
Salaries and Wages:
Supervisor 560.00
Social Workers 1,092.00
Clerks 848.00 2,500.00
194.57
972.46
175.77
645.74 1,988.54
Other Expenses:
Telephone
Stationery, Supplies,
Postage
Mileage and Travel
All Other
Relief Expenses:
Cash Grants 86,117.36
Cities and Towns 3,235.97 89,353.33 93,841.87
Child Welfare:
Administration
:
Supervisor Salary 10.00 10.00
Infirmary:
Salaries and Wages:
Superintendent 2,078.64
Other Expenses:
Groceries and Provi-
sions 4,794.89
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Household Furnish-
ings OCO OK
Janitors Supplies-
Repairs 987.79
Water, r uel, and. Liignt l,U7Z.oZ
Truck Expense 244.94
XT ' J. t 1 HIT 1" _1Hospital and Medical
Care 01 A OOol4.zZ
Telephone and All
Other 587.30 8,853.81 10,932.45
Veterans Benefits:
General Administration:
Salaries and Wages:
Veterans Agent 1,125.00
Other Expenses:
Office Expense and
Travel 291.05
Relief Expenses:
Cash Grants
Fuel
Medical
Hospital Care
Food
Rent, Clothes, Etc
Private Institutions ....
17,679.79
204.65
1,331.49
1,292.00
471.61
10.48
1,790.00 22,780.02 24,196.07
Veterans Services:
Salaries and Wages:
Supervisor 1,874.87
Clerk 1,551.13
Extra Clerical 9.00 3,435.00
Other Expenses:
Printing, Supplies,
Postage 132.33
Mileage and Travel .... 78.25
Telephone 191.52
Equipment & Mainte-
nance 42.80
Dues and All Other .... 50.00 494.90 3,929.90
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Maintenance of Veterans Graves:
Maintenance of Graves 420.00
Materials and Supplies .. 23.25 443.25 443.25
Soldiers Burials:
Burial 150.00 150.00
Burial Allowance to Vet-
erans' Organizations:
Grave Markers & Flowers 39.00
Transportation 20.00 59.00 59.00
Total Charities and Veterans Benefits . 333,809.60
SCHOOLS
General Control:
Salaries and Wages:
150 Superintendent .... 6,651.08
156 Supt's. Clerks 4,123.56
157 Extra Clerical 615.34
119 Building Officer .... 333.28 11,723.26
Other Expenses:
160 Supplies 286.06
180 Printing 216.74
181 Traveling 376.10
181a Auto Expense .... 3.00
182 Telephone 286.25
182a Postage, Books,
Periodicals Etc., 329.25
182b Equipment and
Maintenance 420.98 1,918.38 13,641.64
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High School:
Instruction Salaries:
220 Principal 5,300.16
225 Prin. Clerk 2,249.94
226 Extra Clerical 164.05
240 Teachers 83,258.57
245 Subst. Teachers 795.00 91,767.72
Instruction Expense:
250 Text and Ref-
erence Books 2,395.13
270 Supplies 3,126.83
660 Typewriters, Ma-
chines, Etc 710.71 6,232.67
Other Expenses:
210 Superv. Travel .. 150.41
235 Printing, Supplies,
Postage 141.55
290 Commencement Exp. 193.01 484.97
Operation of Plant:
Salaries and Wages:
501 Janitors 8,441.45
Other Expenses:
510 Janitors Supplies 2,358.76
520 Fuel 2,028.74
530 Water 277.34
540 Gas & Elec 1,789.25
565 Telephone 213.50
580 Drayage 152.55 6,820.14
Maintenance of Plant:
601 Grounds 55.57
620 Buildings 2,326.47
640 Service Systems .. 1,576.06
680 Other Expenses . 217.48 4,175.58
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Capital Outlay:
930 Build. Alterations
and Additions 3,370.71
965 New Furnishings 1,656.61
975 New Equipment .. 513.39
985 Other Expenses . 1,100.96 6,641.07 124,563.60
Elementary Schools:
Instruction Salaries:
240 Teachers 156,553.49
245 Subst. Teachers .. 8,273.92 164,827.41
Instruction Expense:
210 Superv. Travel . .. 142.13
250 Text and Ref-
erence Books 2,890.52
270 Supplies 5,272.37
660 Instruct. Equip 89.12
235 Printing 57.05 8,451.19
Operation of Plant:
Salaries and Wages:
501 Janitors 13,900.34
Other Expenses:
510 Janitors Supplies 2,636.20
520 Fuel 7,847.10
530 Water 237.55
540 Gas & Elec 2,553.80
565 Telephone 828.88
580 Drayage 116.50 14,220.03
Maintenance of Plant:
601 Grounds 151.83
620 Buildings 3,390.50
640 Service Systems .. 1,084.83
680 Other Expenses 988.35 5,615.51
Capital Outlay:
965 New Furnishings 874.64
975 New Equipment .. 91.22
985 Other Expenses .... 627.04
985a Draw Sashes 6.45 1,599.35 208,613.83
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Elementary Evening School:
Instruction Salaries:
220 Directors 310.00
240 Teachers 780.00 1,090.00
Instruction Expense:
250 Text and Ref-
erence Books 4.50
270 Supplies 22.03 26.53 1,116.53
Household Arts:
Instruction Salaries:
240 Teachers ' 4,864.87
Other Expenses:
210 Superv. Travel 38.47
270 Supplies 384.83
660 Inst. Equipment .. 5.49
965 New Furnishings 30.00
975 Capital Outlay . 1,246.94 1,705.73 6,570.60
High Evening School:
Instruction Salaries:
240 Teachers 603.45
Instruction Expense:
270 Supplies 22.30 22.30
Operation of Plant:
540 Gas & Elec 100.00 100.00 725.75
Industrial Arts:
Instruction Salaries:
240 Teachers 1,011.55
Other Expenses:
270 Supplies 99.28
660 Maintenance 198.48 297.76 1,309.31
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Domestic Science:
Instruction Salaries:
240 Teachers 1,675.27
Instruction Expense:
270 Supplies 83.64 1,758.91
Auxiliary Agencies:
Pupils:
313 Transportation of
Pupils 17,727.90
360 Tuition of Other
Pupils 447.81 18,175.71
Medical Services:
402 Physician 1,999.96
404 Nurse 3,143.46 5,143.42
Other Expenses:
401 Attendance 199.94
405 Medical Supplies 254.70
405a Misc. Supplies .. 252.63 707.27 24,026.40
Visual Aids:
240 Teacher's Salary . 800.00
270 Supplies 340.14
660 Maintenance 27.23
975 New Equipment .. 1.75 1,169.12 1,169.12
Cole Trade School:
General Control:
Salaries:
220 Director 5,100.02
225 Clerks 2,328.69
226 Extra Clerical 2,241.29 9,670.00
Expenses:
235 Printing, Supplies,
Postage 244.78
565 Telephone 240.29
210 Superv. Travel .... 84.85
290 Commence. Exp. . 84.15 654.07
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Instruction Salaries:
240 Teachers
245 Subst. Teachers
53,721.29
144.00 53,865.29
Instruction Expense:
250 Text and Ref-
erence Books 410.01
270 Supplies 2,970.73
660 Equipment 3,200.15 6,580.89
Operation of Plant:
Salaries:
501 Janitors 2,599.99
Expenses:
510 Janitor's Supplies 397.44
520 Fuel 1,207.00
530 Water 60.75
540 Gas & Elec 656.30
580 Drayage 147.65 2,469.14
Maintenance of Plant:
601 Grounds 102.80
620 Buildings . : 138.87
640 Service Systems 1,245.94
680 Other Expenses .. 226.11 1,713.72
Capital Outlay:
930 Alterations and
Additions 79.52
963 New Furnishings 81.31
975 Instr. Apparatus 3,004.48
985 Other Expenses .. 166.05 3,331.36
Evening Trade Extension:
Instruction Salaries:
225 Clerk 27.50
240 Teachers 997.73 1,025.23
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Instruction Expense:
235 Prin. Office
Supplies 25.50
250 Books 5.45
270 Supplies 435.32
660 Instr. Apparatus 176.21 642.48
Operation of Plant:
540 Gas & Elec 50.00 1,717.71
Smith Hughes Fund:
Teachers Salaries:
240 Household Arts .... 201.02
240 Vocational 486.30
240 Practical Arts 1,481.05
240 Vocat. Evening 58.27 2,226.64 2,226.64
George Barden Fund:
Teachers Salaries:
240 Evening 170.00 170.00
Total Schools 468,494.50
LIBRARY
Jacob Edwards Memorial Library:
Salaries and Wages:
101 Librarian 2,670.33
103 Assistants 6,866.89
150-51 Janitor 2,509.14 12,046.36
Books and Periodicals:
201 Books 1,933.29
202 Periodicals 358.55 2,291.84
Binding:
250 Books 74.96
Fuel and Light:
301 Fuel 728.33
302 Light 426.64 1,154.97
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Building:
350-52 Repairs 408.18
501 Furniture and
Furnishings 17.08
303 Water 4.96
304-306 All Other 90.32 520.54
Other Expenses:
402-03 Stationery, Print-
ting, and Advertising 217.17
401 Telephone 70.12 287.29
Alterations and Improv. 901.63
Total Library 17,277.59
RECREATION AND UNCLASSIFIED
Recreation:
Parks:
Labor 463.50
Equipment 16.28
Trees 15.00 494.78
Playgrounds:
Instruction Salaries ... 2,770.00
Materials & Supplies 795.58
Labor 340.27 3,905.85
World War I Memorial Park:
Labor 202.00
Elec. and Water 24.04
Materials & Supplies 188.49
Flowers and Wreaths 13.50 428.03
Honor Roll:
Electricity 46.64
Maint. & Repairs 162.00
Wreaths & Landscap. . 64.50 273.14
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Swimming Pool:
Instruct. Salaries 2,499.00
Labor 42.00
Build. & Grounds 76.44
Materials & Supplies 108.24
Tel., Light, Wat., Fuel 71.99
New Wall—Contract,
Trahan 2,496.88 5,294.55
Dresser St. Field:
Caretaker 1,150.50
Labor — Salaries 2,730.39
Labor—Maint. & Impr. 893.75
Telephone 104.75
Materials & Supplies 782.29
Fuel, Light, Water 309.18
Sationery, Supplies,
Postage 8.09
Equip. & Maintenance 543.67
Repairs to Field 1,197.78
Trees 198.71
All Other 116.47 8,035.58
Alumni Field:
Labor 484.38
Labor — Exp. Account 96.38
Repairs 15.51
Materials & Supplies 188.46
Equip. & Maintenance 174.88
All Other 14.00 973.61
Henry St. Field:
Labor — Salaries 501.70
Labor — Expense 37.50
Truck Hire 363.85
Equipment 29.50
Materials & Supplies 70.56
New Construction 3,494.75
Level & Fill 492.28 4,990.14
Public Band Concerts:
Concerts 393,00
All Other 83.00 476.00 24,871.68
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Unclassified:
Damage to Pers. & Prop. 655.98
Memorial Day 899.96
Armistice Day 300.00
Town Report 1,484.63
Town Clock 707.67
Pensions — Non-Contrib. 7,903.08
Insurance 18,624.95
Water & Ice and All Other 574.80
Airport Maintenance 6.30
Outstanding Bills
of 1950:
Town Clerk 26.80
General Relief 71.22
Veterans' Benefits 110.00
Recreation 164.92 372.94
Total Recreation & Unclassified
CEMETERY
Oak Ridge Cemetery:
Salaries and Wages:
Superintendent 594.00
Labor 4,706.14
Opening Graves 320.00 5,620.14
Other Expenses:
Equipment & Repairs 127.67
Gasoline & Oil 66.20
New Equipment, Ma-
terials & Supplies .. 477.44
Fertilizer & Loam 217.65
Light 12.00 900.96
Cemetery Improv. Account:
New Equipment 380.90
Planting & Seeding . .. 1.55
Spraying 50.35
Landscaping 51.30
Lumber 37.20
Loam 18.00 539.30
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stone Arch Entrance:
Advertising 18.13
Tree Removal 91.00
Develop & Print Photos 1.12
Labor 33.25
Duff Bros. — Cont 1,205.00 1,348.50
Total Cemetery 8,408.90
SPECIAL ACCOUNTS
E. V. Gillon Dam. Acct.:
Dam. to PoHce Car ... 16.50
Am. Leg. Kitchen Exit:
Advertising 18.13
Cont.—F. X. Laliberte 647.00 665.13
«
Ash. St. Sew. Purch.:
Eugene Leduc 768.00
Belmont St. Grading:
Labor 147.95
Central St. Resurfacing:
Advertising 17.50
Cont.—J. J. Doyle Co. 4,713.83 4,731.33
Central & Hook Sts.
Sidewalk:
Labor 563.36
Materials 741.39 1,304.75
1951 Chap. 90 Const.:
Eastford Road:
Cont.—Rome Con. Co. 18,653.67
Materials & Supplies 595.60 19,249.27
1950 Chap. 90 Const.:
Cont.—F. Shields 6,539.26
Materials & Supplies 240.77 6,780.03
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Charlton St. Drain:
Labor 254.40
Equipment Rental 95.00
Mason Work 101.50
Materials & Supplies 47.61
Civil Defense:
Director's Salary 1,725.00
Office Supplies 97.83
Telephone 81.57
Police Equipment 107.76
All Other 4.50
Cliff St. Bridge:
Labor 1,949.92
Clerk 124.80
Equipment Hire 1,032.25
Materials & Supplies 617.91
Dennison Drive
Reconstruction:
Trees 199.50
Grates and Frames 195.00
Dresser St. Resurfacing:
Cont.—Dowgielewicz Bros.
Dresser—Main St. Prop.:
Labor 25.00
Grass Cutting 276.00
Materials 2.50
Durfee St. Resurfacing:
Labor 257.45
Shovel Rental 385.75
Eastford Rd. School
Sidewalk:
Labor 452.88
Materials & Supplies 567.91
498.51
2,016.66
3,724.88
394.50
m
11,822.43
303.50
643.20
1,020.79
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Fairmount Ave. Drain:
Labor
Materials & Supplies
212.62
359.13 571.75
r iske St. Sewer:
Cont—Duff Bros 961.50
areen Ave. Gutter
Construction:
Labor 71.20
Materials & Supplies 78.75 149.95
iartwell St. Storm Drain:
Labor 214.63
Materials & Supplies 165.00 379.63
iook & Central Sts. Land
& Building Purchase:
Damage Award 2.00
Registered Mail .30 2.30
Lieonide Lemire Post #6055
V. F. W.:
Rent 900.00
l.iberty St. Storm Drain:
Labor 516.85
Equipment Rental 79.00
Catch Basins 93.14 688.99
Lyons St. Sewer Purchase:
David Cotton 521.30
\4orris St. Extension:
Labor 4,710.58
Equipment Rental 2,632.50
Trees 98.60
Materials & Supplies 7,184.99
Gas and Oil 196.15
Advertising 5.00
All Other 5.00 14,832.82
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Morris St. Reconstruction:
Contr». — Frank Shields 4,214.78
Materials 161.20 4,375.98
No. Woodstock Rd. Drain:
Contract—Ciesla Bros. 1,210.00
Advertising 16.88 1,226.88
Oliver St. Sidewalk:
Labor 428.53
Materials & Supplies 760.73
Cut Tree Roots 29.45 1,218.71
River St. School Re-
taining Wall:
Fence and Gate 934.00 934.00
River St. Storm Drain:
Materials & Supplies 123.48
Equipment Hire 79.00 202.48
School Fire Alarm Boxes:
Fire Alarm Boxes 816.97
Installation" 80.61 897.58
School Planning Survey:
Survey Fees 2,000.00
Printing 2,691.00 4,691.00
Strand Theater Rental:
Town Meeting 225.00
Foster St. Park. Lot Drain:
Advertising 56.25
Wells High School
Electric Service Entrance:
Larochelle Electric Co. 1,900.43
Total Special Projects
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88,823.98
INTEREST AND MATURING DEBT
Interest:
Temporary Loans:
Anticipation of Rev. 1,691.58
General Loans:
School 660.00
Worcester St. Sewer .. 140.00
South St. Paving 120.00
Hamilton & Main St.
Paving 60.00
No. District Elemen-
tary School 560.00 1,540.00 3,231.58
Municipal Indebtedness:
Temporary Loans:
Anticipation of Rev. 350,000.00
General Loans:
School 10,000.00
Worcester St. Sewer . 7,000.00
South St. Paving 6,000.00
Hamilton & Main St.
Paving 8,000.00 31,000.00 381,000.00
Total Interest and Maturing Debt 384,231.58
AGENCY, TRUST AND INVESTMENT
Agency:
State Auditing Tax 1,733.64
State Exam, of Retire-
ment System 632.09
State Parks & Reserv. 2,036.38 4,402.11
County Tax 45,953.94
County TB Hosp. Tax 25,429.62 71,383.56
Dog Tax Fees Paid
to County 2,069.00
Wells High School
Cafeteria 9,292.61
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School Athletic Fund .. . 6,714.41
Federal Withhold. Tax .. 62,599.94
Blue Cross 4,594.85 85,270.81
Trust and Investment:
Cemetery Perpet. Care 1,200.00
Mabel Murphy Fund .... 20.00
Adah Stedman Fund .... 8.00
Ella M. Cole Fund 29.45
Mary Mynott Fund 17.27
U. S. War Bonds-
Post War Rehab.—
Interest Invested .... 3,375.00
Pension and Retire. Fund 11,918.00 16,567.72
Total Agencies, Trust and Investment 177,624.20
REFUNDS
Refunds:
Taxes and Demands 244.17
M. V. Excise 2,308.42
Plans and Bids 1,440.00
Ambulance Charges 17.50
Fire Dept.—Acct. Rec. .. 3.00
Blue Cross 3.75
Veterans' Benefits 121.08
Certified Check in Lieu
of Bond—No. Woodstock
Rd. Drain 1,288.00 5,425.92
Total Refunds 5,425.92
Total Payments for 1951 1,959,013.38
Cash on Hand, December 31, 1951 436,662.89
2,395,676.27
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ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
SCHOOL COMMITTEE
Southbridge, Mass.
FOR THE YEAR ENDING
December 31, 1951
SOUTHBRIDGE TYPESETTING COMPANY
SOUTHBRIDGE, MASS.
1952
A Tribute to the Memory of
EDNA C. PINSONNEAULT
School Nurse
Southbridge Public Schools
1945 — 1951
DIED — OCTOBER 9, 1951
ORGANIZATION OF THE SCHOOL COMMITTEE
1951-1952
Paul A. Roy, Chairman, 141 Everett Street 1954
Lorenzo J. Beaupre, 131 Central Street 1954
Mrs. Frederic Beck, 103 Eastford Road 1953
Eugene LeBlanc, 30 Forest Avenue 1953
Mrs. Alexander Steen, Jr., 28 Maple Street 1952
Gabriel Crevier, 104 Highland Street 1952
Meetings of School Committee
The regular meetings of the School Committee are held on
the first Monday of each month at 7:00 P. M. in the office of the
Superintendent of Schools, Town Hall, except as follows:
In January, 2nd Monday
In March, 3rd Monday
In September, 2nd Monday
There are no regular meetings in July and August.
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
Robert H. McCarn Residence: 17 Franklin Terrace, Tel. 387-W
Office: Town Hall, Tel. 365
SECRETARIES
Margaret R. Connolly, 14 South Street Tel. 87
Gloria C. Ciukaj, 906 Main Street Tel. 1890-M
The Superintendent's office is open from Monday through
Friday, from 8:30 A. M. to 12:00 Noon and 1:00 P. M. to 5:00 P. M.
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SCHOOL PHYSICIANS
Dr. William Langevin, 24 Everett Street . ...
Dr. Adah B. Eccleston, 62 Elm Street
Tel. 984
. Tel. 32
SCHOOL NURSE
Louise A. Pontbriand, 31 Newell Avenue Tel. 307-W
SUPERVISOR OF ATTENDANCE
Paul A. Duhart, School Office Tel. 1750-W
SCHOOL CALENDAR—1952
Winter term, seven weeks January 2-February 15
Spring term, seven weeks February 25-April 11
Summer term, nine weeks April 21-June 20
Fall term, sixteen weeks September 3-December 19
NO SCHOOL SIGNALS
2-2-2 on fire alarm at 6:40 A. M. will indicate no school all day
for High, Trade, and Elementary schools.
2-2-2 on fire alarm at 7:15 A. M. will indicate no school all day
for Elementary schools only.
There will be an announcement of no school over Radio
Station WTAG beginning at 7:00 A. M.
FINANCIAL STATEMENT
In Brief:
Total Expenditures $470,001.55
Total Receipts Returned to
Town Treasurer 156,476.98
Net Cost to Town 313,524.57
In Detail:
Receipts to School Department
Appropriation 471,098.34
Smith-Hughes Fund, U. S. Gov't 2,226.64
George-Barden Fund 170.00
Total—Funds Available 473,494.98
EXPENDITURES:
General Control:
Salaries 11,723.26
Other Expenses 1,882.43
Total—General Control 13,605.69
Auxiliary Agencies:
Transportation 16,106.71
Tuition to other schools 443.30
Compulsory attendance 199.94
School Doctors 1,999.96
School Nurse 3,143.46
Medical expenses 486.04
Total—Auxiliary Agencies 22,379.41
High School:
Instruction salaries 91,671.72
Instruction expenses:
Textbooks 2,560.32
Supplies 2,999.77
Other expenses 482.90
Operation of plant 14,981.80
Maintenance of plant 4,655.93
Capital outlay 6,358.02
Total—High School • 123,710.46
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Elementary Schools:
Instruction salaries $164,695.41
Instruction expenses:
.
Textbooks 2,864.85
Supplies 5,225.48
Other expenses 206.36
Operation of plant 27,742.77
Maintenance of plant 4,824.89
Capital outlay 1,901.39
Total—Elementary Schools $207,461.15
Vocational School:
Instruction salaries 61,796.04
Instruction expenses:
Textbooks 304.18
Supplies 3,028.08
Other expenses 432.10
Operation of plant 5,204.17
Maintenance of plant 4,490.35
Capital outlay
Total—Vocational School 78,515.46
Evening High school:
Instruction salaries 639.45
Instruction expenses:
Supplies 22.30
Operation of plant 100.00
Capital outlay
Total—Evening High School . .. 761.75
Elementary Evening School:
Instruction salaries 754.00
Instruction expenses 20.06
Total—Elementary Evening
School 774.06
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Evening Vocational School:
Instruction salaries 2,524.48
Instruction expenses:
Textbooks 8.08
Supplies 435.32
Operation of plant 50.00
Maintenance of plant 176.21
Total—Evening Vocational
School 3,194.09
Household Arts:
Instruction salaries $ 4,864.87
Instruction expenses:
Supplies 361.80
Other expenses 38.47
Maintenance of plant 5.49
Capital outlay 1,251.94
Total—Household Arts $ 6,522.57
Industrial Arts:
Instruction salaries 960.47
Instruction expenses:
Supplies 99.28
Maintenance of plant 17.54
Capital outlay 180.94
Total—Industrial Arts 1,258.23
Domestic Science:
Instruction salaries 1,675.27
Instruction expenses
Supplies 59.44
Total—Domestic Science 1,734.71
Visual Aids:
Instruction salaries 800.00
Instruction expenses:
Supplies 350.39
Maintenance of plant 27.23
Capital outlay 1.75
Total—Visual Aids 1,179.37
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Playgrounds:
Instruction salaries 2,770.00
Instruction expenses:
Other expenses 1,135.85
Total Playgrounds 3,905.85
CONTINGENCY FUND 4,998.75
ATHLETIC FUND 721.76
Total Expenditures 470,723.31
Bal. on hand, Dec. 31, 1951 375.03
$470,348.28
REIMBURSEMENTS
State Aid for Schools (Chap. 70, as
amended 1948, Chap. 643) $ 83,758.97
Vocational School (Coop.) State Grant .. 3,950.15
Vocational School (Day) State Grant .. 23,926.73
Vocational School (Evening) State Grant 998.21
Household Arts—State Grant 3,724.98
Worcester Girls' Trade School 225.00
Evening Practical Arts School 458.30
Worcester Evening Industrial and
Practical Arts School 39.00
Worcester Apprenticeship School 5.10
Springfield Trade High School 43.28
Smith-Hughes U. S. Gov't Fund 2,226.64
George-Barden Fund 170.00
High School Tuition , 19,707.29
Elementary School Tuition 991.14
Vocational School Tuition 13,017.59
Cole Trade High—Eve. School Tuition 583.00
Household Arts—High School Tuition .. 2,621.40
Cole Trade High School—Goods Sold 5.20
Refunds 25.00
Total Receipts Returned to
Town Treasurer $156,476.98
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REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
To the School Committee and Citizens of Southbridge:
It is a pleasure to submit my second annual report as
Superintendent of Schools of Sputhbridge for the year ending
December 31, 1951.
The chief purpose of this report is to present to you, as
simply and clearly as possible, an analysis of our school situa-
tion as it exists today.
During the past year, we have tried to plan our program
carefully to meet the needs of all the youth of this community
in order that they may become good American citizens, better
prepared to succeed in our democratic way of life.
Realizing the all-important part that a teacher plays in the
training and education of youth, we have recommended a rea-
sonable and adequate salary schedule. The purpose for so do-
ing is to retain and provide a stable, well-trained, and efficient
teaching force who are professional in their attitude and con-
tent in their profession. A greater spirit of enthusiasm for their
work is bound to result. Harmony and cooperation on the
part of the teacher has, at all times, been encouraged by im-
proving professional standards wherever possible.
Educational activities have been expanded to suit the ability
and aptitude of the individual, to satisfy his interests, and to
meet his needs. Adequate instructional materials have been
provided for this purpose. To be specific, we have greatly ex-
panded our program of physical education activities, music ac-
tivities, art activities, speech activities, including debating,
dramatics, public speaking, and choral reading. The one-ses-
sion day in our high schools has provided greater participation
in varied types of learning experiences which are conducive to
the general well-being of the student.
A new kitchen and cafeteria have been built with complete
facilities and furnishings, appropriately painted and decorated.
Hot lunches are now provided to pupils attending the Mary E.
Wells and Marcy Street Schools. A dietitian and a specially
trained supervisor has been appointed in charge of the cafeteria.
Our Household Arts Department has been completely reno-
vated with new and modern equipment. This improvement has
merited the approbation of State Department officials.
New typewriters and equipment have been provided for
the Commercial Department.
Our Trade School has been replenished with much-needed
new machinery and equipment. Greater cultural, social and
physical advantages have been provided for the students who
attend the Trade School.
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Special classes are still held for exceptional children and
for those who are physically handicapped.
Pleasant Street School is now open to grades one to four
inclusive for pupils living in that district.
Our kindergarten enrollment, within two years, has in-
creased from thirty to one hundred and fifty. We now have
three full-time instructors and six different groups in attend-
ance; three in the morning, and three in the afternoon.
Our maintenance program has been quite extensive during
the past year. It has consisted in cleaning classroom walls, fill-
ing in cracks, priming and painting, varnishing woodwork and
furniture, sanding, sealing and waxing classroom floors, mak-
ing green chalkboards, renewing window shades, refinishing
gymnasium floors, purchasing new classroom furniture, reno-
vating and decorating principals' offices, cleaning and painting
lavatory and toilet rooms, walls, ceilings, and corridor floors.
Thus, completely renovated were: thirteen classrooms, eight
office rooms, six toilet and lavatory rooms, four household arts
rooms, one nurse's room, cafeteria and kitchen, and four base-
ment corridors.
The custodians are now using new and modern cleaning
equipment, new vacuum cleaners and floor machines for the
interior of the building. Power lawn mowers have also
been procured for the upkeep of school grounds.
The Trade High School boys, under the skillful supervision
of their instructors, have helped considerably in making tables
and chairs, cabinets, cafeteria equipment, trucks, sinks, trays,
railings, and other materials. They have contributed much in
the way of painting, papering, and interior decorating. This
program of vocational activities has saved the town many thou-
sands of dollars.
Boilers, furnaces, and chimneys have been cleaned and re-
paired. Thermostats have been installed and general repair
work in several buildings has been done on our plumbing and
electric service systems, roofs, basements, sidewalks, and stor-
age facilities.
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OUR SCHOOL BUILDING PROBLEMS AND PLANS
Like many other towns and communities, Southbridge is
faced with a school housing problem, and, consequently, a
school building program. This building problem concerns the
welfare of every pupil enrolled in our school system. It involves
our high school, trade school, elementary schools, and kinder-
garten. Our problem is four-fold:
1. Our four elementary schools are overcrowded, and contain
grades 1-8 inclusive, which, educationally, is an undesirable
grouping because of the age differences.
2. Our present high school lacks adequate facilities for provid-
ing a modern progressive educational type of program.
3. Our Trade School lacks sufficient shop space for its present
enrollment and does not meet state requirements.
4. Our kindergartens are housed in a building which is quite
old and dilapidated. Its location demands considerable
transportation which is costly and hazardous.
This summarizes our situation: For the past two years, this
problem has been studied at great length by educational author-
ities—experts in the field. A survey was made by Griffenhagen
and Associates. A report was made to the town through the
School Planning Board. The School Committee appointed an
Advisory Committee made up of members representing various
groups in the community. Jointly, the School Committee and
its Advisory Board analyzed the problem. The State School
Building Assistance Commission was consulted for advice. A
Special Town Meeting was held, and $20,000 was appropriated
for the purpose of appointing a School Building Committee, an
educational consultant, and an architect, to present their find-
ings to the Annual Town Meeting in March. The School Build-
ing Committee of eleven members has been appointed, consist-
ing of: William Orzech, Chairman; William Rogers, Louis Co-
lognesi. Dr. Romeo LeClair, William Schneider, Lorenzo Beau-
pre, Eugene LeBlanc Mrs, Linnea Beck, Paul Roy, John Martin,
and Robert McCarn, Secretary. Dr. William K. Wilson of the
New York State Department of Education is the Educational
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Consultant, and George H. Sidebottom of Reading has been
selected as the architect. Several meetings have been held and
practically all of these groups and individuals have concurred
on their solution to these problems, which is as follows:
1. The Trade School to be remodeled and expanded in its pres-
ent location.
2. A new cafeteria, gymnasium, and auditorium, and modern
high school building to house 550 pupils to be constructed,
adjacent to the Trade School.
3. The present high school building to be used for a junior high
school to house grades 6, 7, and 8. This will provide adequate
space for additional educational activities and exploratory
educational experiences so necessary during their formative
years.
4. The elementary buildings to house the kindergarten
through the fifth grade, which will give adequate space for
the increased enrollment.
5. The Mechanic Street School to be closed, as it will no long-
er be needed for kindergarten, which will henceforth be
held in each area of the town in the respective elementary
buildings.
This program will cost approximately IV2 million dollars.
If the post-war Rehabilitation Fund is applied to this project,
it will mean a net increase of 4 or 5 mills in the tax rate. The
State will contribute 28% of the entire cost if the plans are ap-
proved.
We believe the youth of Southbridge are worthy of these
essential facilities which are necessary for their proper training
and education in the years ahead. There is no sounder invest-
ment that any community can make than to invest in the boys
and girls of the community who are to become its citizens of to-
morrow. It means the preservation of our form of government,
freedom, and equality of opportunity.
We trust that the citizens of Southbridge will act with
vision and foresight in this matter which so vitally concerns
them.
This epitomizes our school situtation for the moment.
I wish to conclude with many thanks for all the help and
kind co-operation which I have received from so many sources
during the past year in this fine community.
Respectfully submitted,
ROBERT H. McCARN,
Superintendent of Schools.
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STATISTICAL REPORT
Throughout this report, the year relative to attendance ex-
tends from September, 1950 to July, 1951. The year relative to
expenditures extends from January 1, 1951 to January 1, 1952.
I—School Buildings (Including Cole Trade H. S.)—1951
No. Buildings Occupied 8 No. Classrooms Occupied 86
II—Teachers (Including Cole Trade High School)
No. men teachers 38 No. women teachers 55
III—Pupils
Number of children in Town October 1, as reported by the
census enumerator:
Between the ages of 5 and 7 527
Between the ages of 7 and 14 1,754
Between the ages of 14 and 16 542
Total persons between ages of 5 and 16 2,823
Total enrollment PUBLIC SCHOOLS 1950 1951
From September to June 1,740 1,826
Number under 5 years of age 18 23
Number between 5 and 7 280 288
Number between 7 and 14 920 982
Number between 14 and 16 314 313
Number over 16 years of age 226 220
Average membership 1,690 1,743
Average daily attendance 1,607 1,650
Total Enrollment NOTRE DAME
From September to June 679 666
Number under 5 years of age 6
Number between 5 and 7 148 139
Number between 7 and 14 445 423
Number between 14 and 16 55 72
Number over 16 years of age 24 26
Average membership 663 637
Average daily attendance 636 613
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Total Enrollment STE. JEANNE D'ARC
From September to June 308 318
Number under 5 years of age 4
Number between 5 and 7 112 73
Number between 7 and 14 185 225
Number between 14 and 16 7 16
Average membership 297 33
Average daily attendance 285 32
Total Enrollment ST. MARY'S
From September to June 218 224
Number under 5 years of age
Number between 5 and 7 39 32
Number between 7 and 14 135 162
Number between 14 and 16 22 14
Number over 16 years of age 22 16
Ayerage membership 218 217
Average daily attendance 207 207
Total Enrollment COLE TRADE HIGH SCHOOL (Day)
From September to June 223 238
Number between 14 and 16 92 122
Number over 16 years of age 131 116
Average membership 164 166
Average daily attendance 151 152
Total Enrollment COLE TRADE HIGH
COOPERATIVE SCHOOL
From September to June 88 18
Number over 16 years of age 88 18
Average membership 25 6
Average daily attendance 23 5
STATISTICS FROM SCHOOL REGISTERS
School Year Ending July I. 1951
Aver.
Tot. Daily Aver. P. C.
Boys Girls Tot. Mem. Att. Mem, of Att.
M. E. Wells H. S.
195 290 485 486 430.70 457.18 94.35
Charlton Street
Grade 8 7 11 18 18 16.26 16.55 98.24
Grade 7 14 17 31 31 27.79 28.74 96.64
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U-racie oa 1 fi a OKZO OKZO 22.73 23.36 97.33
Lxraae dd 11 1 olo 0/1z4 OKzO 00 oczo.zb O/I 1z4.1o 96.18
Grade 5 1 olo ob on61 A ono4.o7 Of? 1ob.lz 97.59
Grade 4 1 /I14 11 OKZO OKZO 01 ftizl.91 00 KAZZ.50 97.36
Lrraae oa Qo 1 A14 oozz 00ZO 01 cc21.66 on -122.18 97.65
Lrracie ob 11 1 A14 OKZO OKZO 21.35 01 rvi21.91 96.98
1Q 49 44 OO.c/D 40 7Q OR 1
7
yo.i 1
Grade 1 19 23 42 42 38.51 40.11 96.00
Total 149 141 290 295 267.30 276.44 96.91*
Jtiasiiora rioaa
vjraae o 11 1 filb lb 1 K Oft10.zy 1 C ftftIb.UU ftK KCyo.ob
Lrraae < lo 1lo oooo 0000 01 00ol.zo 1 ftOoi.yo ft'7 COy7.bo
Lxraae o 1 oIz ooZO OK00 OK00 00 00OZ.88 34.33 95.81
Grade 5 on 1 ftly Oftoy Oftoy OC ft£Job.yb 00 0100.zl c\c no9b.7o
Grade 4a 1 olo 1 olo oczb oczb 0/1 ftftz4.y(j OK OAzo.o4 ftc? 00yb.oo
Lxraae 4b 11 y OftzU OftzU 1 Kftlo.oU 1 ft nf\iy.7u ftO Oft9o.oy
(jrraae o Zl onzU A 141 A4z 017 1 fto7.iy 00 (\n00.97 ftK /I 195.41
Lxraae za zU 1 oIz ooOZ 0000 Oft Tizy.7i 01 A'X0I.4I ft/1 "70y4. (0
vjridLit; 17 ?9OZ 00 9Q 1
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ZcT.lZ ^n 7QOu. 1 a Q4 7^
Grade 1 24 16 40 43 36.71 43.12 92.97
Total 159 155 314 320 292.49 310.35 95.39*
Marcy bireet
Lxraae o / 1 "71 / 0/1z4 OKZO 00 KCZO.Ob 0>1 lAz4. /4 ftK 00yo.ZZ
Lxraae 7 1 Olo lU ooZO 00ZO Of? 017zb.oY 017 Az7.4o ftK ftCyo.yb
Lxraae o 1 / 1 n1 / OAo4 OAo4 Oft K1zy.oi on ^TftoU. /y ftK QAyo.o4
Lxraae o lo 1 olo ooZO Oftzy OC /IKzb.40 017 C/1z/.b4 ftK QQyo.bo
Lxraae 4 17 lb oooo OK00 Oft ft/1zy.U4 on OKoU.zO ftc noyb.uz
Lxraae o Id 1 Klo OftoU OK00 01 >i KOI.4O 00 100. Iz ft/1 ftKy4.yo
94Z1 oo ?Q00 OO.Oi? OO.OVJ Q'S 47
Grade 1 25 20 45 45 35.79 38.74 92.30
Total 138 122 260 270 237.56 249.06 95.18*
River Street
Grade ^ 13 5 18 25 20.52 21.43 95.87
Grades 1 & 2 14 16 30 31 27!39 28.77 95^20
Total 27 21 48 56 47.91 50.20 95.53*
West Street
Lxraae o y 1 A14 ooZO O/fz4 00 1 ftZO. lU 00 "70ZO. /Z ft'7 OKy / .ZO
Lrraae 7 1 111 lb OTz/ 0^7Z / O/l AAZ4.44 OK AOz0.4o ftK ftOyo.yo
Lxraae oa 11 lb 017z7 0'7 00 1 AZZ.14 00 01zz.ol ft'7 ni
Lxraae bb lU 1 olo 00ZO 00ZO 00 ftftzz.uy 00 ft'7zz.y7 ftK KOyo.oo
Lxraae o 1 oly onZU 0000 Oftoy on Oft/.OU 00 m00. / / ftK ft/Iyo.y4
Lxraae 4 1 n1 / 1 olo OK00 Of?61 00 1 ft00. ly OA ft1o4.yi ftK ftOyo.uo
Lxraae 6 ooZO ly /104z A4o Oft ft/1oy.y4 Af\ ftK4u.yo ft'7 K/1y / .04
1
9
iz 1 7 9QZa •^4ot 9Q fiQ 01.00 Q4 fift
Grade 1 20 15 35 36 32.45 34.01 94.85
Total 131 148 279 290 264.34 285.00 95.98*
*An Average
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Aver.
Tot. Daily Aver. P. C.
Boys Girls Tot. Mem. Att. Mem, of Att.
River Street
Ungraded 13 13 14
Wells H. S. Building
Ungraded 29 ^ 29 29
Mechanic Street
Kindergarten 53 55 108 109
*An Average
8.72 10.92 88.23*
14.79 16.02 91.42*
85.96 102.25 89.56*
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ENROLLMENT BY AGE AND GRADE
October L 1950 (Girls)
Grade 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 Tot.
I 13 60 5 2 80
II 18 55 10 2 85
III 29 48 5 1 83
IV 17 43 2 2 64
V 18 28 10 5 1 1 63
VI 17 39 14 8 6 84
VII 15 23 10 5 5 1 59
VIII 1 18 22 8 4 53
IX 21 38 23 4 86
X 26 37 8 3 74
XI 18 40 12 1 1 72
XII 17 30 9 56
Kinder
garten 11 44 55
Ungraded 5 1 1 4 6 1 18
Tr»f qI1 OLdl 11 78 89 77 68 48 70 63 63 87 93 71 46 10 1 932
October 1, 1950 (Boys)
Grade 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 Tot.
I 21 61 6 3 91
II 19 70 11 2 102
III 14 57 17 4 92
IV 13 48 5 5 1 72
V 12 30 20 7 6 1 76
VI 6 35 16 9 8 2 1 77
VII 14 32 8 5 59
VIII 4 14 8 2 28
IX 13 30 16 4 63
X 11 29 8 8 1 57
XI 8 20 8 3 39
XII 9 20 6 1 36
Kinder-
garten 10 25 35
Ungraded 1 2 3 11 9 2 1 29
Total 10 46 80 90 84 79 45 75 62 53 74 66 44 37 10 1 856
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CHANGE OF TEACHERS
Left
June—Resigned—Mary Thornton West Street
July—Resigned—Charlotte Henderson Marcy Street
August—Resigned—Ann Richardson River Street
September—Leave of Absence
—
Bridie McSweeney Eastford Road
October—Deceased—Edna Pinsonneault School Nurse
Appointments
September—Dorothy Locke West Street
September—^Yolande Arsenault Marcy Street
September—Mary Breen Eastford Road
September—Mary Winston Pleasant Street
September—Leah Cohen Charlton Street
January 1952—^Louise Pontbriand School Nurse
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CORPS OF TEACHERS
January I, 1952
(The name, date of appointment, position held and training
for position, appear in that order.)
(Code letters and characters denote the following: (a) Bach-
elor's Degree; (b) Master's Degree; (c) Graduate Work; (d) Eight
Years' Trade Experience; *0n Leave of Absence; C.A.G.S., Cer-
tificate of Advance Graduate Study.)
Robert H. McCarn, A.B., M.Ed.; 1950; Superintendent; Holy
Cross College (a), Boston College (b), Portland University (c),
University of Maine (c), Harvard (c), Boston University (c).
Sven O. Rosengren, B.S., A.M.; 1950; Director of Guidance
and Placement; Springfield College (a), N. Y. State Teachers
College (c), Washington University (b) (c), Boston University
(c), Harvard University (c).
Lewis A. Kyrios, A.B., M.A., C.A.G.S.; 1938; Director of
Health and Physical Education, Athletic Director in Elementary
Schools; Tufts College (a) (b), Boston University (c), University
of Connecticut (c), Washington Lee (c).
Eleanor S. Van Etten, A.B., B. Music; 1947; Music Super-
visor; Wells College (a), New York U. (c), Schola Cantonmi,
Paris (c), Surette School (c), Christiansen School (c), Dillar
Quaile School (c).
Paul J. Sweet; 1950; Director of Band and Orchestra; Bos-
ton University, University of New Hampshire.
Constance M. L'Ecuyer, B.S.Ed., M.A.; 1940; Director of
Americanization; Fitchburg Teachers College (a), B. U. (b),
Boston Nursery School, Wellesley College Kindergarten, Wor-
cester Teachers College, Columbia University, Hyannis T. C.
(c). Extension Courses (c).
Edward Desroches, A.B.; 1949; Audio-Visual Aids Director;
Clark (a), Worcester State Teachers College (c), Boston Uni-
versity (c).
Claire Birtz; 1937; Supervisor of Art; Worcester School of
Art, Boston University, Fitchburg State Teachers College.
Margaret R. Connolly; 1922; Secretary to Superintendent;
N. E. School of Secretarial Science, Columbia, University of
Maine, Boston University.
Gloria C. Ciukaj; 1951; Secretary in Superintendent's Of-
fice; Mary E. Wells High School.
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Mary E. Wells High School
James M. Robertson, B.S., M.Ed.; 1937; Principal; Boston
University (a) (b) (c), Harvard (c), Mass. Extension Service (c),
Rhode Island College of Education (c).
Nora B. Adams; 1947; Secretary to Principal; Mary E. Wells
High School, Boston University.
Pauline M. Aucoin, B.S.Ed.; 1921; Commercial, Treasurer of
Student Activities Funds; Boston University (a) (c).
Dorothy L. Bartoli, B.S.Ed.; 1935; English; Worcester T. C.
(a), Clark (c).
Kathryn Beauregard, A.B., M.A.; 1922; French, Spanish;
Middlebury (a) (b), Boston University (c).
Rose Brodeur, B.S., M.A.; 1939; French, Social Studies; Bos-
ton University (a) (c), N. Y. University (c), Middlebury (b).
Constance Coderre, B.S.; 1929; Commercial, Student Coun-
cil; Simmons (a), Boston University (c), Columbia (c).
Luise B. Corbin; 1923; Home Economics, Junior Red Cross;
Fitchburg T. C, Wheaton, Simmons.
Edward Desroches, A.B.; 1949; Audio-Visual Aids Director,
Biology, Coach; Clark (a), Worcester State Teachers College
(c), Boston University (c).
Paul A. Duhart, B.S.Ed.; 1949; Civics, Law, Morse Code,
Local Gov't., Coach; Boston University (a).
Thecla Fitzgerald, A.B., M.Ed.; 1926; EngHsh, Crimson and
Gray; Radcliffe (a), Boston University (b).
C. Estelle Hefner, PhB.; 1933; Latin, English; Brown Uni-
versity (a), Boston U. (c).
Persis F. Howe, B.S.Ed.; 1930; Commercial, Crimson and
Gray Business Advisor; Salem T. C. (a), Columbia (c), Clark (c).
Barbara H. Kyrios, B.S.Ed.; 1940; Home Economics; Fram-
ingham T. C. (a), Fitchburg T. C. (c), Lesley College.
Eino Laakso, A.B., M.A.; 1945; Algebra, Math., Chemistry,
Goach; Clark (a) (b), Boston University (c).
Arthur D. Lane, B.S.Ed., M.Ed., M.A.; 1948; Social Studies,
Coach; Fitchburg T. C. (a) (b), Clark (c), Tufts (c) U. of
Penn. (a).
Cecile P. LeClair, B.S.Ed., M.A.; 1936; English, Dean of
Girls; Worcester T. C. (a), Columbia (b) (c).
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Harry J. McMahon, PhB., M.Ed.; 1926; Chemistry, Physics,
Director of Athletics in High School; Holy Cross (a), Boston
University (b), Harvard (c).
Flora Tait, B.S.Ed., M.A.; 1939; Enghsh; Framingham T. C.
(a), Boston University (b), Cornell (c). Queen's University,
Canada (c).
Liberty J. Themistocles, A.B.; 1946; Civics, Science, Coach;
Emmanuel (a), Columbia (c). Harvard (c).
Frances Troy, B.S.Ed.; 1927; Commercial; Salem T. C. (aX
Boston U. (c).
Lindzay Varnam, B.S., M.Ed.; 1943; Geometry, Algebra;
Colby (a), Boston U. (b).
Elsie Wanerka, B.S.Ed.; 1945; Commercial; Salem T. C. (a),
Worcester State Teachers College (c).
John E. Welch, B.S.; 1948; History, Biology, General Sci-
ence; Holy Cross (a), Boston University (c). Harvard (c), Wor-
cester State Tieachers College (c).
Cole Trade High School
Raymond L. W. Benoit, B.S. in Engineering, M.Ed.; 1949;
Director; Northeastern Univ. (a), Springfield College (b), Har-
vard (c).
Maureen A. Baybutt, 1946; Secretary to Director; Feener
Business School, University of Maine, Boston University.
Elsie A. Hofstra; 1933; Clerk; Becker's Business College.
Harold A. Andrews; 1941; Painting & Decorating (d); Wor-
cester Boys' Trade, Wentworth Institute, Fitchburg T. C.
John L. Benson; 1942; Drafting (d); Northeastern Univ.,
Fitchburg T. C.
George H. Braman; 1938; Metalsmith (d); Northeastern
Univ., Fitchburg T. C.
*Philip L. Colognesi; 1950; Metalsmith (d); Worcester Ju-
nior College (Mech. Eng.)
Francis E. Couture; 1945; Electrical (d); Worcester Boys'
Trade, University Extension, W. P. I.
Walter J. Glondek; 1938; Related Science, Physics, Mechan-
ics, Hygiene & Safety, Local & State Gov't.; Cole Trade, Fitch-
burg T. C, Clark Univ., Worcester Junior College.
Ernest Hall; 1926; Industrial Printing (d); Southbridge H. S.
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Nels H. Johnson; 1937; Machine (d); General Electric at
Lynn, Fitchburg T. C, Northeastern University.
William A. Julien, A.B., M.Ed.; 1945; Science, Mathematics,
U. S. & Industrial History, Counseling; Manhattan College (a);
Boston Univ. (b); Columbia (c).
Claude D. Lacouture, B.S.Ed.; 1950; Academic; Fitchburg
T. C. (a).
Emery A. Lavallee; 1926; Supervision, Related Drawing;
Fitchburg T. C, Southbridge Industrial, M. E. Wells High;
Draftsman (Machine Designer) (d).
William C. Nickerson; 1941; General, Wood Cabinet-making
(d); Norwich Univ., Fitchburg T. C.
William B. Paul; 1942; General Machine (d); Lowell Insti-
tute, Fitchburg, T. C.
Eugene J. Remian, B.S.Ed.; 1949; Academic Instructor;
Holy Cross College (a), Boston University (c).
Frank P. Skinyon, B.S.Ed.; 1934; Cabinet-making, Pattern-
making (d); Fitchburg T. C. (a); Boston University (c).
Louise E. Steenburn; 1949; Academic Work Special Classes
in H. S. Building; Westfield T. C, Special-in-Service Training.
Lawrence F. Swenson; 1932; Related Science, Prob. of
Democracy, Mathematics, World History, Economics, Indus-
trial Relations; Wentworth Institute, Fitchburg T. C, Boston
University, Machinist (d), Drafting (d).
Charlton Street School
R. Joseph Racine, A.B., M.Ed.; 1944; Principal, Assumption
College (a), Boston University (b), Clark University (c), Spring-
field College Graduate School (c), Northeastern University (c),
Oxford University (c), Harvard University (c).
Eva Casavant, B.S., M.A.; 1933; Departmental Social
Studies, Art, Grades 6, 7 & 8; Worcester T. C. (a); Clark Uni-
versity (b).
Leah Sax Cohen, A.B.; 1951; Grade 4; C. L. A., Boston Univ.
Josette M. Dupuis, A.B.; 1948; Grade 5; Our Lady of the
Elms College (a), University Extension.
Helen Golden; 1948; Grade 3; Our Lady of the Elms College;
Hyannis Summer School.
Claire A. Kirk; 1949; Grade 3; Bridgewater T. C, Willi-
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mantic T. C, Boston University, University of Conn., Worces-
ter T. C.
Everett H. Holmes, A.B.; 1945; Departmental English, Lit-
erature & Spelling, Grades 6, 7 & 8; Colby College (a), Boston
University (c), Harvard University (c). University Extension.
Ruth Mahan; 1948; Grade 1; Worcester State T. C, Colum-
bia University, Hyannis T. C.
Gladys W. Howes, B.S.Ed.; 1948; Grade 1; Washington State
Normal, Farmington State T. C, Colby College, Wittenberg
College, University of Maine (a), Boston University (c).
Malcolm Nash, B.S.Ed.; 1948; Departmental Mathematics
and Science, Grades 6, 7 & 8; Bridgewater T. C. (a), Boston
University (c).
Easlford Road School
Raoul O. Lataille, A.B., M.Ed.; 1939; Principal, Coach; As-
sumption (a), Boston University (b) (c), Harvard University (c).
Mary A. Breen, B.S.; 1951; Grade IB; University of Massa-
chusetts (a).
Elizabeth Curtis, A.B., B.S.Ed.; 1944; Grade 4; Boston Uni-
versity (a (c), Salem T. C. (a). Harvard University (c).
T. Thomas Finnerty, A.B., M.A.; 1948; English 6, 7, 8, Lit-
erature 6, 7, 8, Music 6, Dramatics; Boston College (a) (b), Bos-
ton University (c), University Extension (c), Harvard Univer-
sity (c).
Bertha E. Foley; 1912; Grade 2; Worcester Teachers College
(c), University Extension (c).
Irene V. Gough; 1914; Social Studies 6, 7, 8, Art 6, 7, 8, Mu-
sic 7, 8, Pub. Speaking; Worcester Domestic Science, University
Extension.
Cathryn Maxwell; 1945; Grade lA; Lowell Teachers College.
Julia C. Morrill; 1914; Grade 3B; St. Joseph's Normal
School, Univ. Extension.
Vincent J. Puracchio, A.B., M.A.; 1950; Grade 5A; American
International College (a) (b).
Elinor H. Small, A.B., M.Ed.; 1945; Mathematics 6, 7, 8,
Science 6, 7, 8; Brown (a), Worcester T. C. (b).
Florida Tarquinio, B.S.Ed.; 1942; Grade 5B; Worcester T. C.
(a), Clark University (c).
Evangeline R. Towse, B.S.Ed.; 1948; Grade 3A; Boston Uni-
versity (a) (c), Salem T. C. (c), Hyannis T. C. (c). University
Extension (c).
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Marcy Street School
Constance M. L'Ecuyer, B.S.Ed., M.A.; 1940; Principal;
Fitchburg T. C. (a), Boston University (b), Boston City
Nursery School, Wellesley College Kindergarten, Worcester
T. C, Columbia University, Extension Courses (c), Hyannis
T. C. (c). Harvard University Extension (c).
Yolande Arsenault, B.S.Ed.; 1951; Grade I; Worcester
T. C. (a).
Patricia P. Callahan, B.S.Ed.; 1939; Departmental Social
Studies, Grade 6, 7 & 8; Science, Grades 7 and 8, Art 7; Westfield
T. C. (a), Fitchburg T. C. (b), University Extension Courses (c).
Alice Wixted Dion; 1926; Grade 4; North Adams T. C, Hy-
annis T. C, Boston University Extension Courses.
Ruth Huson; 1945; Grade 3; Maine State Normal, Hyannis
T. C, Boston Univ., Gorham T. C, Worcester T. C.
Ellwood S. Jenness, B. S.; 1948; Grade 5, Departmental Mu-
sic; Bridgewater T. C. (a), Boston University (c), Longy School
of Music (c).
Myrtle B. Jodrey; 1944; Departmental, English Grades 6,
7 & 8, Science 6, Art 6, Dramatics 7, Literature 7, Reading 6;
Fitchburg T. C, University Extension Courses.
Marie J. Saunders; 1924; Departmental, Arithmetic, Art 6,
Literature 8, Public Speaking 6; West Chester, Pa. T. C, Bos-
ton University and Worcester T. C. Extension Courses; Boston
University Summer School.
Marie E. Serleto; 1949; Grade 2; Lesley College, Hyannis
T. C, Boston U.
Mechanic Street School
A. Kathleen Eddy, B.E.; 1949; Teacher in charge; Kinder-
garten; New Britain T. C. (a).
Marjorie H. Grape; 1949; Kindergarten; Wheelock, Hyannis
Normal, Northfield Seminary, Babson Institute.
Clara M. Reed; 1918; Kindergarten; Westfield T. C, Wor-
cester Girls' Trade, University Extension, Boston University,
Harvard Ext., Worcester T. C.
Pleasant Street School
Camella Dintini, B.S.Ed.; 1940; Teacher in charge. Grade 4;
Worcester T. C. (a), Clark (c), Harvard (c). University Ext.
Courses (c).
Corinne E. Beaudreau; 1924; Grade 1; University Ext.
Courses.
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Ruth Sampson; 1930; Grade 3; Westfield T. C, University
Extension Courses.
Mary Winston; 1951; Grade 2; Hyannis, University Ext.
Courses.
West Street School
Laurenda Boyer; 1926; Principal; Remedial Reading; Bos-
ton Univ., Worcester T. C, University Ext. Courses.
Marjorie F. Campbell, B.S.Ed.; 1933; Departmental English
and Reading 6, 7 & 8, Health and Safety, Penmanship, Spelling,
Art 7; Bridgewater T. C. (a), Columbia, B. U. (c). Harvard
Courses (c), Simmons (c).
Daniel J. Hobart, A.B.; 1950; Departmental English 7,
Math., SpelUng 6, Music 6, 7 & 8, Social Studies 7; Boston Col-
lege (a). Queens College (c), Cambridge University (c). Harvard
University (c).
Virginia E. Hobart, B.S.Ed.; 1952; Grade 5; Lowell St. T.
C. (a).
Dorothy M. Locke; 1951; Grade 1; Framingham State
Teachers College, University Extension Courses.
Emily F. Roberts, B.S.Ed., M.Ed.; 1944; Grade 4; Hyannis
State T. C. (a). University of N. H. (b).
Eva P. Salviuolo, B.S.Ed., 1943; Grade 2; Worcester T.
C. (a), Boston University.
Dorothy M. Sheriff; 1945; Grade 3; Westfield State T. C,
University Extension Courses.
Louise E. Steenburn; 1940; Grade 5; Westfield State T. C.
Celestine C. Sweet; 1932; Departmental Social Studies 6,
7 & 8, Science 6, Health and Safety, Spelling, Penmanship 7,
Music - Art 8; Our Lady of the Elms College, Worcester T. C,
Hyannis T. C, B. U. Extension Courses, Clark University.
Bertha L. Wallace; 1922; Departmental Mathematics, Sci-
ence 7 & 8, Art 7, Health and Safety, Spelling, Penmanship 8;
Hyannis T. C, Boston University Extension Courses.
Janitors
App't. School
1947 West Street School
1950 Mary E. Wells High School
1945 Mary E. Wells High School
1946 Cole Trade High School
1942 Mechanic Street School
1950 Mary E. Wells High School
1943 Charlton Street School
1935 Marcy Street School
1941 Eastford Road School
1949 Pleasant Street School
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Name
Frederick P. Alger
Gerald Bertrand
Philias Caron
John B. Craite
Armand Gaumond
Lucien L'Africain
Theophile Leduc
Rodolph L'Homme
Joseph Moore
Eugene Tetreault
REPORT OF THE PRINCIPAL OF
MARY E. WELLS HIGH SCHOOL
To the Superintendent of Schools:
In accordance with your request, my fifteenth annual re-
port as Principal of the Mary E. Wells High School is hereby
submitted.
The enrollment for the year 1951-1952 is divided as fol-
lows:
Seniors—101, Juniors—103, Sophomores—129, Freshmen
—
129, Post-graduates—1, Specials—1, making a total of 464 pupils.
PROGRAM OF STUDIES
Diplomas are granted upon completion of four different
courses; namely: Academic, Commercial, Civic-Social, and
Homemaking.
Ninety-six pupils were graduated on June 21, 1951 and
their names and courses completed by them are included in this
report for the information of interested citizens.
Class of 1951—Academic
Joseph Peter Athanas
John Joseph Bednarcyk, Jr.
**Lorraine Marie Bergeron
*Roger Wilfred Boucher
**Ann Bousquet
Robert Ralph Bucchiacchio
Eleanor Eva Crete
William Joseph Curtis
*Jean Carole Daniels
**Elaine Charlesine Delmore
Edward Demirjian
**Jane Louise Dickinson
*Frank Robert DiFederico
Alfred Norman DiGregorio
Dominic Anthony DiPaolo
Edward Charles Fontaine
Claire Marie Alice Jarry
Stewart Franklin Kimball
**Joan Ruth Lakin
Alfred Romeo LeBlanc
**Sally-Ann Martin
**Thomas Michael
Vangel Lambi Michael
*Anne Margaret Moynagh
*Susan Lyon Parker
*Martha Cooper Phillips
**Barbara Ann Rischitelli
**Lorraine Jeanne Rousseau
Paul Edward Ryan, Jr.
*John Joseph Rymarz, III
Anthony Joseph Santilli
Wayne Clement Small
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**Clara Anna Gates
**Michael Francis Holden
Thomas Henry Howarth, Jr.
Dona Leonora Howlett
*Alice Frances Hoy
**Annette Claudette Jacob
^Gerald Roy Suprenant
Yves George Thibaudeau
'Marion Faith Varnam
Barbara Dawn Voltz
Thomas Patrick Welch, Jr.
Paul Wayne Woodbury
Commercial
*Shirley Anne Agard
Dorothea Anna Allard
Sylvia Frances Arduini
Arthur Joseph Atwood, Jr.
Corinne Marie Bouthillier
**Gloria Cecile Ciukaj
**Pauline Sarah Huet
George Kollios
*Jacqueline Ann Langevin
Charlotte Marie Letourneau
*Nancy Mary Marcelli
Colleen Phylhs McGann
*Charles Edward Clarke
Norman Omer Cloutier
*Elizabeth Ann Colognesi
Olga Costa
*Margaret Jane Deering
Frances Marie DiPaola
Joan Marie Duffy
Lucille Claire Ferron
*Jeanne Edna Fortin
**Ann Lois Freeland
Eleanore Gertrude Gravelle
Jane Annette Hickox
*Arlene Ruth Olson
Therese Germaine Perron
Kathleen Helen Quinn
**Jacqueline Ellen Renaud
*Jean Pauline Reopel
Nancy May Ritchie
Shirley Laurette Robida
**Rita Mae Sherbert
Arnold James Simpson
Louise Thanas Tanca
Theresa Lucille Tremblay
Lorraine Rachel Vacher
Sally Zajac
Civic-Social
Francis James Deignan, HI Donald John Marino
Nelson James Horr Andra Theresa Shepherd
Homemaking
Joan Patricia Hamilton Joan Marion McLean
Marlene Edith Lundstrom Patricia Ann Powers
War Diplomas
Wilfred Eustachio Materas—Civic-Social
Michael Nickolas Giacobbi—Commercial
Walter Peter Edward Kornasky—Academic
Emery Andre Lavallee, Jr.—Civic-Social
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Special Students
Paul Henry Benoit—Civic-Social
Gilbert Adolph Binnette—Civic-Social
'^Philip Eugene Talbot—Academic
^General Average of 80% or above for four years
^Members of the National Honor Society
The Commercial program included: stenographic, book-
keeping, office practice and general business courses. The co-
operative program with industry was reactivated which gave
twenty-two girls the opportunity of alternating between work
and school experience for two-week periods at a time. This pro-
gram is operated during the last semester of the senior year.
The Guidance Department is functioning smoothly with a
full-time Guidance Director and a Dean of Girls. The Guidance
Department's full report may be seen under Mr. Rosengren's re-
port.
The Home Economics Department has been completely re-
novated so that we now have two complete kitchens. One of
these features a complete electric kitchen, whereas the other
features a complete gas unit.
The high school Home Economics Course is a home-making
course of two years, including foods, nutrition and clothing
work, family and social relations. This course is State aided and
State supervised. Both teachers in the department take profes-
sional improvement courses each year.
The department hopes to offer Home Economics as an elec-
tive for Junior and Senior girls one double period per week and
to have the course a required subject for all Freshmen girls one
double period per week.
Mrs. Laurent Jarry, Mrs. Herbert Kimball, and Mrs. Alton
K. Marsters serve as an efficient and splendid advisory commit-
tee.
One new course has been added to the curriculum; namely,
Health Education. This follows the recommendations of the
State Department of Education.
The school, since last spring, has operated on a one-session
day, with rotating periods. This was made possible by the con-
struction of a cafeteria which provides hot lunches of the fol-
lowing type for twenty-five cents: fruit juice, main dish with a
vegetable, dessert and milk. Pupils may bring lunches from
home and purchase milk and ice cream from the cafeteria.
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The Mary E. Wells High School Band has been outfitted
with new uniforms. The drum majorettes also have new uni-
forms. The band has continued to operate and performs at
many special occasions both in and out of town. We wish to
thank the Ames Worsted Company for the materials donated
for the uniforms.
There are several recommendations that I would like to
make at this time:
1. That a new six-year high school be erected. Such a pro-
cedure would eliminate the overhead of two central
plants, in that one principal, one set of janitors, and
one faculty would take care of the education of young
people from the seventh grade through the twelfth
grade. Such a system would help the adolescent child
to make the transition from the lower grades into the
upper grades easier and would allow department heads
to correlate their work schedule in a more satisfactory
manner. Many of our leading educators of today are
pointing out the fact that the Junior High School system
is responsible for too much of a break in the continuous
school growth of the child, and are recommending
strongly the six-year high school plan.
2. That a library be started and a teacher-librarian be ap-
pointed.
3. That lockers be installed to take care of pupils' personal
belongings, coats, rubbers, etc.
4. That new seating equipment for the Assembly Hall be
provided.
5. That a course in Driver Education be set up under the
supervision of the State Department of Education and
the Massachusetts Department of Safety and that be-
hind-the-wheel training experience be given.
6. That a men's teachers' room be set up and proper fur-
niture provided for the room.
I wish to express my appreciation to the townspeople for
their continued efforts in behalf of the Mary E. Wells High
School, and I extend my thanks to the School Department for
their support.
Respectfully submitted,
JAMES M. ROBERTSON, Principal
Mary E. Wells High School.
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REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR OF UNIVERSITY
EXTENSION AND EVENING VOCATIONAL COURSES
To the Superintendent of Schools:
Classes in evening vocational subjects were offered again
this year and proved to be very well attended. The following
vocational classes were started in September:
Elementary Sewing Two classes
Bishop Method of Clothing
Construction One class
Advanced Dressmaking One class
Tailoring One class
Cooking One class
University Extension classes were offered in the commer-
cial and academic fields. The class in Elementary Typewriting
proved to have a large demand and was well attended.
These classes were conducted under the supervision of the
State Department of Education and were instructed by accredit-
ed teachers.
Other classes in the vocational, commercial, and academic
fields will be offered when the demand for them is sufficient to
form such classes.
Respectfully submitted,
JAMES M. ROBERTSON, Director,
University Extension and Evening
Vocational Courses.
REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR OF
GUIDANCE AND PLACEMENT
To the Superintendent of Schools:
In accordance with your request, the annual report of the
activities of the Guidance Department is hereby respectfully
submitted.
TESTING PROGRAM
L Intelligence Tests
Tests of scholastic aptitude and mental maturity
were administered to all pupils in grades 1, 4, 7, 9, and 12.
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These tests, designed to indicate learning ability on the
part of the pupil, were scored and results were entered
in individual cumulative records.
2. Achievement Tests
The Metropolitan Achievement Tests were adminis-
tered to pupils in grades 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8. Results on
these tests revealed that, in most instances, scores
achieved by Southbridge children run exceptionally high
when related to tables of national norms.
Cooperative Tests of Achievement were used in the
Mary E. Wells High School to measure individual prog-
ress in such subject areas as English, Latin, French, his-
tory, algebra, geometry, trigonometry, physics and chem-
istry.
3. Aptitude Tests
Tests of mechanical aptitude and mechanical com-
prehension were administered to all 8th grade pupils,
pupils of the Cole Trade High School and those enrolled
in the General Vocational Division of the Cole Trade High
School.
4. Interest and Preference Records
Such records or inventories were made available to
those students in the Mary E. Wells High and Cole Trade
High Schools desiring to explore personal and vocational
interests.
PERMANENT RECORDS
All test scores were entered on permanent cumulative rec-
ords. These records follow the individual pupil throughout his
school life. Such records also contain notes on interviews, par-
ticipation in student activities, and other historical information.
The cumulative record is the core for the entire record sys-
tem. No school can successfully approach the task of develop-
ing effective guidance procedures for pupils in the absence of
an adequate cumulative record form.
The counseling activity extends from the elementary
schools through the high schools and on into adult life. Because
of the close relationship between teacher and pupil in the ele-
mentary grades, most of the counseling on that level is accom-
plished in the classroom. However, the school principals and
the guidance staff often participate in the activity in coopera-
tion with the classroom teacher.
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The Dean of Girls and the Director of Guidance provide
counseling for the students of the Mary E. Wells High School.
A special Guidance Center is established in the school to accom-
modate this activity.
Boys in the Cole Trade High School and in the General
Division of the school are counseled by a qualified counselor.
EMPLOYMENT
One of the special functions of the Guidance program is "to
establish personal contacts and friendly relations with employ-
ers, prospective employers and community personnel, and to
make an earnest effort in attempting to fill their needs as well
as those of the students in job placement." Actual placement
figures and pertinent discussion are included in two follow-up
studies made during the past year. The results of these studies
have been submitted to the Office of the Superintendent of
Schools but will be discussed briefly in this report under the
heading "Research."
Part-time employment surveys revealed that a majority of
pupils of employable age are engaged in some form of part-time
employment. However, a part-time placement system is main-
tained to provide service to the community and to students in-
dicating a desire to work.
INFORMATIONAL SERVICES
It has been mentioned that a guidance center is established
in the Mary E. Wells High School. A section of this area is set
up to provide informational material for students. The sub-
stance of this informational material might be described as fol-
lows:
1. Occupational information offering job descriptions in
terms of job requirements, opportunities, income, ad-
vantages, etc.
2. Information on occupational trends.
3. College or school information providing students with an
opportunity to investigate many of the colleges and univ-
ersities in the country.
4. Information on special and technical schools.
5. Information on Government service, both civil and
military.
6. Current information literature.
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RESEARCH
A "Follow-up study of Withdrawals and Graduates of the
Cole Trade High School" was completed this year. Mr. William
Julien, Guidance Counselor at the Trade High School, submit-
ted this study at Boston University. It was accepted in partial
fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Master of Edu-
cation.
This study including withdrawals and graduates of the Cole
Trade High School over a five-year period was presented to the
Superintendent of Schools and is now on file in the Guidance
Office.
"The results of the study indicate that the Cole Trade High
School has been successful in its selection and guidance of stu-
dents who had need for specific direction. It is very significant
that 80 percent of the students report satisfaction in their em-
ployment when it is considered that 71 per cent of the graduates
are working in the trades which their training was imple-
mented."
"Since 30 per cent of the graduates responding to the in-
quiry have continued their education, there is evidence that the
school has been instrumental in awakening a desire for self-
improvement. The comments offered and the number of sug-
gestions for course additions show that these people are in-
terested in the school and are awake to the possibilities of ex-
pansion of and improvement of the school."
Mr. Lindzay A. Varnam, a member of the faculty of the
Mary E. Wells High School, made a follow-up study of the
graduates and non-graduates of Mary E. Wells High School,
Class of 1950. This study was undertaken by Mr. Varnam with
the cooperation of the staff of the Guidance Department and
submitted as a graduate thesis at Boston University. It was ac-
cepted in partial fulfillment for the degree of Master of Educa-
tion.
The study had three main divisions: "(1) an inquiry into the
activities of the pupils after graduation or after leaving school;
(2) pupil evaluation of their participation in the varied school
experiences and activities and (3) suggestions which the former
pupils may wish to make for the improvement of the school."
This study showed that "more than half of those replying
are now working full time in business or industry. Twenty-one
per cent are attending a college or university, and sixteen per
cent are attending some other educational institution. Twenty-
three of the forty-four who are working are employed in the
American Optical Company. Eleven others are working for
eleven other companies in Southbridge. No company except
the American Optical Company employs more than one of the
groups. Complete details on this follow-up of the Class of 1950
are included in a study now on file in the Guidance Office.
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The faculty of the Cole Trade High School, Director Ray-
mond Benoit, and members of the Guidance staff entered into
a cooperative study with the State Department of Education.
This study was undertaken to determine the extent to which
reading ability is related to intelligence, and to explore the pos-
sibilities that reading material, presented in many textbooks,
might be geared beyond the level of reading attained by the
typical student.
A statistical report of results on achievement tests was com-
piled in the Office of the Director of Guidance and forwarded
to the Superintendent of Schools. As has been noted previously
in this report, Southbridge children tend to achieve well be-
yond comparable national norms.
It is a pleasure to acknowledge the cooperation of prin-
cipals, teachers, parents, and students over the past year. Sin-
cere appreciation is felt and thanks expressed to all who have
been helpful in assisting the Guidance program in its function.
Respectfully submitted,
SVEN O. ROSENGREN, Director,
Guidance and Placement.
REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR OF
COLE TRADE HIGH SCHOOL
To the Superintendent of Schools:
In accordance with your request, I am submitting my sec-
ond annual report for your approval.
In 1911, the townspeople of Southbridge recognized the
need of training young men in industrial pursuits. In 1920, this
training became State-Aided under Chapter 74 of the General
Laws. This training was definite in character. These vocational
classes were not, are not fostered under State and Federal Aid
for the purpose of giving instruction to backward, deficient, in-
corrigible or otherwise sub-normal individuals; but such classes
are established and maintained for the clearly avowed purpose
of giving thorough vocational instruction to healthy, normal in-
dividuals, to the end that they may be prepared for profitable
and efficient employment.
The Cole Trade High School continues to serve the youth
of Southbridge and the near vicinity. This service is based on
the needs of the community and the needs, aptitudes and inter-
ests of the young men. Employment for the graduates is 100%;
90% being in the trades trained for.
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The newly organized rotation plan has proven successful.
This success is marked by a smaller turn-over in the General
Department. Each boy who enters the Trade School from the
sixth or seventh grade is required to spend eight weeks in each
trade taught in the school. At the end of the year, the boy se-
lects the trade he feels he would like to pursue.
The faculty has completed our part of a major survey con-
ducted by the Lincoln and Therese Filene Foundation. This
group is attempting to show the acute need of training people
in the industrial field. This report shows approximately eleven
thousand (11,000) trade employment possibilities in the State of
Massachusetts. Vocational schools are graduating approximate-
ly 600 trades people. Our school is graduating approximately
thirty young men every year.
GRADUATES
Trade High Diplomas
Cabinetmakers
Robert John Briere Albert Leopold Cournoyer
Richard Sylvio Menard Francis John Mikuszewski
Arthur Thomas Morrell, Jr.
Draftsmen
Paul Raymond Fortin Ernest Emily LeBoeuf
*Francois Edward Gaumond *Herman Roy Provost
Richard William Schmitt
Electricians
Wayne Kenyon Armstrong Roger Richard Roy
Albert Charles Pulawski Armand Donald Sirard
*William Lawrence Muir
Machinists
Charles Edwin Cook *Carl Paul Jankowski
John Joseph Dzura Paul Robert Parent
Raymond Leo Richard
Painters and Decorators
Donald Roger Goudreau James Louis Richard
Normand Oliva Richard
* World War II Veterans
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CLASS OFFICERS
Herman Provost President
Donald Sirard Vice-President
Albert Pulawski Treasurer
Raymond Richard Secretary
AWARD WINNERS
American Legion Post No. 31 Award
(Good Citizenship) Herman Provost
Alumni Award—Scholastic Achievement Donald Sirard
Alumni Award—Athletic Achievement Raymond Richard
I thank the townspeople, the School Committee, the Super-
intendent of Schools, the Faculty, the girls in the office and our
custodian for their valuable aid in making vocational education
a success in Southbridge. I also give special thanks to the Ad-
visory Committee for giving up so much of their valuable time
for the betterment of Vocational education.
Respectfully submitted,
RAYMOND L. W. BENOIT, Director,
Cole Trade High School.
Evening School Program
No. Enrolled
Woodworking Frank P. Skinyon 17
Drafting George H. Braman 25
Machine Nels H. Johnson 23
Furniture Refinishing ...Irving Harding 29
Radio Repair Warren Rand 20
Soldering & Welding ...Philip Colognes! 17
Related Auto Mechanics Anthony Capozzo 8
Related Plumbing Antonio Blanchet 7
Related Carpentry William A. Julien 15
Respectfully submitted,
RAYMOND L. W. BENOIT, Director,
Evening School.
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REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR OF
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
To the Superintendent of Schools:
I herewith submit the following report of my work which
covers the period from January 1 to December 31, 1951.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION PROGRAM
This year, our program has been organized so as to include
all the students in our elementary schools plus the entire stu-
dent body of our Trade School. This program involves over
1400 students. Calisthenics, games and relays, and recreational
sports are emphasized in our Physical Education program for
grades 7th, 8th and the Trade School. This program is flexible
in order to provide a wide range of activities for the many in-
terests and needs of the students. Each student, in these levels,
averages one hour of physical education per week.
A closely supervised program has been organized for
grades 1-6 inclusive. This program has been designed to provide
the students opportunities to learn basic skills to develop good
health and safety habits, encourage leadership, good sports-
manship, and to express themselves physically as well as men-
tally. This particular program has been divided into the follow-
ing three levels: a program for Grades I and II; a program for
Grades III and IV; and a program for Grades V and VI. The
director plans and submits weekly programs to the classroom
teachers, and they in turn conduct the program during the re-
cess and physical education period. Approximately thirty min-
utes a day is given to this project. For grades one and two,
niemetics, singing games and group games are planned. Grades
three and four offer rhythmic activities, athletic games, re-
lays and group games. Team games, athletic games and re-
lays are emphasized in grades five and six. These activities are
developed in a progressive manner. This program has replaced
the uncontrolled and unsupervised recess program. A definite
time schedule has been introduced to allow maximum use of
areas, facilities and equipment, and to insure safe participation
for all students. Since this program has been in operation, acci-
dents in our play areas have been eliminated.
AFTER-SCHOOL ATHLETIC PROGRAM
This program has become very popular, for more students
are participating this year. The competition between schools
has been more keen and balanced. Although West Street and
Marcy Street Schools have improved greatly, Eastford Road
School won the boys' and girls' basketball banner, while Charl-
ton Street School repeated in football, baseball, and girls' soft-
ball.
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All the students participating in these activities are proper-
ly supervised by their coaches. All teams are also properly
clothed. Practices and games are held in the elementary gyms
and on the playgrounds of our schools.
In conclusion, I wish to thank the School Committee, princi-
pals, and classroom teachers in our elementary schools for
their generous collaboration and cooperation in establishing
these programs.
Respectfully submitted,
LEWIS A. KYRIOS, Director.
Physical Education.
REPORT OF THE SCHOOL NURSE
To the Superintendent of Schools:
I hereby submit the School Nurse's report from September
5, 1951 when I took over as substitute school nurse to the end of
this calendar year.
At the Mary E. Wells High School, physical examinations
were given to 281 girls. Forty-five notices for physical defects
were sent to parents. Seventy-two boys participating in sports
were given physical examinations. Seven notices for physical
defects were sent to parents.
At the Charlton Street School, twenty-nine girls in grades
7 and 8 were given physical examinations. Nineteen notices for
physical defects were sent to parents.
At the Eastford Road School, 167 pupils of grades 1, 3, 5 and
7 were examined. Twenty-six notices for physical defects were
sent to parents.
At the Marcy Street School, 93 pupils were given physical
examinations. Seven notices for physical defects were sent to
parents. Pupils of grades 3 and 4 were also given dental screen-
ing by the dentist. Two hundred five pupils were given the
Massachusetts Vision Test. Seventeen notices were sent to
parents notifying them of failure in vision test. Twenty-eight
borderline cases were found which should be periodically
checked.
At the Pleasant Street School, twenty-four pupils were
examined. One notice for physical defects was sent to a parent.
Pupils of grades 3 and 4 were given dental screening by the den-
tist.
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At the West Street School, twenty-six girls in grade 7 were
given physical examinations. Thirteen notices for physical de-
fects were sent to parents.
The main physical defects in order of the number of cases
were as follows: teeth, the throat, feet, poor posture, and heart
condition.
During October and November, fourteen dental clinics were
held at the Town Hall, at which forty-four children from the
various grammar schools were examined.
Clear Type Books were obtained from the Massachusetts
Division of the Blind in Boston for two of our pupils in the pub-
lic grammar schools.
The Lions Club furnished free milk for 86 needy children in
our schools.
Fourteen home visits were made, one with Miss Dwiny,
State Nutritionist. Two follow-up visits were made in one par-
ticular case.
Respectfully submitted,
SYLVIA J. LAAKSO,
Substitute School Nurse.
REPORT OF THE ATTENDANCE OFFICER
To the Superintendent of Schools:
In accordance with your instructions, I herewith submit
my third annual report for your consideration.
The work of the attendance officer is, by its nature, some-
times trying and difficult. Poor school attendance or truancy
is, for the most part, associated with unhealthy home conditions.
When faced with this type of problem at the outset, it is difficult
to perform satisfactorily the obligations of the position. The
true work of the attendance officer is to counsel and help the
students and parents to appreciate the significance of school at-
tendance laws. The principle is not one of repression, but rather
one of helpful guidance.
In more specific detail, the following deals with the exact
duties of the attendance officer:
1. Investigate cases referred to him by the school prin-
cipals.
2. Submit a written report to the Superintendent giving
the results of each visit, and make a telephone report to
the school principal.
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3. Make any follow-up investigation which is necessary.
4. Administer the Cole Fund.
5. Measure the distances between the homes of students
and the schools to ascertain if a particular person quali-
fies for a bus pass.
6. Bring into court confirmed truants.
7. Bring into court negligent or irresponsible parents.
Respectfully submitted,
PAUL A. DUHART,
Attendance Officer.
REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR OF VISUAL AIDS
To the Superintendent of Schools:
At your request, I am submitting my annual report of the
activities of the Audio-Visual Aids Department for 1951.
CHANGE OF LOCATION
In September, the Audio-Visual Aids Department was
moved from the Marcy Street School basement to a new location
in the High School building. This was a very logical and desir-
able change. In its new location, in the building with the great-
est concentration of teachers, the department is strategically
situated to insure fuller utilization of its facilities and services.
Secondly, the physical characteristics of the new location are
much more adequate for workshop purposes. Lastly, since the
director is also a part-time teacher in the same building, the
dual role of teacher-director is greatly facilitated.
DARKENING FACILITIES
In order to permit putting audio-visual aids in the classroom
where they belong, rather than in the auditorium, an entirely
new learning environment, a set of portable dark shades was
purchased for each of the following schools: Mary E. Wells,
Marcy Street, West Street, and Charlton Street. The educa-
tional significance of this step can be realized from an educator's
recent statement that "one of the bottlenecks holding back the
advance of audio-visual methods in education is the lack of
darkening facilities for showing projected aids in classrooms."
Many of our teachers have already reported a noticeable in-
crease in the effectiveness of projected aids as used under our
present program.
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TEACHER TRAINING
A workshop in the operation of a 16mm sound projector was
conducted for a one-week period in each elementary school. Al-
most all elementary school teachers subscribed to this program.
Many, in fact, expressed a great deal of satisfaction in becom-
ing proficient in the use of one of the most progressive tools of
education.
A program of individual instruction is now in operation at
the High School. Encouraged by their principal and given the
opportunity by the director, many high school teachers have also
sought instruction in the operation and use of the various
audio-visual aids to education.
STUDENT PROJECTIONISTS
The Projectionist Squad remains a major factor in the
smooth operation of the program. The student projectonist re-
lieves the teacher of many projection details which might
discourage the use of such powerful teaching tools. Consequent-
ly, the director is constantly training projectionists in order to
insure a smooth functioning program.
AUDIO-VISUAL USES
Since budgetary appropriations were inadequate to permit
the purchase of a sufficient number of other teaching aids, the
educational film became the audio-visual aid receiving perhaps
the most emphasis in audio-instruction during 1951. A total
of 160 films were used in the following separate programs:
Elementary, High School, Trade School, General Vocational,
and Guidance. Each film used was carefully selected by teach-
er committees or individual teachers in conference with the
director.
The lantern slide was also extensively used in 1951. These
slide units are especially adapted to the elementary curriculum
and are therefore exclusively used by elementary schools. A
total of 3,000 slides were requested for use by the four elemen-
tary schools during the year.
Although the purchase of filmstrips has been retarded,
many teachers, nevertheless, have used preview sets which the
director made available for evaluation purposes. In addition
to the preview prints which have to be returned to the pub-
lishers, the Audio-Visual Aids Department has provided high
school teachers of science and social studies with two excellent
types of filmstrips by subscribing to the "Popular-Science Film-
strip-of-the-Month Club" and the New York Times' "Report on
the News" filmstrips.
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A real advance in audio instruction was made possible
through the purchase of a voice recorder. Its effectiveness
has already been demonstrated in speech training, debating,
and foreign language classes. The recorder's usefulness is
really limited only to the extent of the teacher's ingenuity.
RECOMMENDATIONS
In order to increase the effectiveness of audio-visual in-
struction in the Southbridge Public Schools, the director
recommends:
1. That the per pupil minimum expenditure for audio-visual
instruction in Southbridge Public Schools be no less than
one dollar per pupil.
2. That a course in audio-visual instruction, with promotional
credits, be offered to teachers.
3. That a filmstrip projector be purchased immediately and
placed in the high school.
4. That at least one wall screen and one portable classroom
screen be purchased immediately.
In conclusion, I would like to thank all administrators and
teachers who have cooperated so faithfully to establish soimd
audio-visual instruction in the Southbridge Public Schools.
Respectfully submitted,
EDWARD J, DESROCHES, Director,
Audio-Visual Instruction.
REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR OF MUSIC
To the Superintendent of Schools:
In response to your request, I submit the following report
for music in the Southbridge Public Schools.
The music at the Mary E. Wells High School, with its glee
clubs, its music appreciation, and occasional music assemblies,
is all a part of a widely comprehensive music program. Music
in the high school is an elective, although it reaches the whole
student body through its assemblies. In the grades, there is
music for all the children, the integrated parts of the program
covering wide areas of experience. These experiences might
be grouped under such headings as rhythmic expression,
melodic ear-training, harmony, creative self-expression, de-
velopment of motor coordination through rhythmic play, provi-
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sion for the acquisition of basic skills and knowledges, intro-
duction to modern band and orchestral instruments, and an
emphasis on desirable character growth. Music, with its limit-
less opportunities for social relationships, usually fosters demo-
cratic living in community and school, and builds the physical
and mental health of each child.
Each year, the rote-song repertory is extended and a note-
song repertory built by sight-reading of unison and part songs.
The child's rhythmic understanding is increased by bodily
responses, dramatizations, pantomime, singmg-games, toiic
dancing. He is encouraged very early in creative song inter-
pretation, original songs, dances, free rhythmic expression,
creative instrumental experiences. From the third grade on,
he is led to interpret the relatively complex symbols ot nota-
tion into musical experiences. The joy a child shows when
he discovers, in a series of quarter-notes and halves, a song ne
has known from the cradle, is one of ^^^^"^^^1%
^^^^^f/^^^"
wards. But the child should at first be led, not from the
par-
ticular to the Whole, but from the whole to the particular.
Just
as any language is spoken and sung long before it is read
or
written, so this universal language, music, which brings
all
tongues together in worship and in play, must first be felt,
not studied. It must be felt as a response to beauty, the
beauty
of the silently falling snow, the song of a simple bird,
the gran-
deur of a symphonic poem.
It is no longer discouraging to the music teacher to find
a
child who cannot carry a tune. That same child may have a
wealth in his musical equipment that the golden voiced young-
ster next to him will never enjoy. Usually the child who deeply
desires to sing, will sing, but if "That one talent seems
lodged
in him useless," there are many other musical ways m which
he may express himself. Tonettes provide an introduction to
one way. These little wind instruments are gradually being
hitroduced in the fourth grades in Southbridge
.Generally
speaking, such instruments as these give a great
impetus to
chUdre^^ desire to read music. They should also lead mo^^^^
children into the bands and orchestras. It is to be hoped
that
eventually the music education program in Southbridge
will
become "a sequence of aesthetic experiences which may
pro-
vide enjoyment, relaxation, recreation, and personality de-
velopment."
The musical calendar for 1951 started with the presentation
January 13th and 16th of the Gilbert and Sullivan
favorite
"The Mikado," a project which proved to be far more than a
glee club activity. It was a community project uniting the
ienerosity, the talents, the particular skills o
business people
as well as teachers, of housewives as well as students in all
the
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public schools. All these and others joined forces with the
high school Choristers to raise funds for band uniforms, the
material for which had been most generously contributed by
the Ames Worsted Company. They must feel a particular
}
pride in the smart appearance and consequent new spirit of
|
their band.
Through the year, in all the schools, music programs and
pageants have been presented where facilities permit. De-
cember 21st marked the first time a high school and a grade •
school gave a joint program. This was a presentation of "An
Old English Christmas," a pageant by Elizabeth and Eleanor
Van Etten. I trust it was only the beginning, and that there
may be many occasions when the older young people and the
very young may join their voices in song.
Special attention has been given this year to the improve-
ment of motor coordination through rhythmic response to
music. So called "activity songs" and dramatizations are very
popular but difficult to perform in crowded classrooms. The
expression of musical motion should at first be bodily,—in
hands, in feet,—running when the notes run, walking when
they walk, skipping when they skip. Musical notation is mean-
ingless until children gain concepts of distances. We might
say of an octave, "A dove dives." Abstractions must become
social if they are to activate children. "Our minds grow through
physical activity." Just so, a child's memory grows with the
movements associated with the words of a song.
"Music is a social and democratic art," and while it may
mean much more to a talented child, it records the joys, the
sorrows, and the ideals of all mankind. Therefore, its place
in education is gaining more and more prominence, and should
be the rightful heritage of every boy and girl. I am sure you
and I hold the same ideals of music education, for you have al-
ways a ready willingness to cooperate in projects, which bring
music in its many phases to more and more young people.
Thank you again for your kindnesses to me. May I ask you
please to express my appreciation, also, to the individual mem-
bers of the School Board. Their encouragement has meant
much to me.
Respectfully submitted,
ELEANOR S. VAN ETTEN,
Director of Music.
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REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR OF INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC
To the Superintendent of Schools:
In accordance with your request, I am herewith submitting
my annual report for the period January 1, 1951 to Decem-
ber 31, 1951.
The past year has shown a marked increase in instrumental
music participation, especially in the grammar grades.
Each grammar school is now included in my schedule and
a whole day is devoted to each school for the purpose of giving
specialized attention to the instrumental students.
During the month of May, the junior band put on a one-
hour concert at each of the grammar schools and a special as-
sembly for the student body of the high school.
The Mary E. Wells High School band was very active dur-
ing the year. It participated in a total of twenty-five public
appearances, which included local and out-of-town engage-
ments such as parades, basketball tournament at Amherst,
school music festival at Leominster, Wells football games. It
put on its own "Spring Music Frolic."
Perhaps the high-light of the year was the complete uni-
forming of the band which added greatly to its appearance and
prestige. Much of the credit for this must go to the superinten-
dent who was general chairman of the Ways and Means Com-
mittee and gave much of his time and experience to the success-
ful conclusion of this project.
The National colors were presented to the band in special
ceremonies November 3rd by the Daughters of the American
Revolution. Mrs. Rose Shepard made the presentation. The
state flag was given by the local Veterans of Foreign Wars
Post with Commander Roland Hetu making the presentation.
Pointing towards a well rounded instrumental music pro-
gram is the formation of a high school dance orchestra and
the institution of stringed instrument classes in the grammar
grades leading to a grammar school orchestra with its subse-
quent carry-over to high school.
In conclusion, may I extend my heartiest thanks to all
school personnel for their kind co-operation and especially to
the principals for their help in scheduling the instrumental
music program.
Respectfully submitted,
PAUL J. SWEET, Director,
Instrumental Music.
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REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR OF ADULT EDUCATION
To the Superintendent of Schools:
The Massachusetts Department of Education wishes the
Adult Civic Education Division to continue the work started
last year with the newcomers to our shores. This means that
we are to integrate socially these people as well as to teach
them our language.
There are some who have come to this country through
the interest and sponsorship of a relative. These are taken
care of to a certain extent and made to feel they are welcome.
Others have come through the sponsorship of a church or
national organization. Among these we find former soldiers
who, after the war, found their homeland taken over by the
Soviet Union. These, not wishing to return to their native
country as they knew full well their homes and possessions
had been confiscated, were allowed to live in Displaced Per-
sons Camp under the protection of the French, English, and
American Governments. Many refugees from Soviet Dom-
inated Countries also found a haven in these camps. Some of
the soldiers, who had been leaders, were taken into the Occu-
pation Army by the above countries.
Later, through the United Nations Relief Association (U.
N. R. A.) these faithful soldiers were given the opportunity to
go to anyone of the sponsoring countries. Many chose to come
to the United States. Nationals of Poland and the Baltic Coun-
tries were most affected in this way.
Then we have the hunted people who go from country to
country in Europe and sometimes cross to Africa and then re-
turn to a free country of Europe before being able to contact
a Relief Agency. People from Albania, Hungary, and Czecho-
slovakia are among them.
After their arrival in New York City by means of United
Nations Assistance, these people arrive in Southbridge because
of church sponsorship.
After learning enough English to be understood, the Adult
Education Division of the Southbridge School Department en-
deavors to make them self-supporting and an asset to the com-
munity. It is truly gratifying to report that, through the co-
operation and munificence of local industry, we have been
able to do so.
Many of the students, ranging from sixteen to forty-five
years of age, have an excellent educational background in their
native tongue, so that their learning of the language and as-
similation of our customs is very rapid.
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The Course in U. S. History and Government is provided
for those who are anxious to become citizens and must have an
understanding of these subjects before being admitted as voters.
All during the year, the work of filing Citizenship Papers
and checking the knowledge of our government goes on. This
often entails much research and correspondence on the part
of the department. Whatever the need of a non-citizen, we
try our utmost to meet it and pledge ourselves to continue doing
this to the best of our ability.
Respectfully submitted,
CONSTANCE M. L'ECUYER, Director,
Adult Education.
^ REPORT OF THE
DIRECTOR OF SUMMER PLAYGROUNDS
To the Superintendent of Schools:
In accordance with your request, I herewith submit my
report covering the activities of the playgrounds for the year
1951.
The season ran from July 9 through August 17, a period of
six weeks. The activities were conducted at the following
areas: Charlton Street, Eastford Road, West Street, and Pleas-
ant Street. Special events were held at the Town Swimming
Pool and at Dresser Street Recreational Field.
PERSONNEL
General
Director: Lewis A. Kyrios
Supervisor of Arts and Crafts: Mrs. Kathryn Beauregard
Charlton Street Playground
Supervisor: Mr. Charles Venie
Assistant Supervisor: Miss Carolyn Allard
Junior Assistants: Miss Elizabeth Duhamel
Miss Evelyn Cabana
Mr. Joseph Marino
Eastford Road Playground
Supervisor: Mr. Daniel Hobart
Junior Assistants: Miss Eva Salviuolo
Miss Charlotte Beck
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Wesl Street Playground
Supervisor: Miss Liberty Themistocles
Junior Assistants: Miss Pauline LeClair
Miss Joyce Bachand
Mr. Thomas Michael
Pleasant Street Playground
Supervisor: Miss Elizabeth Curtis
Junior Assistants: Miss Genevieve Hetu
Mr. Dimitri Sotir
ENROLLMENT AND ATTENDANCE
Total Enrollment 1,165
Average Daily Attendance 485
Average Percentage of Attendance 36.90
Largest Daily Attendance 675
MEETINGS
There were six meetings of the Supervisors held during
the summer, the purpose of which was to plan the activities
of the week and to consider any difficulties that may have
arisen during the previous week. The Supervisors, in turn,
conducted staff meetings each Friday within their playgrounds
to organize and expand their individual programs. Their
meetings were a source of help to all.
ACTIVITIES
The Playground program was divided in the following
manner:
First Week Organizational Week
Second Week Sports Program
Third Week Swimming Meet
Fourth Week Track Meet
Fifth Week Amateur Shows
Sixth Week Arts and Crafts Exhibit
NEW ACTIVITIES
Under the supervision of the Director, Lewis Kyrios, and
in conjunction with Mr. Jacob Edwards, the President of the
Little League, and the Southbridge Recreation Committee, a
six-team "Minor League" baseball league was conducted. The
results are as follows:
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Won Lost
Minneapolis 10 4
Rochester 8 6
Toledo 7 7
Milwaukee 6 8
Louisville 5 9
Kansas City 5 9
In the play-off series, Toledo defeated Minneapolis and
Milwaukee to win the championship.
At the end of the season, Mr. Jacob Edwards presented
"Little League" T shirts to 60 players. Mr. Frank Skinyon,
Director of the Dresser Street Athletic Field, served refresh-
ments.
ARTS AND CRAFTS
As in former years, the exhibit of the Arts and Crafts Pro-
gram was held at the Boston Store. Mrs. Kathryn Beauregard
was the Supervisor of the Arts and Crafts Program and did
an excellent job. Over 1600 items were displayed. Pleasant
Street Playground completed 470 pieces of craftwork; West
Street, 451; Charlton Street, 376; and Eastford Road, 318.
SAFETY PROGRAM
The Safety Program was very successful, for the results
were excellent. No major accidents resulted.
I wish to extend my appreciation to all those who worked
so enthusiastically and loyally to make the Playground a
success.
Respectfully submitted,
LEWIS A. KYRIOS, Director,
Summer Playground.
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